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Introduction

Chapter 1

THERMAL THERAPY FOR CANCER TREATMENT
At present, the National Cancer Institute divides cancer treatments into the categories
surgery, radiation therapy, chemotherapy, immunotherapy, hormone therapy, stem
cell transplant, targeted therapy, and personalized medicine [1]. The variety of existing
approaches and especially the development of precision medicine [2] reflects that
cancer is a multi-factorial disease. Hence, it is a highly personal condition which requires
careful deliberation and weighing of treatments with oftentimes debilitating side effects.
Thermal therapies take on a special role in this setting.
One of the roles of thermal therapy is that of a thermal knife [3]. The application
of temperatures in excess of 56 °C, which is usually referred to as ablation [4], rapidly
induces coagulative necrosis and/or thermal fixation. Unlike conventional surgery, which
invasively excises locally confined tumors, the malignant tissue is destroyed in-situ [5,6].
This allows the body to break down the necrotic tissue by itself and enables the treatment
of some tumors that may not be resectable [7]. If supported by immunomodulation, the
remaining fragments of malignant cells may even lead to a systemic response in a socalled abscopal effect [8,9]. The invasiveness of the techniques used for ablation ranges
from minimally invasive to completely noninvasive [4], although some thermal ablative
techniques are also applied during surgery [10].
The application of temperatures between 40 and 44 °C is referred to as mild
hyperthermia [11]. While hyperthermia may produce a cytotoxic effect by itself
depending on the temperature and duration [12], mild hyperthermia is mostly used as
an adjuvant treatment to chemotherapy [13] and radiotherapy [14]. Several clinical trials
and meta-analyses have found that the addition of hyperthermia acts as sensitizer for
these treatments, enhancing their effectiveness [15-22]. The thermal enhancement
of radiotherapy arises from the inhibition of DNA repair mechanisms [23,24] and the
stimulation of perfusion in the tumor. The latter effect results in the reoxygenation of
poorly perfused and thereby hypoxic tumor regions [25,26], which are highly resistant
to radiotherapy [27]. The effectiveness of chemotherapy is likewise enhanced via
the stimulation of blood flow, as well as enhancement of vessel permeability, both
improving the availability of the drug in malignant tissue [28-30]. The potency of thermal
enhancement of chemotherapy depends on the drug and varies between independent,
additive and synergistic [31].
Both in ablation and hyperthermia, the outcome of the treatment depends on the
thermal history of the treated tissue. It was recognized early on that the surviving fraction
of cells undergoing a heat treatment follows an Arrhenius relationship [32]. This led to
the development of the thermal dose concept [33], which is still in use today and enables
the comparison of results among studies utilizing different equipment and heating
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regimes [34]. The thermal dose D accumulated between the start of the treatment t0 and
a timepoint t depends on the temperature evolution T(t') [33]:
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The break in the Arrhenius curve at around 43 °C is thought to arise from the gradual
formation of thermotolerance in cells treated at lower temperatures [35]. It is important
to note that the value of R and the breakpoint temperature are a convention and may
vary situationally, i.e., the thermal dose required to induce cell death depends on the type
of cells or tissue treated. It was found, however, that a thermal dose of 240 Cumulative
Equivalent Minutes at 43 °C (CEM43) is sufficient to induce coagulative necrosis in most
tissues and is therefore often used as a threshold to predict necrosis [36,37]. For ablation
treatments, this translates to a treatment time of less than a second at 57 °C. Hyperthermia
treatments are not aimed at reaching 240 CEM43 in a single application. Nonetheless, a
positive correlation between the complete response rate and the delivered thermal dose
has been observed in many studies [34,38-41]. In cases where this correlation was not
found, inadequate heating techniques were often cited as the cause [34].

MEDICAL HEATING TECHNOLOGIES
One of the oldest references to thermal therapy is found in the Edwin Smith Surgical
Papyrus, which is dated to a period around 1600 BC [42,43]. It mentions the use of
cautery and hot stones, which in modern terms could be classified as medical devices for
conductive heating, i.e., devices that rely on the diffusion of heat into the tissue to effect
a temperature increase. The most recent examples of techniques utilizing conductive
heating employ magnetic nanoparticles and rapidly switching magnetic fields [44,45] to
heat adjacent tissue. Exploratory clinical studies with magnetic particles as heat source
have shown feasibility [46-48] and have explored a potential survival benefit [49] in
patients with recurrent glioblastoma multiforme. However, the control this technique
provides over the heating rate and its spatial distribution is currently severely limited [48].
Consequently, they are suited neither for the controlled induction of mild hyperthermia
nor for uniform ablation. Furthermore, the magnetic nanoparticles injected into
the patient are degraded only very slowly and will be retained for a long time, which
precludes the use of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) in the target region in the future
3
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due to the induced imaging [49]. In addition, other metal (e.g. dental implants) must be
removed from the treated body part as the use of a switching magnetic field would lead
to unintentional heating [49]. Therefore, broad adoption of magnetic nanoparticles for
thermal therapy currently appears unlikely.
Hyperthermic perfusion as a heating method is related to conductive heating
as it also relies on the diffusion of heat into the malignant tissue. However, instead of
introducing heated objects or particles, a warm solution of a cytostatic is circulated
through the vascular system of an isolated limb (isolated limb perfusion, ILP [50]), the
peritoneum (Hyperthermic IntraPeritoneal Chemotherapy, HIPEC [51]), the thorax
(Hyperthermic IntraThoracic Chemotherapy, HITHOC [52]), a cavity, or a lumen
(Hyperthermic IntraVEsical Chemotherapy, HIVEC) [53]. Within their respective niche,
ILP, HIPEC and HITHOC have improved the clinical outcomes of patients significantly
compared to control treatments [54-59], while a pilot study of HIVEC has concluded with
promising results [60]. However, due to the slow diffusion of drugs into the tissue [61] and
the sharp drop of the temperature away from the perfused space [62], all approaches
except ILP are limited to the treatment of small tumors that are in direct contact with
the circulated solution. In the case of bladder cancer, the limited penetration depth of
conductive heating can be augmented via the addition of an intracavity microwave
antenna [63].
Electromagnetic waves, such as microwaves, are one of the two approaches which
allow for the creation of temperature elevation at a distance from a medical device. Instead
of bringing a heated body or fluid into close contact with the intended treatment volume,
the required energy is delivered to the tissue in the form of electromagnetic radiation
where it dissipates and thereby effects an increase in temperature [64]. One mode of use
is superficial hyperthermia, in which electromagnetic radiation is applied directly to the
skin [65]. The used wavelength lies between infrared and microwaves [66,67], depending
on the required penetration depth. Due to the strong attenuation of electromagnetic
waves at these wavelengths, this technique is not used for tumors that extend to more
than a few millimeters deep under the skin [67]. For the treatment of tumors that are
seated deeper, electromagnetic interstitial heating devices, i.e., antennas in the form of
needles, can be inserted into or close to the intended treatment volume [68,69]. These
interstitial devices are usually operated at high output powers to ablate the surrounding
tissue volume, though the use for hyperthermia has also been demonstrated [70]. The
ablation of tissue using these devices is referred to as radiofrequency ablation (RFA) and
microwave ablation (MWA). RFA is already in regular use for the treatments of metastases
in the liver [10].
For the application of hyperthermia to deep seated tumors, extracorporeal radiative
phased array systems are used [11]. Here, the antennas are arranged around the patient and
coupled to the patient’s skin via water boluses. The center of heating can be chosen via the
4
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antennas’ relative amplitude and phase [71]. The applied frequencies result in heating foci
with diameters between 10 and 15 cm [72]. This allows the induction of mild hyperthermia
in exceptionally large tissue volumes, referred to as locoregional hyperthermia. These
devices have been successfully used in numerous clinical trials demonstrating the added
benefit of HT to radio, chemo- or radiochemotherapy [15,16,19,20,73-75]. However, the
long wavelengths necessary for this technique also inherently limit the capability to
create uniform heating patterns and to counteract localized heat sinks like blood vessels.
Apart from pre-heating of blood entering the target area by enlarging the heated volume
[76], this problem cannot be addressed using electromagnetic radiation as wavelengths
on the required millimeter scale are strongly attenuated in water-rich tissues [77].
Currently, the only means for controlling temperature on such small scales
noninvasively is therapeutic ultrasound. When targeting deep tissue regions with
extracorporeal transducers, therapeutic ultrasound is usually applied at frequencies
around 1 MHz, which amounts to a wavelength of about 1.6 mm in muscle tissue [78].
Compared to electromagnetic radiation of this wavelength, the attenuation coefficient
of ultrasound is lower by a factor of about 0.3 [77,79]. This enables the creation of very
small heating foci deep inside the body with the help of extracorporeal ultrasound
transducers [80]. This technique is referred to as High Intensity Focused Ultrasound
(HIFU). Extracorporeal HIFU transducers are bowl-shaped, which leads to constructive
interference at the geometrical focus by default. In many modern transducers, the bowl
additionally is populated by a high number of independently operating piezo elements,
which also allows the deflection of the focal region from the geometrical focus in three
dimensions [81]. A distinguishing feature of HIFU is the capability to noninvasively apply
both local hyperthermia and thermal ablation in a single treatment [82-84]. Higher
ultrasound frequencies of up to 10 MHz are applied in interstitial ultrasound heating
devices, which aim at treating tissues closer to the transducer. This technique is under
investigation for the focal and whole-gland treatment of prostate cancer [85]. For
applications that require even higher precision like the treatment of glaucoma in the
eye, miniature HIFU transducers operating at frequencies of up to 21 MHz have been
developed [86,87].

THE DEVELOPMENT OF NONINVASIVE THERMAL THERAPY USING
FOCUSED ULTRASOUND
The biological effects of high-intensity ultrasound waves on living organisms were
investigated as early as 1927 by Wood and Loomis [88]. They described the mechanical
destruction of cells by constructively interfering ultrasound waves and speculated
that the applied ultrasound may lead to heating inside organisms. They used a planar
5
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piezoelectric emitter and plates of glass or metal fixed in parallel to the emitter to generate
constructive interference, resulting in planar standing waves between the emitter and
the reflector plates. The first article discussing a device for focusing ultrasound waves
in a point was published in 1935 by Johannes Gruetzmacher [89]. Instead of a planar
emitter, he presented two piezo crystals in the form of concave mirrors. According to
his article, this resulted in a 150-fold enhancement of the ultrasound intensity compared
to the intensity measured near the emitter. Gruetzmacher already speculated that such
transducers may prove valuable for clinical applications in his original publication.
The first article presenting the effect of high-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) on
tissue was published in 1942 by Lynn et al. [90], who showed that HIFU can be used to
induce coagulation in ex-vivo bovine liver without harming the prefocal tissue. A phase of
preclinical research followed, focusing mainly on fundamental research concerned with
the effect of focused ultrasound on the brain [91-93]. This finally led to the first clinical
applications for the treatment of Parkinson’s disease reported in the late 1950s by Meyers
and the brothers Fry [94,95]. The results of these interventions were promising, with a
large proportion of patients reporting a sustained relief of rigidity symptoms. However,
verification of the HIFU focus location was not yet possible and the treatment still required
a craniotomy. Simultaneously, a drug for the treatment of Parkinson’s disease, L-DOPA,
became available, offering a treatment that was much more acceptable for patients [96].
Therefore, HIFU treatment of neurological diseases was not clinically adopted. Instead,
the 1960s and 1970s saw the first oncological applications of HIFU in thyroid, breast,
and brain tumors [97,98] as well as a brief adoption in eye surgery [99]. In this period,
Francis Fry also presented a first HIFU system with an integrated sonography probe [100],
pioneering noninvasive image-guided therapy.
The next big step in the development of image-guided HIFU intervention began
with the publication of the first image of a human body created via nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) in 1977 by Damadian et al. [101]. From their technique, magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) was developed. This allowed Hynynen et al. to present the first
combination of HIFU with a magnetic resonance imaging scanner in 1993 [102]. This was
closely followed by the invention of the proton resonance frequency shift (PRFS)-based
MRI-thermometry by Ishihara et al. and De Poorter et al. in 1995 [103,104], which would
facilitate the first completely noninvasive, feedback-controlled hyperthermia treatment
presented in 1999 by Vimeux et al. [105]. Apart from these resounding successes, the 1990s
also marked the beginning of broad commercialization of focused ultrasound technology
with the founding of two prominent manufacturers of HIFU equipment, Chongqing Haifu
and Insightec, as well as the resurgence of interest in HIFU for neurological applications
with the demonstration of transcranial HIFU by Kynynen and Jolesz [106].
The technological leaps and the advent of commercially available HIFU systems in
the 1990s was followed by the formation of the first organization dedicated to the support
6
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and promotion of HIFU research in 2001, namely the International Society for Therapeutic
Ultrasound (ISTU), and the formation of the Focused Ultrasound Foundation (FUSF) in
2006, which is dedicated to accelerating of the adoption of HIFU into clinical practice.
Since then, the number of research articles published each year reporting on focused
ultrasound has been increasing rapidly, along with the breadth of clinical applications of
HIFU.

1

CLINICAL APPLICATIONS OF MR-HIFU
Focused ultrasound has great potential for a wide variety of indications. In 2020, more
than 100 clinical applications of this heating method have reached at least the stage of
pilot trials [107]. MR-HIFU, as a subspecies of focused ultrasound techniques, is the only
medical heating modality that enables the noninvasive application of both hyperthermia
and ablation to both deep and superficial tissue regions. The first two applications for
which MR-HIFU was approved in the EU were uterine fibroids and painful bone metastases
[108]. These two applications exemplify two core capabilities of HIFU, tumor debulking
and pain palliation, which are of importance for a promising upcoming application, i.e.,
pancreatic cancer. Here, we briefly explore these three conditions and the role of MRHIFU in their treatment.

Uterine Fibroids
Uterine fibroids (UF) are extremely common. The GDB 2017 [109] study estimates a global
prevalence of 139 million, but there are large regional differences as ethnicity has a strong
influence on the incidence and the severity of the symptoms [110,111]. Approximately
15 % to 30 % of UF are symptomatic [112]. Symptoms of UF include abnormal uterine
bleeding, anemia, discomfort, urinary incontinence, and potentially severe problems
related to reproduction [113].
The options for treatment can be divided into pharmaceutical management,
inter-ventional radiology (selective uterine artery embolization and HIFU), and surgical
management (hysterectomy, myomectomy, radiofrequency ablation, and endometrial
ablation) [112]. Pharmaceutical management is often the first step, but it is aimed primarily
at reducing and mitigating uterine bleeding [112]. Further steps depend on the patient’s
situation and preference. The most commonly applied treatment is hysterectomy, i.e., the
surgical removal of the uterus, as it has the lowest rate of needing reintervention and
is associated with a low rate of complications [114,115]. However, the recovery time of
about four weeks after open hysterectomy is substantial. This can be shortened to about
3 weeks if a minimally invasive approach is used [116], but the required equipment is not
yet universally available, and a hysterectomy precludes future pregnancy [117]. As the
7
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mean age of childbearing in Europe has been increasing steadily since 1985 [118], the wish
to retain one’s uterus will very likely continue to become more prevalent. Furthermore,
the emotional impact of a hysterectomy can also be a reason to reject the procedure.
The most commonly used fertility-preserving treatments are myomectomy, i.e., the
surgical removal of fibroids, uterine artery embolization (UAE, blocking of the fibroids’
blood supply) and thermal ablation via HIFU or RF. A recent review found that in the
published literature, myomectomy still exhibits the highest rate of live births (75.6 %),
followed by thermal ablation (70.5 %) and UAE (60.6 %) [119]. Fertility data on HIFU ablation
specifically is still scarce due to the relatively recent introduction of the technology and
the FDA’s explicit ban of offering HIFU to patients desiring to preserve fertility until 2015
[120]. However, initial results are promising [121]. As opposed to myomectomy, HIFUablation is a completely noninvasive treatment without the need for general anesthesia
and can be performed on an outpatient basis [122]. This results in hospital stays and
median recovery times of only two days [123], which is extremely short compared to the
average recovery time of 22.1 days for myomectomy [124,125]. The tumor shrinkage after
HIFU ablation occurs over a timespan of up to one year and appears to depend on the
fraction of the UF that is nonperfused immediately after the treatment [126]. On average,
a shrinkage to approximately 60 % of the original volume can be expected [127,128]. Even
though there seems to be a learning curve with the application of HIFU [128], one of the
first clinical studies by Funaki et al. already showed a considerable and sustained decrease
in the symptom severity score (SSS) to an average value that was close to the SSS of a
healthy control group. HIFU ablation of UF is also not associated with severe adverse
events [123,128] and may even be more cost effective compared to other treatments
[129]. Consequently, MR-HIFU is being seen as a tool with high potential for the fertilitypreserving management of uterine fibroids [130].

Bone metastases
Bone metastases (BM) frequently develop from breast cancer (73 % of cases at time
of death) and prostate cancer (68 % of cases at time of death), which respectively are
the cancer types with the highest incidence in women and men [131], as well as from a
number of other common solid tumors [132]. The mean survival time after the diagnosis
of BM in prostate- and breast cancer patients lies between two and three years [133-135].
BM can manifest as osteolytic, i.e., destroying normal bone, or osteoblastic, i.e., leading to
the abnormal formation of additional bone, or mixed. BM from prostate cancer are mostly
osteoblastic [136], while BM arising from breast cancer mostly manifest as osteolytic but
can also show mixed or osteoblastic behavior [137]. The symptoms of BM include pain,
hypercalcemia, fractures, spinal cord compression, and spinal instability [138].
Treatments focus primarily on symptom prevention and palliation and the
prevention of BM spread. For the latter, the administration of bisphosphonates has shown
8
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promise, prolonging the disease-free survival in breast cancer patients [139,140]. In terms
of symptom prevention, bones are reinforced via medication aimed at supporting bone
regeneration and eligible patients can undergo surgery to reinforce affected bones [138].
BM-related pain may originate from inflammation or mechanical stress, either exerted
by the tumor directly or due to strain on weakened bones [141]. As a first step, this pain
should be managed pharmaceutically [142,143], as antineoplastic treatments only take
effect after several weeks. Depending on whether the disease is localized or diffuse,
the choice of antineoplastic treatment is most often between palliative radiotherapy
(localized disease) or radiopharmaceuticals (diffuse disease) [144,145].
For management of pain induced by localized BM, HIFU may offer an alternative
to palliative radiotherapy (RT). RT yields a median time to response of two weeks and
may even take up to nine weeks to take effect [146,147]. The median reported complete
response rate is 26 % (range: 13 % - 58 %), the median reported overall response rate is
71 % (range: 53 % - 78 %), and the median reported rate of acute toxicity is 29 % (range:
5 % - 37 %) [148]. Acute toxicities of RT include nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, skin reactions,
tiredness and a temporary increase in pain at the tumor site [149]. If no pain palliation is
achieved, patients may undergo repeated irradiation. However, re-irradiation appears to
be less effective [150] and radiation toxicity may compound. The mechanism of pain relief
in RT is not yet entirely clear [149].
The analgesic effect of HIFU therapy for painful bone metastases stems from
the denervation of the periosteum and from tumor debulking [151,152]. Thus far, two
prospective clinical studies have been published with encouraging results. Hurwitz et
al. reported complete and overall pain palliation responses in 23.2 % and 64.3 % of the
112 patients enrolled in the study, some of which had previously undergone RT without
complete pain relief [153]. Napoli et al. even reported complete and overall response rates
of 72.2 % and 88.9 %, respectively, albeit in a smaller cohort of 18 patients [152]. Napoli
et al. also reported the complete absence of adverse events, while Hurwitz et al. reported
adverse events in 45 % of patients, 60.3 % of which resolved on the day of treatment
and may in a large part have been prevented by stronger analgesia during treatment.
The most frequent adverse event was sonication pain (32.1 %), followed by pain arising
from patient positioning (8 %). Other less frequent events included skin numbness
(0.9 %), myositis (0.9 %), skin burns (1.8 %), fractures (1.8 %), neuropathy (1.8 %) and
postprocedural pain (4.5 %).
The toxicity profile of HIFU compares favorably with RT [153,154] and as HIFU does
not rely on ionizing radiation, repetition of the treatment is unproblematic. Pain relief sets
in within the first days after treatment, rather than weeks [146,153]. The rapid onset of pain
relief and the absence of ionizing radiation is especially noteworthy, as many patients
suffering from BM are both in urgent need of effective analgesia and may still have
several years to live. Further clinical evidence is needed to establish HIFU as an alternative
9
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to RT, but the evidence accumulated so far paints a very favorable picture with potential
benefits in time to pain relief, response rate, and toxicity profile. The effectiveness of HIFU
for pain palliation is being recognized and further analgesic applications are explored,
such as osteoid osteoma, desmoid tumors, osteoarthritis, neuropathic pain, and
pancreatic cancer [7,108,155-159].

Upcoming application: Pancreatic cancer
The first established applications of HIFU are treatment of benign diseases such as UF or
osteoid osteoma, neurological diseases, or in a palliative setting such as pain treatment
associated with bone metastasis. Treatment of malignant cancers has been explored for
almost all types of solid tumors that are acoustically accessible, such as prostate, breast,
liver, kidney, as well as pancreatic cancer [107]. Especially for pancreatic cancer, HIFU may
offer a unique treatment option as first clinical studies with US-guided HIFU suggest
[7,160,161].
Compared to other cancers, pancreatic cancer (PaC) has a relatively low agestandardized incidence at 7.7 per 100,000 people in Europe in 2018, putting it at 13th
place. Nonetheless, PaC was the 4th most likely cause of cancer-related death in Europe
and caused 4.5 % of all cancer fatalities worldwide in that year [162]. Its 5-year survival rate
is the lowest of any cancer and while the mortality of most other cancers has been falling
over the last thirty years, the mortality of PaC has risen and may become the second
leading cause of cancer related death in the USA by 2030 [131,163,164]. This trend will
not remain confined to the USA. The median age of diagnosis of PaC is 71 years [165].
The average global life expectancy at birth has passed this threshold in the latter half of
the past decade and is predicted to continue to increase, which could lead to a surge in
the global mortality of PaC [118]. The high mortality of PaC is attributed to the interplay
of several unfavorable characteristics. It is typically diagnosed at a late stage due to its
unspecific symptoms and their late onset [166]. Therefore, the tumor has often already
formed metastases and encased the adjacent arteries, making resection impossible
[167]. Even in patients who undergo resection of the primary tumor, median survival is
extremely short due to the high morbidity of the procedure and frequent recurrence
[168]. The expanding tumor mass exerts growing pressure on surrounding structures,
leading to duodenal and biliary obstruction, nausea, and pain in the abdomen and back
[169,170].
The treatment approach in PaC heavily depends on the stage of the disease at the
time of diagnosis and the patient’s status. Resection with subsequent chemotherapy is
the only curative option at the moment and only about one in six patients is eligible
[169]. This leaves palliative chemotherapy as the only option for the majority of patients,
as a recent study did not find a survival benefit of added radiotherapy [171,172].
However, pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDA), which is the most common type
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of PaC, forms a dense matrix of stromal cells, inhibiting the penetration of systemically
administered drugs into the tumor, adding to its high resistance to chemotherapy [173].
mFOLFIRINOX, a combination of oxaliplatin, irinotecan, leucovorin, and fluorouracil has
recently shown a significant and considerable advantage over the previous standard of
care, gemcitabine, but many patients are considered too sick to cope with the extreme
toxicity and side effects [174]. Medicinal pain management is often insufficient and is
therefore supported by celiac plexus block or celiac plexus neurolysis [169], but these
techniques have not demonstrated a significant benefit over a placebo treatment in a
double-blinded randomized control trial [175]. PaC patients are therefore in urgent need
for a treatment option that reliably alleviates pain, reduces tumor volume, and induces
minimal additional toxicity. These are all hallmarks of HIFU, as has already been shown in
its application in uterine fibroids and bone metastases.
Consequently, HIFU is being explored as a treatment modality for pancreatic cancer
in China since the early 2000s [176-181] and has since sparked interest in Europe and the
US [7,160,182,183]. The accumulated evidence shows that HIFU ablation of pancreatic
tumors induces long-lasting pain relief in about 4 of 5 patients [179,180,184-192], and
improves local tumor control [180,186,188,190]. The mechanism by which HIFU induces
pain relief is not yet clear. It has been speculated that the analgesic effect may stem from
the ablation of nerve fibers in the tumor, the inactivation of the solar plexus, the shrinkage
of the tumor, and/or the reduction of the inflammatory environment via the expression
of cytokines [7,193]. A recent study of Marinova et al. [7] in fifty pancreatic cancer patients
(stages three and four) found that the pain relief already began at the one-week follow
up after HIFU ablation and thereby preceded the shrinkage of the tumor. The reported
pain scores furthermore continued to improve over several months, possibly suggesting
a combination of the mechanisms mentioned above. The same study also found that
the patients experienced a swift and sustained decrease of the impact the pain had on
their daily life, and the complete absence of major or long-lasting side-effects [7]. The
comparison with historical data also suggests a survival benefit over chemotherapy
alone [7,160,194]. Independent of whether the survival benefit of HIFU ablation will be
confirmed or not, it is already an extremely valuable modality for analgesia in pancreatic
cancer patients today.
Clinical studies concerning the HIFU-ablation of pancreatic cancer have mostly
been performed using HIFU under sonography guidance [185], while examples for MRHIFU are scarce [195,196]. In treating abdominal organs like the pancreas, sonography
has the advantage that acoustically opaque targets like ribs or pockets of air and solids in
the bowels can be identified directly and the high frame rate allows real-time monitoring
of organ motion. If such objects intersect the HIFU beam, the ultrasound is strongly
absorbed and reflected, leading to heating outside of the target volume. The main
drawback of sonography guidance for thermal therapy is the lack of reliable temperature
11
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feedback beyond 50 °C [197]. The operator must therefore rely on a-priori estimations of
the required energy and changes in the echogenicity and elasticity of ablated tissue to
control exposure [197]. The presence of nearby critical structures furthermore limits the
fraction of the tumor that can be ablated safely without temperature feedback [198]. This
directly impacts the pain palliation that can be achieved, as the ablated tumor fraction
correlates with the pain response [196]. Magnetic resonance imaging is a natural solution
to this problem as MR-thermometry is not limited in this fashion, potentially improving
patient safety and the palliative effect. Reliable temperature feedback also allows the
application of local hyperthermia for the intratumoral release and enhancement of
chemotherapy, which might help to overcome the high resistance to chemotherapy of
PaC [84].

GUIDANCE, MONITORING AND CONTROL OF HIFU TREATMENTS
UNDER MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING
Magnetic Resonance (MR) guidance yields high soft-tissue contrast [199], allows near-real
time volumetric temperature measurements [103], and can visualize non-perfused areas
[200]. This provides interventional radiologists with a potent tool for treatment planning,
treatment monitoring and post-procedural evaluation of treatment success. Since the first
demonstration of an MR-HIFU concept by Hynynen et al. in 1993 [102], several commercial
platforms capable of delivering HIFU under MRI guidance have become available. The
most prominent clinical MR-HIFU devices are the ExAblate® (Insightec, Haifa, Israel) and
the Sonalleve® (Profound Medical, Mississauga, Canada) systems. Both systems employ a
phased array transducer that is integrated into an MRI patient table and therefore offer
near-real time MR thermometry to monitor ablation. The major difference between the
systems is that the Sonalleve® transducer allows the treatment of larger volumes using
electronic beam steering in all directions and utilizes MR-thermometry measurements in
a closed feedback loop to make online adjustments to the sonication protocol. Though
the CE label for both systems is currently restricted to ablative treatments, the Sonalleve
system is inherently capable to induce local hyperthermia over a prolonged timespan via
a controller that uses MR-thermometry feedback [83].
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Thermometry
The cornerstone of MR-HIFU Hyperthermia treatments and controlled ablation is the
accurate, near-real time, and completely noninvasive temperature mapping enabled by
MRI. While many parameters that can be measured via MRI are temperature dependent
[201-206], the proton resonance frequency of water molecules is the most widely used in
MR-thermometry. This is due to the high attainable framerate and the proton resonance
frequency’s linear evolution with temperature, which is largely independent of tissue
type [103,207].
The temperature dependence of the resonance frequency of protons in water
molecules was first discovered by Hindman in 1966 [208] and its use for temperature
monitoring was first investigated by Ishihara et al. and De Poorter et al. in 1995 [103,104].
It arises from the change in the magnetic field experienced by the water proton, which
in turn is temperature dependent. The local magnetic field Bloc depends on the external
magnetic field B0 and the shielding that is mediated by the chemical environment:
=

0

∙ (1 − )

[2]

where σ is called the screening- or shielding constant. It varies as an approximately
linear function of the local temperature. This behavior arises from the deformation and
weakening of the hydrogen bond to the oxygen atom in the water molecule [208,209]:

( )=

[3]

In the range between -15 °C and 100 °C, the proportionality constant α is about
-1.03 ± 0.02 ∙ 10-8 1⁄K. This results in a linear dependence of the protons’ Larmor
frequency ω on temperature:

( )=

0 (1

− )

[4]

where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio of the proton. This relation can be used to calculate the
local temperature either via the difference in frequency to a temperature-independent
reference peak like the proton peak in lipids (spectroscopic thermometry) [210] or via
the difference compared to an earlier timepoint [103]. The latter method is commonly
referred to as proton resonance frequency shift (PRFS) thermometry. While it is more
susceptible to measurement artifacts caused by changes in the magnetic field than
spectroscopic thermometry, it is much faster and therefore it is the method of choice for
real-time applications.
In PRFS thermometry, the difference in Larmor frequency is determined via the
phase shift in gradient-recalled echo (GRE) images. Before the start of the treatment, the
phase distribution in thermal equilibrium φ0 is measured, referred to as the baseline. φ0
13
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is subtracted from the phase distribution φ(T) at subsequent timepoints to eliminate the
influence of other parameters affecting the Larmor frequency:
∆ =

( )−
0

0

[5]

where TE is the echo time of the used GRE sequence. For this formula to be valid, B0
must remain constant, which is not the case as the main magnetic field of the MRI slowly
changes over time due to imperfections in the superconducting material and due to
the heavy use of gradients in GRE sequences. Furthermore, motion of the patient also
leads to an immediate alteration of the local magnetic field. The former problem can
be addressed via phase drift correction (PDC). In PDC, the induced offset is identified
by fitting a two-dimensional polynomial to the spatial distribution of phase difference
in areas that have remained at a constant temperature, like distant tissue or reference
phantoms [104]. Solutions to the problem of motion include the use of multiple baselines
for different motion states [211], interpolation of the phase distribution from unheated
tissue into the heated area [212], modelling of the magnetic field distribution [213], and
the suspension of motion via phases of induced apnea [214].

Control in MR-HIFU treatments
Before noninvasive real time feedback via MR-thermometry was possible, treatment
planning routines for MR-HIFU hyperthermia were developed that are similar in nature
what is still used for the preparation of hyperthermia treatments via radiative phased
array systems today [215]. The basic approach was to develop an exact patient tissue
model and to deliver an upfront calculated ultrasound energy to the target tissue to
achieve the desired heating. However, the results indicated that heating could not be
predicted accurately, and that multiple potential points of failure related to inadequate
model detail and anatomical deviations were present [215]. Therefore, automated control
systems aimed at completely noninvasive temperature- and thermal dose regulation
using MR-HIFU were developed shortly after the MR-thermometry was introduced in
1995 [103]. While they showed excellent control, the tissue volume that could be heated
uniformly with these approaches was only on the scale of a few millimeters due to the
tight focusing of energy in HIFU [105,216,217]. As the point-by-point method of sonicating
one focal volume at a time is time-consuming and wastes a large proportion of the energy
applied to the patient [82], a method of extending the heated volume by repositioning the
HIFU transducer laterally to the transducer axis in a spiral trajectory optimized for uniform
heating was developed early on by Salomir et al. [218]. In 2004, Mougenot et al. combined
this method with a model-based controller also developed by Salomir et al. [217,219] and
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later extended the approach to a three-dimensional target volume [220]. However, the
heated volumes were inherently limited by the need of physically moving the transducer
to address the entire target location. This restriction was loosened with MR-compatible
phased array transducers capable of deflecting the focal volume by up to 8 mm from the
natural focus using electronic beam steering [82]. This enabled the controlled heating of a
target volume up to 16 mm in diameter while keeping the transducer stationary. This was
first exploited by Enholm et al., who designed a control algorithm for ablation that would
switch to a new circular focus trajectory with a larger radius once a temperature or thermal
dose threshold inside the previous radius is met [221]. The larger focus deflection also
enabled the implementation of the first control scheme for hyperthermia which allowed
the simultaneous heating of clinically relevant volumes of up to 58 mm in diameter [83].
In that approach, Tillander et al. regulated the temperature in each of seven sub-volumes
using a binary feedback algorithm, which would enable or disable heating to each point
on a predefined grid based on a temperature threshold. Once a sub-volume had reached
the target temperature, the transducer would be repositioned to the sub-volume with
the lowest mean temperature.
It is now possible to both induce controlled ablation and hyperthermia using MRHIFU. A few challenges remain, however, mainly concerning the management of nearfield heating in prolonged ablation treatments and the compensation of local heat sinks
in hyperthermia treatments. These have both been approached using Model Predictive
Control (MPC) [222-225]. MPC algorithms minimize a given objective function, which
reflects a goal like the minimization of the difference between the actual temperature
and a target temperature, by varying the available control inputs while maintaining
a set of constraints. These constraints always include the model constraint, which is a
representation of how the controlled system behaves over time and in response to
the control inputs. Further constraints that represent safety thresholds or limits to the
maximum power of a control input can also be included. Each time a new measurement of
the system’s state becomes available, the MPC calculates with which inputs the objective
function becomes minimal over a given number of future timesteps, enabling the MPC to
anticipate the ramifications of applied control actions. Finally, the control action for the
upcoming timestep is applied and the next feedback is awaited. The MPC scheme has
been used by de Bever et al. to minimize the time required to ablate a given volume while
limiting the thermal buildup in the near field [223]. It is furthermore used in this thesis
to improve upon the binary hyperthermia controller of Tillander et al. by calculating
the optimal distribution of heating power to achieve a highly uniform temperature
distribution [224].
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AIM OF THIS THESIS
The overall aim of this thesis is the clinical translation of MR-HIFU hyperthermia and
ablation for the treatment of pancreatic cancer and other malignant tumors that are
refractory to chemo- and radiotherapy. The envisioned treatment scheme comprises
the combination of hyperthermia-induced drug delivery and the subsequent thermal
ablation of the tumor. This scheme would allow to treat and sensitize the tumor border
zones and other regions that cannot be ablated safely. In this thesis several steps towards
that goal are addressed, such as the improvement of MR-HIFU hyperthermia technology
and the establishment of a suitable clinical workflow for the ablation of the pancreas.
In chapter 2, a preclinical feasibility study on the MR-HIFU ablation of the pancreas
in a healthy swine model is presented. This animal study was set-up and conducted
with the aim to develop a suitable clinical workflow, to evaluate potential side effects,
and to identify technological challenges that may be encountered. The study included
the design and application of an acoustically transparent compression device that
facilitates access to the pancreas via the displacement and compression of the bowels.
The effect of this compression device on the acoustic beam path is evaluated on MR
images. Furthermore, the predictive power for the size of the induced thermal lesions
of MR-thermometry, contrast enhanced MRI, and the applied energy is analyzed. The
study serves as a feasibility study to obtain regulatory approval for a planned clinical
trial scheduled for start in early 2021. The implications of using a swine model for clinical
translation are discussed in detail.
In chapter 3, a newly developed model-based controller for the application in MRHIFU hyperthermia is described in detail. The aim was to develop a controller which would
fully leverage the control MR-guided HIFU provides over the spatial distribution of heat
in a target tissue to create highly uniform temperature distributions. As the controller
relies on a computational model of the target tissue to predict the development of the
temperature distribution in response to HIFU heating, its sensitivity to potential model
mismatches was thoroughly investigated both in-silico and in-vitro. Finally, its performance
is compared to the current state-of-the-art MR-HIFU hyperthermia controller in a perfused
tissue-mimicking phantom.
In chapter 4, the performance of the developed model-predictive controller is
evaluated in a series of large animal experiments performed in a healthy swine model.
During the experiments, target volumes were defined in the biceps femori of the
animals and were heated to hyperthermic temperatures for up to thirty minutes using
the newly developed controller. The performance of the controller was assessed using
MR-thermometry data. The effect of blood vessels acting as local heat sinks on heating
power allocation was evaluated using a thermal model and contrast enhanced MRI.
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Furthermore, the influence of hyperthermia on the perfusion and effect of the perfusion
on the performance of the controller was investigated.
In chapter 5, the application of MR-HIFU based hyperthermia as a trigger for local
drug delivery in combination with temperature sensitive liposomes is presented. The
study was performed in healthy pigs with the biceps femori as target tissue. Hyperthermia
was maintained for 30 minutes using the model predictive control algorithm. The aim
was to establish a clinically translatable protocol for MR-HIFU-induced drug delivery of
doxorubicin using temperature sensitive liposomes for a planned future clinical trial.
Thus, aspects of possible adverse immune reaction to the infusion of liposomes and their
management as well as the entire treatment workflow were important aspects of this
study. A further important aspect of the study was the analysis of the pharmacokinetics
and biodistribution of doxorubicin and the liposomal carrier, and the comparison of
the doxorubicin concentration in treated and untreated muscle volumes in particular.
The study concludes with an analysis of the effect the scheduling of the infusion and
hyperthermia treatment has on the drug dose accumulated in the target area.
In chapter 6, a general discussion is presented, starting with a concise statement of
the rationale for the research presented in this thesis. The obtained results are summarized,
and their implications are discussed. Finally, an outlook on the clinical translation of MRHIFU ablation for pancreatic cancer and MR-HIFU hyperthermia-mediated drug delivery
is provided, and the final conclusions are drawn.
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ABSTRACT
Purpose: Pancreatic cancer is typically diagnosed in a late stage with limited therapeutic
options. For those patients, ultrasound-guided high-intensity focused ultrasound (USHIFU) can improve local control and alleviate pain. However, MRI-guided HIFU (MR-HIFU)
has not yet been studied extensively in this context. To facilitate related research and
accelerate clinical translation, we report a workflow for the in-vivo HIFU ablation of the
porcine pancreas under MRI-guidance.
Materials and Methods: The pancreases of five healthy German landrace pigs (35-58 kg)
were sonicated using a clinical MR-HIFU system. Acoustic access to the pancreas was
supported by a specialized diet and a hydrogel compression device for bowel
displacement. Organ motion was suspended using periods of apnea. The size of the
resulting thermal lesions was assessed using the thermal threshold- and dose profiles,
non-perfused volume, and gross examination. The effect of the compression device on
beam path length was assessed using MRI imaging.
Results: Eight of ten treatments resulted in clearly visible damage in the target tissue upon
gross examination. Five treatments resulted in coagulative necrosis. Good agreement
between the four metrics for lesion size and a clear correlation between the delivered
energy dose and the resulting lesion size were found. The compression device notably
shortened the intraabdominal beam path.
Conclusions: We demonstrated a workflow for HIFU-treatment of the porcine pancreas
in-vivo under MRI-guidance. This development bears significance for the development of
MR-guided HIFU interventions on the pancreas as the pig is the preferred animal model
for the translation of pre-clinical research into clinical application.
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INTRODUCTION
Despite its moderately low incidence, pancreatic cancer (PaC) caused 4.5 % of all cancer
fatalities worldwide in 2018, making it the 7th most likely cause of cancer related deaths
[1]. PaC exhibits the lowest 5-year relative survival rate of any cancer [2]. This stems
from a confluence of unfavorable characteristics, namely the late onset of symptoms,
rapid involvement of the adjacent arteries, early development of metastases, and the
ineffectiveness of systemic therapy [3-6]. As a result, resection is often impossible at
time of diagnosis, leaving patients with limited therapeutic options, such as palliative
chemotherapy [7]. The growing tumor mass often leads to complications, including
duodenal- or biliary obstruction that require the placement of stents or surgical intervention [7,8]. Furthermore, the pressure exerted on the surrounding nerves often induces
abdominal and back pain, which is currently treated according to the WHO guidelines
recommending a combination of analgesics escalating from non-opioids to strong opioids
and adjuvant treatments [9,10]. In case the pain cannot be alleviated in this manner,
celiac plexus block (CPB) and celiac plexus neurolysis (CPN) are applied [7]. However, the
effectiveness of these techniques has been questioned and has not shown a significant
benefit in quality of life over a placebo in a double-blinded randomized control trial [11].
Thus, patients diagnosed with advanced PaC are in urgent need of alternative treatment
options and effective analgesia free of debilitating side-effects. Thermal ablation of PaC
using high-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) offers a non-invasive method for tumor
debulking and pain reduction and has therefore been explored in several clinical studies
since the beginning of the century [12-21].
In HIFU treatments, ultrasound waves produced by a purpose-built transducer
are focused inside the target tissue. Energy dissipation in the focus leads to a sharp
temperature increase in a small ellipsoid-shaped volume of a few millimeters in diameter
and length, rapidly inducing a lesion of coagulative necrosis and even thermal fixation
[22,23]. Accumulated evidence shows that HIFU-mediated tumor ablation leads to longterm pain relief in a large proportion of patients suffering from PaC [15,16,24-31], improves
local control [16,25,27,29], and may even offer survival benefits over chemo- and radiochemotherapy [17,21,32].
During ablation, the accumulated thermal damage in the target tissue is commonly
estimated using the thermal dose concept introduced by Sapareto et al. The thermal dose
is measured in cumulative equivalent minutes at 43 °C, CEM43 [33,34]:

CEM43 =
0.50
=
0.25

0

(43− )

> 43°
≤ 43°

[1]
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where T is the temperature in °C, t is the time of the thermal exposure in minutes, and
R is the base of the exponential expression which determines the dose rate. Though
sensitivity to thermal damage is tissue dependent, several experimental studies showed
that 240 CEM43 is a thermal dose threshold at which coagulative necrosis is induced in
most tissues [35-40]. Consequently, most tissues heated to temperatures above 57 °C
undergo coagulative necrosis within less than a second. The exponential temperature
dependence of the thermal dose provides a strong argument for accurate temperature
monitoring of the target tissue together with feedback-controlled heating to ensure
swift, safe, and complete ablation [36,41,42].
HIFU treatments can be guided by diagnostic ultrasound (US-HIFU) [43] or magnetic
resonance imaging (MR-HIFU) [44]. In treating abdominal organs like the pancreas, USguidance is convenient because acoustically opaque obstacles like gas pockets and
bones, which would block the HIFU beam and thereby lead to prefocal heating and tissue
damage, can easily be identified. Monitoring of target tissue ablation is based on changes
in echogenicity and elasticity that are associated with coagulative tissue necrosis [43,4547]. However, an ultrasound-based method for measuring tissue temperatures above
50 °C for the purpose of monitoring the treatment and off-site heating has not yet been
reported [48-51].
During MR-guided thermal therapy, the proton resonance frequency of water, which
shifts linearly with α = –0.01 ppm per Kelvin of temperature increase in all water-rich
tissues [52], is often exploited for temperature monitoring. Proton Resonance Frequency
Shift (PRFS)-thermometry therefore provides non-invasive, volumetric, and radiationfree monitoring of the temperature along the beam path in the full temperature range
that is of interest for thermal ablation [53]. Consequently, MR-guided HIFU systems that
allow near-real time imaging of the induced temperature elevation have been developed
[36,42,54]. Moreover, the use of MR-thermometry data in a feedback controller enables
ablation of tissue defined by a given thermal dose [36,41,55]. Among other indications,
MR-guided HIFU is currently clinically approved for ablation of uterine fibroids, ablation of
prostate cancer and the treatment of essential tremor as well as several musculoskeletal
conditions [56-58]. Despite the success of MR-HIFU in treating these conditions and the
good results that have been achieved with US-HIFU in treating pancreatic cancer, only
one study in six patients has been published describing MR-HIFU ablation of PaC [59].
In preparation for a planned clinical trial using MR-HIFU for ablation of PaC, we
performed a feasibility study in a healthy swine model to establish a protocol for MRguided ablation of the porcine pancreas using a commercially available MR-HIFU device
that is already approved for the treatment of uterine fibroids and bone metastasis.
The porcine pancreas differs from the human pancreas in that it is larger and that its
main duct drains into the duodenum directly instead of joining the common bile duct
[60,61]. It consists of the duodenal lobe, the connecting lobe and the splenic lobe, which
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resemble the head, uncinate process, and the body and tail of the pancreas in humans
in their anatomical arrangement, respectively [62]. As in humans, the head of the porcine
pancreas (duodenal lobe) is connected to the duodenum, the body (splenic lobe) follows
the curvature of the stomach, passes the portal vein on the anterior side and extends to
the left kidney (tail end of the splenic lobe) [63,64]. The unique anatomical arrangement
of the colon in pigs complicates ventral acoustic access to the pancreas compared to
humans. In the latter, only the transverse mesocolon overlaps the head and neck of the
pancreas while in the former, most of the colon is arranged in a series of spirals located
in the upper left quadrant of the abdomen, blocking access to the duodenal lobe of the
pancreas [61,63]. Thorough bowel preparation is therefore required to minimize feces and
air pockets in the colon. Despite this obstacle, the similarity in anatomical dimensions
and the structural resemblance of the human and porcine pancreas make the pig the
predominant model for preclinical studies on HIFU treatment of PaC [65-71].
Here, we describe the developed protocol and discuss the difficulties which arose
from the anatomical location of the pancreas during our experiments using MR-HIFU. The
predictive power of the applied ultrasound energy and the measurement of the lesion
size via the diameter of the thermal dose- and thermal threshold profiles and contrast
enhanced MRI are evaluated as well. Acoustic access to the pancreas was supported by a
custom compression spacer and its effect on the distance from the skin to the pancreas
was assessed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animal Model
In this study, the feasibility of selective ablation of the porcine pancreas using MR-HIFU was
investigated in five healthy, female German landrace pigs between 35 and 58 kg in weight.
The experimental protocol was approved by the State Agency for Nature, Environment
and Consumer Protection of North Rhine Westphalia. The animals underwent bowel
preparation starting 96 h prior to induction of anesthesia (t = –96 h). From that time
point on, they were fed Dutch vanilla custard (“Vla”) exclusively with free access to water.
Starting at t = –96 h and ending at t = –48 h, a laxative was added to the custard (200 g per
animal and day; Agiolax® Madaus, MEDA Pharma). From t = –12 h until the experiment,
the pigs were fasted with free access to water and were fed three capsules of Simeticone
(Lefax Intense 250 mg, Bayer, Germany) to promote elimination of gas pockets.
At the beginning of the experiment, the animals received an intramuscular
injection of Atropine (0.02 mg/kg; WDT, Germany) and Tiletamin/Zolazepam (10 mg/kg;
Zoletil, Virbac, Germany). Anesthesia was induced and maintained intravenously using
Propofol (induction: 1.66 mg/kg i.v., maintenance: 4.0–9.5 mg/kg/h as required; Fresenius,
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Bad Homburg, Germany). Analgesia was achieved by intravenous administration of
buprenorphine (0.02 mg/kg; Buprenovet Multidose, Bayer, Germany). The pigs were
intubated and ventilated under pressure-control (Hamilton C1, Heinen + Löwenstein,
Switzerland) at 30 % oxygen, 14 breaths/min, and a positive end-expiratory pressure
(PEEP) of 5–8 mmHg. The tidal volume was adjusted as needed to maintain normocapnia
(PaCO2 35–45 mmHg). A catheter (18G; Arrow International, Reading, USA) for the
continuous administration of propofol and Ringer’s solution (5 ml/kg/h; Fresenius Kabi,
Germany) was placed in the right external jugular vein using the Seldinger technique.
The transportation to the MR-HIFU lab was performed with the animal in prone position.
During the experiment, several phases of apnea at 10 mbar of airway pressure were
induced to suspend motion for imaging and sonication. To prevent hypoxia, all animals
were ventilated with 100 % oxygen beforehand for preoxygenation and denitrogenisation
until end expiratory oxygen concentrations reached >85 %. Before the first sonication,
a dose of Buscopan (2 mg/kg i.v., Sanofi, Paris, France) was administered to suppress
peristaltic movement. After the sonications, animals were euthanized using sodiumpentobarbital (150 mg/kg i.v., Euthadorm®, CP-Pharma, Burgdorf, Germany). Laparotomy
was performed and sites of thermal injury along the beam path were documented if
present.
The study was preceded by a pilot study in three animals in which the used MRI
sequences and anesthesia protocols were optimized (data not shown), the depth of the
pancreas inside the animal without a compression spacer was assessed, and sonication of
the pancreas without the addition of a compression spacer was attempted, which proved
to be unfeasible due to the lack of acoustic access to the pancreas. The animals in the
pilot study were prepared in the same way as the animals in the subsequent feasibility
study, with the exception that these animals instead were fed Calshake (Fresenius, Bad
Homburg, Germany) and were not given a laxative.

Experimental setup
The experiments were performed using a clinical MR-HIFU system (3T Achieva®, Philips
Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands, and Sonalleve® V2 HIFU, Profound Medical, Mississauga,
Canada), which was operated using the Sonalleve® software release 3.5.1271.1817.
The employed Sonalleve® V2 HIFU System has not yet been approved by the FDA for
the treatment of pancreatic cancer. The patient table of the used system contains a
256-element phased array transducer immersed in an oil bath with a radius of curvature
of 140 mm and an aperture of 135.9 mm [72].
A polyacrylamide spacer with a drop-shaped dome, which displaced the bowels
and thereby facilitated acoustic access to the pancreas, was interposed between the
HIFU window and the animal (Figure 1). The influence of a similar spacer on the quality of
temperature mapping was studied previously by Ferrer et al. [73]. A thin layer of degassed
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and demineralized water was applied to the HIFU window to establish acoustic coupling
to the spacer. The compression spacer was positioned on the HIFU window with the
dome’s point towards the intended cranial direction of the animal. The spacer was held in
place using a frame of adhesive tape applied to the edges of the HIFU window. Acoustic
coupling was further optimized by shaving and washing of the pig’s abdomen as well as
the application of degassed ultrasound gel to both the pig’s abdomen and the spacer.
The animal was rolled onto the spacer along the head-tail axis to prevent the trapping of
air bubbles, bringing it into prone position with the xiphoid process at the cranial end of
the HIFU window.

2

Figure 1: (A) Experimental setup. The pigs were positioned on the patient table in prone position. The
abdomen was compressed using a custom-made hydrogel spacer (B) inserted between the animal
and the table’s acoustic membrane.

Spacer fabrication
All chemicals used to create the spacers were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (SigmaAldrich Corporation, St. Louis, Missouri, USA) and their respective ratios are detailed in
Table 1. The shape of the spacer was chosen based on T1-weighted MRI imaging data
from the pilot study and was modeled in Fusion 360 (Autodesk, San Rafael, CA, USA).
Using a 3D-printer (Prusa i3 MK3, Prusa Research, Czech Republic), a model of the
spacer was manufactured from polylactic acid. Using this model, a mold of the spacer
was created from silicone (HS620, Versandhandel Blioch, Ahrensburg, Germany). All
necessary ingredients for the hydrogel were mixed under stirring. APS was added last to
initialize polymerization and the solution was poured into the mold. Ten minutes after
the onset of polymerization, the spacer was removed from the mold and stored in an
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airtight container. For a technical drawing of the spacer and the acoustic properties of the
material, see supplementary information S1 and S2.

Table 1: Composition of the spacers used in this study.
Component

Product code

Fraction of volume

De-ionized & degassed water

–

82.24% (v/v)

Acrylamide/bis-acrylamide (ratio: 19:1), 40% (w/v) solution

A9926-5L

17.55% (v/v)

TEMED

T7024-100ML

0.21% (v/v)

APS

248614-500G

0.21% (w/v)

Abbreviations: EMED: N,N,N’,N’-tetra-metylethylenediamine; APS: ammonium peroxydisulfate.

MR Imaging
All images were acquired using the HIFU table’s window coil and the HIFU pelvis coil
(Model 905051-F, Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands). Motion artefacts and organ
displacement were avoided by inducing apnea. All scan protocols and sonications were
started with a delay of about 5 s after reaching the set apnea pressure to provide enough
time for the settlement of organ movement.
Treatment planning
The treatments were planned using 3D T1-weighted turbo field echo (TFE) sequences
with and without spectral attenuated inversion recovery (SPAIR) fat suppression. The
used parameters were TE = 1.46 ms, TR = 3.2 ms, FA = 10°, slice thickness = 4 mm, number
of slices = 150, TFE factor = 69, NSA = 1, SENSE factor (RL, FH) = (2, 1.5) , ACQ (RECON)
voxel MPS = 1.79 х 1.82 (1.52 х 1.53) mm, water-fat shift = 0.7 pixels, startup echoes = 0,
fold-over direction = RL, and no TFE pre-pulses. This resulted in an acquisition duration
of 13.4 s.
Treatment monitoring
All sonications were monitored using PRFS-thermometry via an RF-spoiled gradient echo
sequence (T1-FFE) with TR = 30 ms, TE = 19.5 ms (animals 1, 2 and 3) or 15 ms (animals 4
and 5), FOV (RL, HF) = 400 x 250 mm, EPI factor = 9, number of slices = 6, reconstructed
voxel dimensions = 2.5 х 2.5 х 7 mm3, resulting in an acquisition time of 2.66 s (animals 1, 2
and 3) or 2.25 s (animals 4 and 5) for a full set of slices. Fat suppression was performed using
selective excitation. The MR thermometry slices were positioned in four stacks, namely
the focus- (3 slices), sagittal- (1 slice), near field- (1 slice), and far field (1 slice) stacks. The
focus stack was positioned at the HIFU focus point and was oriented perpendicular to the
transducer axis to provide a complete view of the volumetric temperature distribution in
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the target area. The sagittal stack was positioned to show the long axis of the HIFU focus.
The nearfield stack was positioned deep to the subcutaneous fat layer to monitor excess
heat generation in the abdominal muscles. The far field stack was positioned behind the
focus to monitor heat generation at the spine.

Post-interventional MRI
The sonications were evaluated using the 3D T1-weighted TFE sequences described above,
both before and one minute after intravenous contrast agent injection (0.1 mmol/kg,
Dotagraf, Jenapharm GmbH & Co. KG, Jena, Germany). The parameters and field of view
of the post-treatment scans were kept the same as the planning scans. For evaluation, the
images acquired after contrast agent injection were subtracted from their pre-injection
counterpart to reveal non-perfused volumes (NPVs).
Treatment protocol
The splenic and duodenal lobes of the pancreas were identified using the planning
images and one target point was selected in each. Care was taken to maintain 1.5 cm
between the two target points and to avoid intersection of the ultrasound beam with
air pockets, feces, and bones. Cessation of peristaltic motion was verified by continuous
temperature mapping. Each sonication was preceded by test sonications (fixed focus
position, 1.2 MHz) using an acoustic output power between 100 and 150 W, depending
on the observed heating efficiency, to verify acoustic coupling and alignment of the
focus point with the target volume. Offsets between the observed and intended center
of heating were corrected by the adjustment of the transducer position and beam
steering. Next, the target points were sonicated in two separate apnea phases using a
sonication protocol with fixed acoustic output power of either 300 W or 400 W and a
circular eight-point focus trajectory with a diameter of 4 mm (4 mm regular sonication
cell, max. sonication time 60 s, 1.2 MHz, first described by Köhler et al. [42]). According to
simulations performed by the manufacturer, this sonication protocol results in a spatial
peak, time-averaged intensity of 3.64 W/cm² per Watt of acoustic output power in water.
The sonication power was chosen based on clinical research published on US-HIFU
treatment of PaC [26,31,32,74]. The sonications were stopped manually when a safety
hazard, such as spontaneous breathing or excessive off-target heating, was observed or
when the temperature in the target area was deemed high enough by the operator to
achieve rapid ablation. This resulted in sonication times between 7.5 s and 29.9 s and
thermal lesions of various diameters.
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Data analysis
Evaluation of sublethal sonications
The sonications that did not lead to a visible or palpable thermal lesion in the pancreas
upon excision of the organ were documented and possible causes were analyzed. The
scheme displayed in Figure 2 shows possible explanations for the absence of a thermal
lesion in the pancreas and the observations that were considered in judging the most
likely explanation for each individual case. The threshold of 3.99 kJ was used for judging
the applied energy insufficient to create a thermal lesion as this was the smallest energy
which led to a thermal lesion in the experiments.

Figure 2: Explanations for the absence of coagulative necrosis at the target location of the pancreas
(right column) and supporting evidence (left column). The complete absence of damage may be due
to off-target sonication or an obstruction of the beam.

Histology
The pancreas was excised in toto. The treated areas of the pancreas were marked
with surgical clips and fixated in a 4 % v/v solution of formaldehyde. Rapid fixation of
the pancreas is essential due to the early onset of autolysis in this organ and the slow
penetration of formaldehyde into bulky tissue samples [75,76]. After 48 h, the samples
were transferred to phosphate-buffered saline and stored until gross examination (see
Analysis of the lesion size). After gross examination, the fixated tissue samples were
trimmed and sliced through the center of the target area, perpendicular to the sample’s
surface. They were dehydrated using increasing concentrations of alcohol (2-propanol,
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Th. Geyer Hamburg GmbH, Hamburg, Germany), treated with an intermedium (HistoClear, National Diagnostics, Atlanta, Georgia, USA) and embedded in paraffin (Paraplast
Plus, Sigma Life Sciences, Darmstadt, Germany). The embedded samples were sliced and
stained using hematoxylin and eosin. Examination was performed using a brightfield
microscope (BX53, Olympus, Japan).
Analysis of the lesion size
For the evaluation of the lesion size by gross examination, each piece was placed on an
even surface next to a ruler and a photograph was taken to generate a near-isometric
view of the sample with a reference scale. The photographs were then analyzed using the
Measure tool of ImageJ, Version 1.52a (National Institutes of Health, USA; http://imagej.
nih.gov/ij). The longest and the shortest axis of the ablated area visible as white necrotic
core on the tissue piece’s surface were measured. The average of both measurements will
be referred to as the lesion size. The lesion size was correlated with the applied acoustic
energy (transducer output х sonication time) and the acoustic energy after attenuation
by the spacer and the prefocal tissue. The acoustic energy after attenuation will be
referred to as the delivered energy ED and is calculated from the applied power Papplied
and the sonication time t based on the combined attenuation coefficient α of the spacer
at 37 °C and the prefocal tissue, using the parameters determined by Hwang et al. [67] for
the latter:

=
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where l1 is the thickness of the spacer along the transducer axis, l2 is the thickness of
the abdominal wall (skin to the deep surface of the abdominal muscles) and l3 is the
total length of the prefocal beam path inside the animal along the transducer axis.
The attenuation coefficients reported by Hwang et al. were measured for the acoustic
frequency of 1 MHz and were therefore adjusted to 1.2 MHz using a linear model of the
attenuation coefficient’s frequency (ω) dependence [77]:

( )=

0

,

=1

[5]

For the thermal threshold- and dosimetry-based prediction of the lesion size, the spatial
extent of the area which exceeded 57 °C at any time during the treatment and the extent
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of the area which accumulated a thermal dose of 240 CEM43 was assessed. To this end, the
lengths along the longest and the shortest axes of the corresponding contour plots in the
central slice of the focus stack were measured using a custom python application (thermal
threshold) and the Sonalleve GUI measurement tool (thermal dose). The arithmetic mean
of the respective measurements will be referred to as the thermal threshold prediction d57
and the dosimetry prediction d240 of the lesion size. The measurements were performed
on the first slice acquired after the end of the respective sonication. The NPV diameter
was measured perpendicular to the transducer axis in the transverse imaging planes of
the contrast enhanced MR scans. The measurements were performed from the center of
one hyperemic rim to the other and will be referred to as the NPV prediction of the lesion
size dNPV. The quality of d57, d240 and dNPV as predictors for the lesion size was assessed via
the mean squared deviation (MSD) from the lesion size found in gross examination.
Analysis of the compression spacer’s influence on the intraabdominal beam path length
The depth of each pig’s pancreas as shown in the acquired anatomical MRI images was
measured using the “Measurements and Tools > Length” tool of the RadiAnt software
(Medixant, Poznan, Poland). Both the distance of the organ’s surface closest to the HIFU
window (ventral limit) and the organ’s surface farthest from the HIFU window (dorsal
limit) to the skin of the abdomen were measured in a vertical line. Additionally, each
measurement was repeated between the respective surface of the organ and the HIFU
window. The measured distances were then used to assess the effect of the spacer’s
influence on the length of the beam path inside the abdominal cavity.

Statistics
The correlation of the lesion size with EA and ED was analyzed via linear regression and the
coefficient of determination using the linear_model.LinearRegression module and the
LinearRegression.score method of the sklearn python 2.7 package (version 0.20.1). The
spacer’s influence on the length of the beam path was analyzed via Welch’s t-test using
the stats.ttest_ind module of the scipy python 2.7 package (version 1.1.0).

RESULTS
Overview
The sonication results of the study group are summarized in Table 2. Eight out of ten
sonications resulted in visible damage at the target site. Five sonications induced a lesion
of coagulative necrosis, which was confirmed by histology. Injury of the abdominal skin,
abdominal wall, the spleen, or the stomach was not observed in any of the animals.
One sonication resulted in clearly discernible bowel damage (animal 3). Hyperemia
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Delivered Energy [J]

2250

1965

940

1649

2484

2862

1400

1548

2078

829

Maximum target
temperature [°C]

300

52.68

53.51

63.95

66.90

62.91

57.70

50.10

94.90

68.09

Damage induced in
pancreas
+

+

+

+

+

+

-

+

+

-

+

+

+

-

+

-

+

-

-

Coagulative necrosis
induced in pancreas

-

-/-/-

1.7/ 1.7 / 1.70

5.7/ 8.0 / 6.85

9.4/ 11.8 / 10.60

-/-/-

2.9/ 4.3 / 3.60

-/-/-

7.5/ 8.7 / 8.10

-/-/-

-/-/-

Lesion size
min/max/mean [mm]

61.90

-/-/-

-/-/-

5.6/ 6.8 / 6.20

8.3/ 9.8 / 9.05

2.5/ 8.0 / 5.25

2.8/ 8.2 / 5.50

4.4/ 9.0 / 6.70

7.5/ 10.3 / 8.90

7.6/ 9.5 / 8.55

5.3/ 6.1 / 5.7

Threshold
measurement
min/max/mean [mm]

1521

NPV measurement
[mm]
0.0
0.0
8.4
0.0
3.4
0.0
8.0
6.7
0.0
0.0

Dosimetry
measurement
min/max/mean [mm]
7.2/ 9.8 / 8.50
9.8/ 11.7 / 10.75
7.4/ 9.5 / 8.45
-/-/2.9/ 6.6 / 4.75
8.6/ 10.1 / 9.35
10.4/ 12.3 / 11.35
7.4/ 9.9 / 8.65
-/-/-/-/-

-

-

-

+

+

+

-

-

-

+

Prefocal heating
>56 °C

3720

-

-

+

-

-

Damage in adjacent
organs

300

+

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

PV within 1 cm of
target volume

Abbreviations: NPV: non-perfused volume; PV: Portal vein.

Pig Weight [kg]

1/1

Table 2: Sonication results overview.
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in the omental fat adjacent to the pancreas was observed in two cases (animals 3 and
4). In sonication 3/2, 400 W of acoustic power were applied as the selected volume lay
particularly deep inside the animal, resulting in poor heating efficiency during the test
sonications.

Analysis of sublethal sonications
Of the five target sites that did not show a thermal lesion, two exhibited no damage at
all (1/1 and 2/2). According to the arguments outlined in Figure 2, this may have been
caused by insufficient heating or a migration of the pancreas out of the HIFU focus.
Sonication 1/1 showed very minor heating at the target location in both the focus slice
and the sagittal slice, but strong prefocal heating and heating offset from the target
volume (Figure 3A), which prompted early cancellation with low overall energy being
delivered. We therefore believe that the acoustic energy deposited in the pancreas was
not sufficient to induce damage. During sonication 2/2, spontaneous breathing occurred
due to insufficient depth of anesthesia. As a result, the target volume was displaced out of
the HIFU focus and the sonication was canceled before damage was induced (Figure 3C).
Sonications 1/2, 3/2 and 5/2 resulted in damage at the target site but did not lead to
the formation of a thermal lesion. In sonication 1/2, this can be attributed to the relatively
small amount of acoustic energy that reached the pancreas. The sagittal temperature map
also shows a small deviation of the heated area’s shape from the usual elongated form.
It is therefore possible that the ultrasound was absorbed mainly before the pancreas
(Figure 3B). Sonication 3/2 was performed with the highest amount of energy among
all experiments and prefocal heating was observed only close to the intended focal
volume. The target volume was placed in an area of the pancreas directly adjacent to the
bowels, which sustained damage that was clearly discernible during gross examination.
It is therefore likely that a large part of the acoustic energy was absorbed by stool in the
adjacent bowel loop, leading only to hyperemia in the pancreas (Figure 3D). Sonication
5/2 was performed with high acoustic energy compared to other sonications, exhibited
limited prefocal heating (Figure 3E), did not induce any visible damage to other organs,
and did not lead to a thermal lesion. MR-imaging showed that the center of the target
volume was located at a distance of only 5 mm to the surface of the portal vein. It is
therefore likely that the perfusion and cooling of the target volume by the nearby blood
vessel prevented sufficient buildup of heat (Figure 3F).
Coagulative necrosis was predicted by the thermal dose measurement in three
sonications that did not produce a thermal lesion in the pancreas (1/1, 1/2, and 3/2). In
sonication 3/2, this can be attributed to the displacement of the pancreas out of the HIFU
focus as damage was induced in the bowels. During sonications 1/1 and 1/2, no motion
or erratic temperature measurements were observed in the target volume. Creation of
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a false positive by thermometry artifacts can therefore be ruled out. Damage to other
organs was not observed during examination.

2

Figure 3: Snapshots of thermometry maps acquired during sublethal sonications. (A) Sonication 1/1:
Offset of thermal dose profile in focus slice and prefocal heating in sagittal slice. (B) Sonication 1/2:
Strong focal heating despite small amount of delivered energy and irregular shape of heated volume.
(C) Sonication 2/2: Motion artifacts due to respiration in focus slice; insufficient heating measured
in sagittal slice before movement. (D) Sonication 3/2: Signal void indicative of air or solid near focus
observed in focus slice and strong prefocal heating in sagittal slice. (E) Sonication 5/2: Limited heating
in the focus, only mild prefocal heating. (F) Sonication 5/2: Proximity of the target area to the portal
vein likely prevented sufficient heating for the creation of a thermal lesion.
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Histology
Coagulative necrosis in the focal area was confirmed by histology in all samples which
showed a white necrotic core in gross examination (2/1, 3/2, 4/1, 4/2, and 5/1). The
focal areas of these samples exhibited coherent cell bodies with fragmented nuclei
and no hemorrhage, indicative of coagulative necrosis (Figure 4A). The focal areas were
surrounded by a border region of low cellular cohesion (Figure 4B) and hemorrhage
(Figure 4C), which then transitioned into healthy pancreas parenchyma (Figure 4D).

Figure 4: Representative images of the different degrees of thermal damage induced by HIFU in the
porcine pancreas, from sample 4/2. The scale bars in the subfigures represent 50 µm. (A) Center of the
focal area, exhibiting coherent cells with fragmented nuclei and no hemorrhage. (B, C) Border region,
exhibiting a loss of cohesion between cells and hemorrhage. (D) Healthy pancreas parenchyma.

Analysis of the lesion size
The fixated pancreas samples are shown in Figure 5. In Figure 6A-B, the diameters of
the thermal lesions created throughout the experiments are drawn versus the applied
ultrasound energy EA and the delivered ultrasound energy ED. The coefficients of
determination R2 of the ordinary least squares (OLS) regression for the applied and the
delivered energy are 0.61 and 0.96, respectively. The resulting linear approximations DAE
and DDE are:
mm
= 1.33
∙ ( − 0.77 kJ)
[6]
kJ
= 6.08
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mm
∙(
kJ

− 3.84 kJ)

[7]
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The MSD of the thermal threshold monitoring, thermal dose monitoring and NPV
measurement were 2.01 mm², 1.60 mm², and 1.98 mm², respectively. The corresponding
lesion size predictions d57, d240, and dNPV are plotted against the results of gross
examination in Figure 6C-E.

2

Figure 5: Fixated pancreas samples. Red arrows indicate thermal lesions of coagulative necrosis. Yellow
arrows indicate non-ablative tissue damage.

Analysis of the compression spacer’s influence on the beam path length
Only two animals from the pilot study were included in the analysis to obtain data on
the length of the beam path without a spacer as an error in the positioning of the third
animal prevented the measurement of the pancreas’ depth in the manner described
above. Instead, pig 4 was scanned both with and without a spacer. The weight of the
animals appeared to have an influence of approximately 1.05 mm
kg on the ventral limit of
mm
the pancreas without a spacer and 0.29 kg with a spacer (Figure 7A-B).
The depths of the ventral and dorsal limits of the pancreas with and without spacer
are shown in Figure 7C. The average depth of the ventral limit from the skin with and
without the addition of a spacer were 41 ± 4 mm and 65 ± 10 mm, respectively. The
depths of the dorsal limits of the pancreas from the skin with and without spacer were
79 ± 4 mm and 114 ± 11 mm, respectively. On average, the acoustic beam path from the
skin was therefore shortened by 24 ± 6 mm for the most ventral part of the pancreas
and by 35 ± 6 mm for the most dorsal part. The average depths of the ventral and dorsal
limits of the pancreas from the surface of the table’s acoustic window with a spacer were
76 ± 6 mm and 112 ± 5 mm, respectively. The overall length of the beam path from the
acoustic window therefore remained largely unaffected by the addition of a spacer.
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Figure 6: Predictive power of different parameters for the lesion size found in gross examination after
fixation. Lesion size versus (A) applied acoustic energy, (B) delivered acoustic energy. Measurement
of the lesion size via (C) temperature threshold monitoring (57 °C), (D) thermal dose monitoring (240
CEM43), and (E) post-treatment contrast enhanced MRI. OLS: ordinary least squares; MSD: mean
squared deviation; NPV: non-perfused volume.
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Figure 7: (A) Depth of the pancreas from the skin without a spacer (n = 3) and (B) the depth from
the skin and from the acoustic window with a spacer (n = 5) versus animal weight. (C) Side-by-side
comparison of ventral and dorsal limits. Probability values were obtained using Welch’s t-test.

DISCUSSION
We introduced an experimental setup and procedure which enables sonication of the
porcine pancreas under MR-guidance using a clinical MR-HIFU system. The use of a
custom hydrogel spacer appeared a necessary addition to create an acoustic window
by compressing tissue located in front of the pancreas and to displace bowel loops. The
spacer notably shortened the distance that needed to be penetrated by the ultrasound
inside the animals’ abdomen, reducing ultrasound attenuation and the risk of bowel
loop interposition without significantly increasing the overall distance between the
HIFU window and the pancreas. Furthermore, bowel preparation prior to treatment
appeared to be crucial as the presence of feces or air pockets in the bowel led to strong
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prefocal absorption of ultrasound with off-target heating in the pilot study (data not
shown). If bowel loop interposition occurred despite the use of bowel preparation and
a compression spacer, this could often be resolved by massaging the animal’s abdomen
with hand motions in caudal direction. Ablations were performed during short periods
of apnea in expiration, using a PEEP of 10 mbar. This allowed the use of established MRI
sequences for planning, PRFS-thermometry, and post-interventional imaging as well as
the use of standard sonication protocols without the need for motion compensation in
imaging or treatment. Above protocol allowed successful MR-guided HIFU sonication of
the porcine pancreas in eight out of ten attempts. One sonication likely failed to induce
damage in the pancreas due to the partial obstruction of the beam path and one failed
due to insufficient suppression of respiration, leading to movement of the pancreas. In
three of the eight successful sonications, the acoustic energy delivered to the pancreas
was insufficient to induce coagulative necrosis in the focal area. The reasons that were
identified for this were the application of too little acoustic energy, the displacement of
the pancreas out of the HIFU focus after acquisition of the planning images, and the rapid
cooling of the target tissue by the adjacent portal vein.
The successful delivery of focused ultrasound energy to the porcine pancreas
achieved with this technique shows that MRI has potential for the planning and monitoring
of HIFU treatments of the pancreas: Acoustically opaque areas, i.e., gas pockets in the
stomach or bowels, solid bowel content, and bones, can be identified and avoided due
to the capability to display them in high-contrast, high-resolution cross-sections with
an overlay of the exact HIFU beam path. In PaC patients, nearby critical organs, i.e., the
stomach, major blood vessels and the common bile duct (possibly containing a stent),
can also be made visible using MRI [78-80] and should not be in the focal area during
sonication, but successful US-HIFU treatments close to these structures have already been
demonstrated [26]. Fiducial markers, which may be present due to prior radiotherapy,
can also be visualized [81,82] and should be avoided. During the sonication, MR-guidance
enables near-real-time monitoring of the temperature in the target volume and adjacent
tissue. These measurements were used to track the areas that received the lethal thermal
dose of 240 CEM43 and the areas which exceeded the temperature threshold of 57 °C. The
diameter of these areas matched the diameter of the thermal lesions found upon gross
examination on the scale of the voxel size, with the thermal dose performing slightly
better than the threshold. In this study we used sonication protocols with fixed acoustic
power and beam trajectories and no feedback mechanisms to control the lesion size.
Since a good agreement was found between the diameter of the thermal dose profile
and the diameter of the resulting thermal lesion, it should be feasible to create thermal
lesions of a specific size in the pancreas with high accuracy using feedback algorithms,
such as previously published by Enholm et al. [41]. We have also found that the size of the
created thermal lesions correlated well with the applied acoustic energy after accounting
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for attenuation by the spacer and prefocal tissue, opening the possibility to control the
lesion size via this parameter. This can easily be implemented in the current workflow
as the required measurements can be extracted directly from the imaging data used for
treatment planning.
The main limitations of this study are the absence of a pancreatic tumor in the treated
animals, the small number of the induced thermal lesions, and that tissues may change
in volume during fixation by a certain percentage [83]. The linear models and predictive
powers we derived in this study will therefore not necessarily be representative of the
relationships in the clinical application. Furthermore, as the animals were euthanized
without an observation period following the treatments, the study does not allow
conclusions concerning the frequency and severity of potential adverse events. This is of
note as the thermal lesions of two sonications in which coagulative necrosis was indicated
by thermal dosimetry were not accounted for during dissection of the animals, leaving
open the question of where exactly they formed. Finally, with one exception, the depth
of each animal’s pancreas was assessed only either with or without a spacer. While there is
little doubt that the spacer does shorten the intraabdominal beam path to the pancreas,
the magnitude of the observed difference may have been distorted by differences in the
weight, anatomy, and preparation of the animals.
In conclusion, despite some inherent limits to its transferability, the pig is the
best preclinical model for the translational development of HIFU technology targeting
PaC due to the resemblance of the porcine and human pancreas as well as the similar
anatomical dimensions. We have therefore established a treatment protocol which
allows the HIFU sonication of the porcine pancreas using a clinical MR-HIFU system
and described it here in detail. The size of the thermal lesions created in the pancreas
correlated well with the attenuation-corrected ultrasound energy and can be monitored
using PRFS-thermometry. Apart from the compression spacer, the software and hardware
employed is already in clinical use for the MR-guided HIFU treatment of uterine fibroids
and bone metastases. The presented methods and findings should therefore facilitate
further research and thereby accelerate clinical translation of this promising application.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
S1: Technical drawing of the compression spacer
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S2: Acoustic properties
The polyacrylamide material from which the spacers were manufactured was characterized
using the finite-amplitude insertion-substitution (FAIS) method. The measurements
were performed by the Therapy Ultrasound team of the Joint Department of Physics /
Division of Radiotherapy and Imaging at the Institute of Cancer Research, London, UK.
Measurements at different temperatures were taken in ascending order up to 50 °C. Two
additional measurements were performed during cooldown at 37 °C and 25 °C.
Table S3: Acoustic Properties of the polyacrylamide material used in manufacturing the spacer. The
rows “37 down” and “25 down” were measured during cooldown.
Temperature
[°C]

Thickness
[cm]

SoS
[m/s]

Attenuation
coefficient
[dB/cmMHz]

Exponent of
attenuation
coefficient

20

1.55 ± 0.02

1516 ± 0.5

0.044 ± 0.006

1.75 ± 0.11

25

1.55 ± 0.03

1528 ± 0.7

0.036 ± 0.005

1.83 ± 0.08

30

1.54 ± 0.03

1539 ± 0.8

0.036 ± 0.005

1.69 ± 0.08

37

1.54 ± 0.03

1552 ± 0.9

0.031 ± 0.005

1.78 ± 0.11

50

1.54 ± 0.03

1567 ± 0.8

0.019 ± 0.005

2.03 ± 0.17

37 down

1.58 ± 0.02

1553 ± 0.8

0.031 ± 0.005

1.82 ± 0.08

25 down

1.59 ± 0.02

1529 ± 0.8

0.034 ± 0.004

1.82 ± 0.08

Abbreviation: SoS: Speed of Sound.
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ABSTRACT
Purpose: In local hyperthermia, precise temperature control throughout the entire
target region is key for swift, safe, and effective treatment. In this article we present a
model predictive control (MPC) algorithm providing voxel-level temperature control in
magnetic resonance guided, high intensity focused ultrasound (MR-HIFU) and assess the
improvement in performance it provides over the current state of the art.
Materials and Methods: The influence of model detail on the prediction quality and
runtime of the controller is evaluated and a tissue mimicking phantom is characterized
using the resulting model. Next, potential problems arising from modelling errors are
evaluated in-silico and in the characterized phantom. Finally, the controller’s performance
is compared to the current state-of-the-art hyperthermia controller in side-by-side
experiments.
Results: Modelling diffusion by heat exchange between four neighboring voxels
achieves high predictive performance and results in runtimes suited for real-time
control. Erroneous model parameters deteriorate the MPC’s performance. Using
models derived from thermometry data acquired during low powered test sonications,
however, high control performance is achieved. In a direct comparison with the state-ofthe-art hyperthermia controller, the MPC produces smaller tracking errors and tighter
temperature distributions, both in a homogeneous target and near a localized heat sink.
Conclusions: Using thermal models deduced from low-powered test sonications, the
proposed MPC algorithm provides good performance in phantoms. In direct comparison
to the current state-of-the-art hyperthermia controller, MPC performs better due to the
more finely tuned heating patterns and therefore constitutes an important step towards
stable, uniform hyperthermia.
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INTRODUCTION
Mild local heating of tumor tissue to hyperthermic temperature in the range of 41–43 °C
has been shown to have strong synergistic effects on radio- and chemotherapy, acting
on cellular and tissue level [1-6]. Besides a plethora of preclinical evidence, several
clinical trials demonstrated the synergistic effects of hyperthermia on radio-, chemo-,
and chemoradiotherapy leading to improved outcome such as local control, disease
free-, and long term survival [7-16]. As clinical studies also revealed that the outcome is
sensitive to the applied thermal dose throughout the treatment, various measures have
been introduced to describe and characterize the obtained temperatures over time and
across the target tissue [17]. Induction of uniform hyperthermia across a treatment area
is impeded by two major obstacles: First, the obtained temperatures depend on spatially
and temporally varying tissue properties such as perfusion and heat diffusion. The former
often leads to lower than intended heating close to blood vessels, while hyperthermia
devices utilizing radiofrequency heating intrinsically lack the ability to compensate for
local heat loss on the associated millimeter scale [18]. Second, temperature monitoring
is currently performed using thermocouples inside or near the heated tissue [19],
which only provides sparse spatial sampling of the temperature. Radiofrequency-based
hyperthermia devices integrated into a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanner
could address some of above shortcomings and are currently evaluated for use in clinical
settings [20,21].
Focused ultrasound was already explored in the 1930s and was employed early on
for local non-invasive heating of deep-seated tissue to induce brain lesions [22,23]. Clinical
application of high intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU), however, was only achieved after
image guidance was added for spatial targeting and therapy control using diagnostic
ultrasound or MRI [24-27]. The integration of an extracorporeal HIFU transducer into the
patient bed of an MRI scanner (MR-HIFU) in particular enables both the in-situ localization
of the target tissue and the optimization of the transducer position before the treatment.
Furthermore, the MRI provides near real-time temperature maps while the HIFU heating
is ongoing. This is exploited for closed-loop feedback to the HIFU transducer, allowing
to deliver a well-defined thermal dose and to maintain stable temperatures [28]. HIFU
was recognized and tested as a hyperthermia device early on [24,29-31], but only MRfeedback enabled a stable hyperthermia over an extended period of time [32-34]. With
a focus point of 2–3 mm in diameter and 5–7 mm in height, HIFU enables the local
heating of tissue on the millimeter scale. For heating of larger volumes, electronic beam
steering by coordinated ultrasound phase shifts was implemented to move the focus
point over predefined circular perimeters [35]. In combination with MR thermometry
and a simple binary feedback loop, electronic beam steering has been used to achieve
MR-HIFU mediated, regional hyperthermia. The feasibility of this technique has been
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demonstrated in several preclinical studies [36-42] and recently in a first clinical trial using
the MR-HIFU system Sonalleve® (Profound Medical Inc., Toronto, Canada) [43]. By adding
mechanical transducer movement facilitated by a robotic positioning system, a first large
volume hyperthermia application based on MR-HIFU has been demonstrated in vivo [44]
and applied clinically [45]. The feedback algorithm used in the referenced demonstration
periodically repositions the transducer to heat different parts of the target region of
interest (treatment cell) based on the lowest average temperature inside seven predefined
sub-cells. Within the sub-cells, heating is regulated by adjusting the power delivered to
the sub-cell as a whole and skipping points inside the sub-cell which are already above
the target temperature. It is non-parametric in nature, i.e. it is designed to perform
reliably without any prior knowledge of the particular tissue properties if they fall inside
the anticipated range. Algorithms which do utilize tissue models for thermal therapies,
however, can be more effective in achieving their respective control objective. Salomir
et al. [32] as well as Quesson et al. [33], for instance, used physical models to calculate
optimal HIFU intensities and thereby induced predefined temperature evolutions in the
HIFU’s natural focus spot with high accuracy. Model predictive control (MPC) [46,47], a
well-established control scheme using mathematical models of the to-be-controlled
system in constrained optimization problems to calculate optimal control strategies, has
been applied successfully as well: In ablation treatments, MPC has been shown to enable
increased speed and patient safety in the delivery of a target thermal dose [48-50]. An MPC
scheme for mild regional hyperthermia, which aims to directly control the temperature in
a target ROI, has been introduced as well but was only demonstrated in-silico thus far [51].
Here, we explore a novel control algorithm for MR-HIFU mediated mild hyperthermia
applications, following the MPC paradigm. It aims to improve upon the existing binary
control option by Tillander et al. [44], which we consider to be the state of the art, by
optimizing the heat delivered to each individual voxel inside the target ROI based on a
mathematical model of the tissue. As the appropriate model parameters for any individual
case are generally unknown beforehand, the extent to which errors in the controller’s
model can lead to problematic controller behavior was investigated in-silico, followed by
the quantification of the performance attainable with pre-treatment model identification
in phantom experiments. Since the controller was implemented on a clinical MR-HIFU
system, a direct performance comparison between the MPC and the existing binary
control algorithm of Tillander et al. [44] was also performed and is presented last.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Model Predictive Control
MPC is a form of control that exploits a mathematical model of the system to be controlled
(the state-space model) to predict its future state depending on the applied control actions.
At each sampling instant, the state variables of the system, e.g. the temperatures in a set
of voxels, are measured. This measurement is then used as a starting point to calculate
the next control actions, e.g. a sequence of heating patterns, that minimize the objective
function over a certain control horizon. The objective function’s minimum reflects the
goals of the controller and depends on the predicted future state of the system. This
calculation is usually done via constrained optimization, where the objective function is
optimized by varying the control inputs while constraining the variables describing the
system’s state (the state variables) to behave according to the model [46,47,52].
Controller architecture
State-space model
The state-space model that will be used in the MPC scheme is based on the Pennes
bioheat transfer equation (PBE) [53]:

=

∙(

)−

( −
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[1]

where ρ is the density of the tissue [kg/m³], K is the diffusion coefficient [m²/s], C and Cb
are the specific heat capacities of tissue and blood [J/(kg °C)], Wb is the perfusion rate
[kg/(m³s)], T is the tissue’s temperature [°C], Ta is the arterial temperature [°C], and Q is the
heating power density delivered to the tissue [W/m³].
Our implementation aims to control the temperature inside the target region
using a single thermometry slice, which is acquired repeatedly alongside other slices
that are required for monitoring purposes. A linear discrete-time state-space model of
the temperature evolution in two spatial dimensions is therefore required. The discrete
timestep size equals the acquisition time of one feedback cycle (i.e. the acquisition of a
full set of thermometry slices) and the discrete space step size equals the voxel size in
the acquired two-dimensional temperature maps. Summarizing diffusion and perfusion
effects into dimensionless parameters, one obtains a simplified model for the predicted
temperature elevation ′+1 with:
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where Tt' (m, n) = Tt (m, n) – Ta is the temperature elevation above the arterial blood
temperature Ta at time and discrete location (m, n) [°C], A0 is the per-cycle heat loss
coefficient, which incorporates the loss due to perfusion and the diffusion out of
the voxel, and A1 is the per-dynamic inter-voxel heat transfer coefficient. q is the percycle, single-voxel temperature increase per Watt of acoustic power, pt,i is the acoustic
power applied targeting the sonication point with index i at timepoint t, ʄi(m, n), is the
distribution of heating power among voxel coordinates (m, n) when targeting sonication
point with index i, and Np is the number of available sonication points. The discretization
was performed under the assumptions that heat diffusion is homogenous in all observed
voxels, the heat delivered in one feedback cycle is affected by diffusion and perfusion
only from the next cycle on, and that heat is exchanged between nearest neighbors only.
The state variables are the temperature elevation Tt' (m, n) of the voxels at the
locations (m, n) , (m, n) ϵ 0 at timepoint t, where 0 is the set of voxel coordinates inside the
ROI which is passed to the controller (observed ROI). The input variables pt,1, i = 1, ..., Np,
are constrained to be greater than or equal to zero and to total no more than a certain
maximum power pmax at each timestep t within the control horizon H:
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Each allowed sonication point is chosen to coincide with the middle of an MRI voxel and is
assumed to heat that particular voxel exclusively, i.e. ʄi (m, n) is assumed to be one at the
targeted voxel’s coordinates and zero everywhere else.

Focal spot calibration and model identification
The transducer’s alignment with the MRI’s coordinate system was verified using multiple
low-powered test sonications before each experiment. During the test sonication,
the HIFU focus is moved by electronic beam steering on a trajectory consisting of the
transducer’s natural focus point and eight points equally distributed on an 8 mm circle
around the natural focus. Using these nine heated points as reference, errors in the
transducer’s alignment are identified via spatial shifts from the expected heating pattern
and are corrected by adjusting the transducer’s position inside the table accordingly.
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The use of this multipoint test sonication pattern also creates a large number of warm
voxels throughout the target area. The MRI thermometry maps gathered during the test
sonications can therefore be used to calibrate the state-space model’s parameters to
the target material. The estimation of the A0 and A1 parameters is performed via linear
regression, for which all voxels within a radius of 2 cm around the target area are included.
The voxels’ temperatures at each timestep k + 1 after transducer shutoff were used as the
dependent variable. The respective voxel’s temperature at time k (parameter A0) as well
as the sum of the nearest neighbors’ temperatures at time k (parameter A1) were used as
the regressors. The model used therefore has the following form:
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The linear regression was performed using the open source Python package scikit-learn,
version 0.18.1 [54].
After the calculation of A0 and A1 is complete, the per-dynamic single-voxel heating
rate q is calculated by linear regression. Here, the total temperature increase across
all voxels in a radius of 20 mm around the natural focus at each cycle l serves as the
dependent variable and the retained fraction of the power added to the target slice is
used as the regressor. This results in a linear model of the form:
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where P is the acoustic output power selected for the sonication, M is the set of voxel
coordinates within a radius of 20 mm around the transducer’s natural focus and (A0 + 4A1)
is the fraction of power retained in the focus slice from one cycle to the next.

Cost function
In MPC, the optimal control actions are determined via constrained optimization of the
cost function, which is chosen to reflect the control objectives. For this controller, it has
been given the form:
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where H is the control horizon, R is the set of coordinates belonging to the voxels inside
the target ROI, NR is the number of voxels inside R, and T'obj is the target temperature
elevation.
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Implementation
All phantom experiments were performed on a clinical MR-HIFU system (3T Achieva®,
Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands, and Sonalleve® V2 HIFU, Profound Medical,
Toronto, Canada). We developed a custom MR-HIFU software providing treatment
planning- and monitoring capabilities tailored to the MPC algorithm. The program was
written in Python, version 2.7.13 [55]. PyQt 5.6.0 [56] was used to create the GUI and
pyqtgraph 0.10.0 [57] provided efficient real-time visualization of the captured data.
The communication with the MRI scanner and the HIFU system was achieved using the
pyMRI and pyHIFU toolboxes [58]. The calculation of the optimal control actions was done
using the python interface of Gurobi 7.5 [59]. The experiments employing the existing
binary controller were performed using the Hyperthermia Release 3.5.955.1215 of the
Sonalleve® software (Profound Medical, Toronto, Canada).
MR thermometry
The imaging sequence used to monitor the treatment progress was an RF-spoiled gradient
echo sequence with TR = 30 ms, TE = 19.5 ms, FA = 19.5°, FOV = 296 mm, 5 slices, and voxel
dimensions = 1.8 х 1.8 х 7 mm3, resulting in a dynamic scan time of 3.5 s (‘one cycle’) and
a resolution of 160 х 160 voxels per slice. The temperature maps were acquired exploiting
the proton resonance frequency shift (PRFS) [60]. The coils used for image acquisition were
the HIFU table’s window coil and the HIFU Pelvis Coil (Model 905051-F, Philips Healthcare,
Best, The Netherlands). In particular, the calculation included masking of low SNR voxels,
masking of expected heating areas, baseline subtraction, and a second order baseline
drift correction. The MRI slices were positioned in four stacks, namely the focus, sagittal,
near field, and far field stacks. The focus stack was positioned at the HIFU focus point
and contained three slices to provide a complete view of the volumetric temperature
distribution in the target ROI, with the center slice of the focus stack functioning as
feedback for the controller. The sagittal slice was positioned to intersect the focus spot
and provides information on the vertical alignment of the focus. The nearfield slice was
positioned at the phantom’s acoustic window to monitor excess heat generation on
the phantom’s surface or, in a hypothetical clinical setting, a patient’s skin. The far field
slice was positioned near the ultrasound absorber at the far side of the phantom and is
intended as a monitoring modality for organs and bone surfaces behind the focus.
Preparatory work
Phantom manufacturing process
All phantom experiments were performed with polyacrylamide hydrogels sealed in
polypropylene containers. The containers can be opened on one side to provide an
acoustic window and are lined with an ultrasound absorber on the opposite side to
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prevent reflections. The phantoms also contained a hollow channel of 5 mm diameter,
which can be perfused with water to mimic a medium-sized blood vessel. The phantoms
were manufactured in-house using a variation of the tissue-mimicking formulation by
Negussie et al. [61]. The used chemicals were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (SigmaAldrich Corporation, St. Louis, Missouri, USA) and are detailed with their respective ratios
in Table 1.

Table 1: Chemical composition of the phantoms used in this study.
Component

Product code

Fraction of volume

De-ionized water

–

82.24% (v/v)

Acrylamide/bis-acrylamide (ratio: 19:1),
40% (w/v) solution

A9926-5L

17.54% (v/v)

TEMED

T7024-100ML

0.21% (v/v)

APS

248614-500G

0.21% (w/v)

SiO2

S5631-1KG

2.00% (w/v)

Abbreviations: TEMED: N,N,N0,N0-tetra-metyl-ethylenediamine; APS: Ammonium peroxydisulfate; SiO2: Silicon
dioxide particles, sizes 0.5–10 µm.

Model selection and identification
Ten test sonications with 60 W of acoustical power and 16 s duration were performed
in the phantom to be used in the experiments, far away from the water channel. These
test sonications employed the nine-point heating pattern described above. While the
transducer was active and for ten cycles after transducer shutoff, thermometry slices were
acquired to provide training data for the thermal model.
As the detail of the inter-voxel heat exchange in the state-space model has a strong
impact on the runtime of the controller, the chosen model must be simple enough to
provide real-time control. The predictive quality of models with increasing numbers
of nearest neighbors included in the prediction was therefore assessed and the peak
runtimes required for solving the constrained optimization problem of the MPC at these
different levels of detail was measured in simulations with fifty timesteps each. The
simulations were run on the HIFU console (HP Z800 Workstation, Intel® Xeon® CPU X5650
@ 2.67 GHz) using the otherwise unchanged controller. The level of detail resulting in
the shortest peak runtime while still providing markedly better predictive performance
on the test set than all simpler models was selected for use in the remaining in-silico and
in-vitro experiments. Half of all recorded voxel temperature measurements inside the
observed 20 mm radius around the natural focus were assigned to the test set. Using
the selected level of detail, the model parameters to be used in the following robustness
experiments were determined.
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Performance metrics
Controller performance was assessed in the steady state, which was established after
400s at the latest in all experiments. The used metrics were the average steady-state
performance J, the average steady-state tracking error T0ff , and the average steady-state
temperature distribution width TRange and are defined as:
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where S is the set of timepoints measured in the steady state (400 s < t < 600 s) and NS
is the number of timepoints in S. T90 (t) and T10(t) denote the 90th and 10th percentile of
voxel temperatures measured inside the target ROI at timepoint t.

Simulations
Influence of model errors in-silico
In-silico experiments allow the isolation of controller-specific errors from other sources
of complications, such as alignment errors of HIFU- and MRI coordinate systems. The
effect of plant-model mismatch, i.e. discrepancies between the model and the controlled
system’s behavior, was therefore investigated in-silico.
The controller’s model was initialized with a set of models containing varying A1 and
q parameters while the properties of the simulated target tissue remained unchanged.
q
The controller’s parameters were qMPC = ( sim⁄3, qsim, 3 ∙ qsim) and A1,MPC = (0.0, A1,sim,
0.2) with respect to the simulated tissue’s parameters qsim and A1,sim. The simulations
were performed by solving the finite difference equation (2) on a two-dimensional
grid of 1.8 mm spatial resolution and a 3.5 s temporal resolution. The used model was
selected beforehand using thermometry data acquired during test-sonications on the
polyacrylamide phantom described above. For these simulations, the controller was
operated on a circular target ROI with a diameter of 18 mm. Tobj was set to 5 °C above
the baseline. To simulate noise, normally distributed random numbers with a standard
deviation of 0.4 K were added to the temperature maps passed to the controller as
feedback.
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Phantom Experiments
Influence of model errors in-vitro
Nine hyperthermia experiments were performed on the previously characterized
polyacrylamide phantom using MPCs initialized with all possible combinations of the
average value found for A1, the case of negligible perfusion (A1 = 0.0) and immediate
leveling of temperature gradients between nearest neighbors (A1 = 0.2) with the average
value found for q and q-mismatches by the factors 1/3 and 3. Heat loss other than inplane diffusion was excluded from the starting model by setting (A0 = 1 – 4A1). Each
hyperthermia experiment was run for 10 minutes with Tobj = 5 K, Pmax = 60 W, and H = 5.
For these experiments, the target area was placed far from the water channel and the
channel’s perfusion was disabled.
Performance comparison: MPC and binary controller
The MPC’s performance was assessed by comparison with the current state-of-theart controller introduced by Tillander et al. [44], which will be referred to as the binary
controller. For the comparison in a homogeneous target area, the water supply of the
phantom was disabled and a round target ROI with 18mm diameter was placed several
centimeters away from the water channel. For the comparison in an inhomogeneous
target area, the phantom was perfused with de-ionized water at 2.4 ml/s and the target
ROI was positioned 1 mm away from the water channel. Both target ROIs were sonicated
with the MPC as well as the binary control algorithm. For both experiments, the MPC
was initialized with parameters identified from test sonication data acquired before the
experiment in the respective configuration. Each hyperthermia experiment was run for
10 minutes with Tobj = 5 K, Pmax = 60 W, and H = 5.

RESULTS
Preparatory work
Model selection and identification
First, the coefficient of determination as well as the controller runtimes were measured
using increasing numbers of nearest neighbors in the prediction of voxel temperatures
(Figure 1). The model incorporating four nearest neighbors (N = 4) shows a significantly
higher coefficient of determination than the model neglecting diffusion (N = 0) and
led to a peak runtime of 390 ms. The model with eight nearest neighbors required a
55.6 % longer peak runtime of 608 ms and improved the predictive quality only slightly
(R2 = 0.946 vs 0.947 on average). Models with more nearest neighbors did not further
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improve the coefficient of determination significantly but only increased peak run time.
The chosen model therefore incorporated four nearest neighbors only. The A1 and q
parameters derived from the test sonications using this model were 0.126 ± 0.008 and
0.882 ± 0.094, respectively.

Figure 1: Coefficient of determination on the test set vs. the number of nearest neighbors used in the
model and corresponding peak runtimes required for optimization.

Simulations
Influence of model errors in-silico
The simulated temperature evolutions in the target ROI for plant-model mismatches in A1
and q are displayed in Figure 2. Regardless of the used A1,MPC, the controller performs best
in the cases with qMPC = qsim. In the case of severely underestimated heating (qMPC = qsim/3),
the temperature distributions are much broader than in the matched heating case for
all A1 parameters and show heat spikes throughout the duration of the sonication.
Additionally, positive tracking errors between 304 and 542 mK are observed. In the
overestimated heating case (qMPC = 3 · qsim), the widths of the temperature distributions
are larger than for the matched heating case as well for all A1 parameters and negative
tracking errors between 285 and 353 mK are observed. The best performance J was
achieved using the correct model parameters.
The controller’s responsiveness to measured temperature deficits is shown in
Figure 3 for varying model parameters. Over- and underestimation of the q parameter
leads to under- and overcompensation of measured temperature deficits, respectively.
For the case of neglected diffusion (A1,MPC = 0.0), the controller aggressively counteracts
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measured temperature deficits while in the case of immediate leveling of temperature
gradients (A1,MPC = 0.2), the controller is much less responsive.

3

Figure 2: Simulated temperature curves in the target ROI vs. time, not including the noise added to
the feedback signal. In each simulation, the controller was given a different model while the simulated
tissue remained unchanged. The eight panels around the center represent the mismatched cases with
the used parameter displayed at the respective row and column.
Abbreviations: TRange: average steady-state temperature distribution width; Toff : average steady-state
tracking error; J: average steady-state performance.
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Figure 3: Temperature change of voxels inside the target ROI vs. measured temperature deficit at the
previous timestep in-silico. The eight panels around the center represent the mismatched cases with
the used parameter displayed at the respective row and column. The used q parameter determines
the magnitude of the response while the used A1 parameter influences the stringency with which
measured temperature deficits are compensated.

Phantom experiments
Influence of model errors in-vitro
The evolution of the temperature distributions during nine in-vitro experiments with
varying model parameters is shown in Figure 4. Across all experiments, the average
absolute steady-state tracking error Toff was 138 mK and the average steady-state width
of the temperature distribution TRange was 740 mK. In all tested cases, an underestimation
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of the heating power led to Toff and TRange values above 144 mK and 754 mK while an
overestimation led to Toff and TRange values below -185 mK and above 785 mK. Experiments
using the experimentally identified q parameter performed better in both aspects with Toff
and TRange values smaller than 62 mK and 676 mK. The use of the experimentally identified
A1 parameter led to the best performance J for two out of three different q parameters
and the second-best result in one case. The best performance J was achieved using the
experimentally identified parameters.

3

Figure 4: Temperature curves in the target ROI vs. time for varying controller models in nine otherwise
identical phantom experiments. The used values for the A1 and Q parameters are given for each row
and column.
Abbreviations: TRange: average steady-state temperature distribution width; Toff : average steady-state
tracking error; J: average steady-state performance.
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Performance comparison: MPC and binary controller
The MPC’s performance was rated in a direct comparison to the current state-of-the-art
controller for MR-HIFU mediated mild hyperthermia. The comparison was made both for
a homogenous target ROI (Figure 5) and a target ROI adjacent to the water channel inside
the phantom material (Figure 6). The steady-state (400 s < t <600 s) performance metrics
Toff and TRange for the homogeneous case were 67 mK and 698 mK for the MPC and
605 mK and 1734 mK for the binary controller, respectively. The steady-state performance
metrics Toff and TRange for the inhomogeneous case were 49 mK and 862 mK for the MPC
and 646 mK and 1629 mK for the binary controller, respectively. The average spatial
temperature profiles through the centers of the target ROI in steady state (Figures 5B
and 6B) showed bell shapes for the binary controller and plateaus for the MPC controller.
The MPC allocated heating power mainly to the edges of the target ROI and increased
heating at the edge of the ROI bordering the water channel in the inhomogeneous
case. Information on the power distribution used by the binary controller could not be
obtained from the clinical software and is therefore not shown here.

Figure 5: (A) Temperature distribution vs. time achieved with the binary controller and the MPC
algorithm in a homogeneous region of the phantom. (B) Spatial temperature profiles and the MPC’s
power distribution profile through the center of the target region, average for 400 s < t < 600 s. Target
area is shaded.
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Figure 6: (A) Temperature distribution vs. time achieved with the binary controller and the MPC
algorithm near the water channel of the phantom. (B) Spatial temperature profiles and the MPC’s
power distribution profile through the center of the target region perpendicular to the water channel,
average for 400 s < t < 600 s. Target area (grey) and water channel (purple) are shaded.
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DISCUSSION
The impact of errors in the estimation of tissue properties were explored in-silico and
in-vitro. Both investigations showed that mismatches of the A1 parameter have a weaker
influence on steady-state controller performance compared to the influence of the
heating parameter q. This observation can be explained by the diminished influence of
diffusion inside the target ROI once a highly homogeneous temperature distribution has
been reached. Neglect of diffusion in the model (A1 = 0) together with a severe under- or
overestimation of q, however, led to increased tracking errors of up to 542 mK in-silico and
230 mK in-vitro, caused by an aggressive overcompensation of measured temperature
deficits. While these errors are smaller than the tracking errors that were encountered
using the binary controller, this still shows the necessity of modelling diffusion for precise
temperature control. At the same time, modelling diffusion between a large number of
voxels offers only small benefits beyond the already very good predictive performance
achievable with four nearest neighbors.
Besides the expected tracking errors, the underestimation of q caused heat spikes
which were observed prominently in-silico, where the feedback noise could be masked.
This influence of the mismatch in q arises from the resulting controllers’ overcompensation
of measured temperature deficits induced by noise. Higher heating estimates, on the
other hand, will lead to insufficient heating in response to any measured temperature
deficit. This led to a smoother temperature evolution in the corresponding simulations,
but not to an improvement in control performance over the matched case. One avenue
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that could be pursued in the future to reduce tracking errors and the controller’s
responsiveness to noise in a controlled manner is the extension of the MPC algorithm
to a full offset-free implementation, which is used in other control problems where the
system’s state cannot be measured directly or the controller input is noisy [52,62].
In the direct comparison between the MPC and the binary control algorithm, the
MPC implementation outperformed the binary controller both in terms of the tracking
error and width of the temperature distribution after establishment of the steady state.
In the homogeneous case, the MPC’s Toff and TRange were only 11.1 % and 40.3 % of the
binary controller’s Toff and TRange. The reason for this becomes evident in the spatial
temperature profiles produced by the two controllers (Figure 5B). The MPC’s profile shows
a flat plateau inside the target area, while the binary controller gives rise to a bell shape,
indicative of excess heating in the center of the target ROI. The MPC avoids this problem
by optimizing the applied heating pattern at each time step, thereby shifting all applied
power to the edge of the controlled area automatically after the ROI center is sufficiently
heated. In the inhomogeneous case, where the heated region is placed adjacent to a
perfused water channel, both controllers produce a skewed distribution (Figure 6B). The
MPC’s advantage is considerable in this case as well with Toff and TRange at 7.6 % and 52.9 %
of the binary controller’s Toff and TRange, respectively. Analogous to the homogeneous
case, this is a consequence of the flexible heating patterns used by the MPC, allowing
to allocate additional heating power to the edge of the target ROI bordering the water
channel. This capability might prove particularly useful in a clinical setting where regions
of enhanced perfusion or variations in ultrasound absorption might not be detectable
in advance or might arise during the treatment, e.g. by the heat-induced stimulation of
blood flow.
The controlled environment that was used to show the MPC’s advantages over
the current state-of-the-art in the absence of such unpredictable effects and to assess
the problems particular to this new MPC algorithm is at the same time a limitation of
this study. It cannot demonstrate adequately how the MPC would perform when
encountering problems that are particular to the in-vivo setting. Most of these problems,
first and foremost those related to patient safety, e.g. protection of the skin, the detection
of thermometry artifacts, and detection of patient motion, must be addressed by
appropriate patient preparation, patient monitoring and dedicated safety software
modules separate from the controller, however. Nonetheless, validation of the controller’s
performance in an in-vivo setting, where perfusion might change over time or tissue
properties may vary spatially in unpredictable ways, is required and will be performed in
a dedicated study.
In conclusion, we presented the structure, implementation, and in-vitro evaluation
of an MPC algorithm for improved uniform hyperthermia using MR-HIFU, which employs
personalized thermal models derived from low-powered test sonications for each
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treatment. The MPC outperforms the current state-of-the-art controller in-vitro both in
terms of target tracking performance as well as spatial homogeneity of the resulting
temperature distribution. This is made possible via the automatic and flexible redistribution
of heating power by repeated model-based optimization. This also holds in the presence
of a localized heat sink, which was counteracted by the MPC via automatic allocation
of additional heating power. We therefore believe that the proposed MPC solution will
further advance MR-HIFU based hyperthermia and may be key for applications where
tight control of the temperature is essential, such as device-targeted drug delivery.
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ABSTRACT
Purpose: This article will report results from the in-vivo application of a model-predictive
control algorithm for MR-HIFU hyperthermia that was presented in a previous article. The
focus of the investigation lies on the interplay between the controller’s performance and
the spatiotemporally heterogeneous perfusion.
Materials and Methods: Hyperthermia at 42 °C was induced and maintained for up to
30 minutes in the biceps femori of German landrace pigs (N = 5) using a commercial
MR-HIFU system and a recently developed MPC algorithm. The influence of blood vessels
on the heating power allocation was investigated by superimposing the applied heating
pattern and calculated heat sink maps on contrast-enhanced MRI images. A lower bound
for the hyperthermia-induced increase in perfusion was estimated based on the power
required to maintain hyperthermia and its influence on the controller’s performance was
assessed.
Results: The MPC algorithm allocates additional heating power to sub-volumes with
elevated heat sink effects, which are colocalized with blood vessels visible on contrastenhanced MRI. The perfusion appeared to have increased by at least a factor of
approximately 1.86 on average. The controller performed well throughout the treatments.
Conclusions: The MPC controller generates uniform temperature distributions despite
the presence of spatiotemporally heterogeneous perfusion due to the rapid thermometry
feedback available with MR-HIFU and the flexible allocation of heating power. The
visualization of spatiotemporally heterogeneous perfusion presents new research
opportunities for the investigation of stimulated perfusion in hypoxic tumor regions.
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INTRODUCTION
Mild hyperthermia, i.e., the heating of malignant tissue to temperatures between 40 and
43 °C, sensitizes tumors for chemo- and radiotherapy (RT and CT) without introducing
additional systemic toxicity [1,2]. This thermal enhancement effect has already been
demonstrated in several clinical trials targeting a wide variety of tumors [3-9]. It arises
from direct denaturation of proteins [10], the inhibition of repair mechanisms [11-13],
and the killing of cells that are RT- and CT-resistant, but vulnerable to heat, i.e., cells in
the “S-phase” [14,15] or in environments that are hypoxic and acidic due to inadequate
perfusion [16-20]. The vasodilation following hyperthermia can also lead to increased
perfusion in the tumor, resulting in sensitization to RT and CT via reoxygenation [21,22]
and enhanced drug availability [23-26]. However, heating must be carefully controlled to
avoid vascular shutdown, which would negatively impact the clinical outcome [27].
Devices used for clinical hyperthermia applications are currently based on
extracorporeal antenna systems emitting electromagnetic waves in the radiofrequency
and microwave range, while temperature is typically monitored using thermocouples
placed into target tissue [28]. These devices enable the application of energy across
regions with diameters of tens of centimeters (regional hyperthermia, RHT), allowing to
heat large tumor volumes. However, maintaining a high degree of temperature control
throughout the tumor is of vital importance as there is a clear correlation between the
applied thermal dose [29] and treatment outcome [30-33]. The extent of the volume
to which energy can be applied homogeneously with a clinical radiative phased array
system depends on the used wavelength and antenna geometry, and is in the range of
centimeters [34,35]. The resulting temperature distribution is also affected by the local
tissue properties, such as electrical conductivity and perfusion rate. Radiative phased
array systems have limited capacity for the compensation of inhomogeneous heating
rates and local heat sinks due to the lack of spatially resolved real-time feedback and the
inherent lower limit to the size of the focus [34,36,37]. Dedicated tools for better planning
of RF-induced regional hyperthermia that utilize tissue models to optimize energy
delivery have been developed [35,36] and the recent integration of RF hyperthermia
devices into MRI scanners enables non-invasive thermometry during heating. Despite
these advances, precise control of the temperature distribution with RF devices remains
challenging in the absence of closed-loop feedback control and clinicians still must rely
on patient feedback to avoid local overheating [38].
Magnetic Resonance-guided High-Intensity Focused Ultrasound (MR-HIFU)
presents a solution to the challenge of uniformity in the presence of heterogeneous
tissue properties. Clinical HIFU transducers generate coherent ultrasound fields with
frequencies in the range of approx. 0.35 to 2 MHz that interfere constructively in a focal
volume [39]. Dissipation of ultrasound energy results in a sharp temperature increase in
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the focal volume, which resembles an axisymmetric ellipsoid of around 7 mm in length
along the transducer axis and 2 mm in diameter for a frequency of 1.2 MHz [40]. The heated
volume can be increased by moving the focus, either via mechanical repositioning of the
transducer (mechanical beam steering) or via coordinated phase shifts among the piezo
elements on phased array transducers (electronic beam steering) [41,42]. The integration
into an MRI patient table complements the precision of HIFU with high soft-tissue contrast
and near-real-time- and spatially resolved MR-thermometry feedback. Currently, MRthermometry is typically based on the proton resonance frequency shift (PRFS) method,
which exploits the linear correlation between the Larmor frequency of protons in water
molecules and the local temperature. PRFS thermometry allows to acquire temperature
maps of non-fatty tissues with millimeter-resolution at sub-second timescales [43,44],
which can serve as input for feedback-controlled HIFU sonications.
Using PRFS thermometry feedback and mechanical as well as electronic beam
steering, Tillander et al. recently demonstrated the feasibility of stabilizing hyperthermic
temperature elevations throughout clinically relevant volumes in highly perfused porcine
thigh muscle via a binary feedback control algorithm [45]. This technique has already
been applied clinically by Chu et al. and Heijman et al. for recurrent rectal cancer and
dedifferentiated liposarcoma, respectively [46,47]. However, earlier calculations already
showed that the high spatial control in power deposition of HIFU allows to compensate
for differences in local tissue cooling due to tissue perfusion and around thermally
significant vessels, which is not feasible using a binary control algorithm together with
electronic beams steering along fixed trajectories [48]. The logical next step in the
development of HIFU technology for the application in hyperthermia is therefore to fully
leverage the precision of HIFU and spatially resolved MR-thermometry by a transition
from binary feedback control to a controller that calculates optimal sonication patterns.
Model predictive control (MPC) is a modern control scheme that is widely used in the
industry [49,50] and has already been applied in algorithms for thermal ablation therapy
[51-53]. MPC algorithms use a model of the system’s dynamic behavior (the state-space
model) to predict the state of the system at a future timepoint in response to the available
control inputs. Using a cost function to define the target state of the system, the best
control action at a given timepoint is found via the variation of the control inputs such
that the cost function assumes its minimum and all state- and input variables satisfy
their respective constraints. This allows the processing of multidimensional inputs like
temperature maps into multidimensional outputs like heating power distributions,
thereby enabling the online adaption of sonication patterns to the current distribution
and strength of heat sinks.
Recently we presented the architecture of an MPC algorithm for MR-HIFU mediated
local hyperthermia and characterized its performance in a perfused tissue-mimicking
phantom in comparison to the current state-of-the-art binary feedback controller [45,54].
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We showed that the MPC algorithm yields superior performance in-vitro via the targeted
compensation of heat loss due to diffusion and local heat loss induced by an artificial
blood vessel. In this study, we present results from the in-vivo application of the MPC
algorithm in porcine thigh muscle. The aim is to evaluate the controller’s performance in
live tissue and to investigate the interplay between its flexible heating power allocation
and spatiotemporally varying perfusion.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animal model
The performance of an MPC algorithm for the creation and maintenance of local
hyperthermia was investigated in muscle tissue of the biceps femori of five healthy, female
German landrace pigs between 35 and 39.5 kg in weight. The experimental protocol was
approved by the State Agency for Nature, Environment and Consumer Protection of
North Rhine Westphalia, Germany.
Starting 12 hours prior to the experiment, the pigs were fasted with free access to
water. At the beginning of the experiment, the animals received an intramuscular injection
of Atropine (0.02 mg/kg; WDT, Germany), Tiletamin/Zolazepam (10 mg/kg; Zoletil, Virbac,
Germany), and Xylazin (2 mg/kg; Rompun 2 %; Bayer; Germany). Anesthesia was induced
and maintained intravenously using Propofol (induction: 1.66 mg/kg i.v., maintenance:
4.0–9.5 mg/kg/h as required; Fresenius, Bad Homburg, Germany). Analgesia was achieved
by intravenous administration of buprenorphine (0.02 mg/kg; Buprenovet Multidose,
Bayer, Germany). The pigs were intubated and ventilated under pressure control (Hamilton
C1, Heinen + Löwenstein, Switzerland) at 30 % oxygen, 14 breaths/min, and a positive
end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) of 5–8 mmHg. The tidal volume was adjusted as needed to
maintain normocapnia (PaCO2 35–45 mmHg). A catheter with three lumens (18G; Arrow
International, Reading, USA) for the continuous administration of propofol and Ringer’s
solution (5 ml/kg/h; Fresenius Kabi, Germany) and the administration of other medication
was placed in the right external jugular vein using the Seldinger technique.
The animals were placed inside the MRI scanner in right lateral recumbency with
the biceps femori above the acoustic window of the HIFU table (Figure 1A). A rubber tube
containing MR-visible oil capsules was affixed to the right thigh to allow localization of
the targeted volumes during dissection (Figure 2B). Acoustic contact was achieved by
shaving, the application of degassed ultrasound gel and the interposition of an acoustic
coupling gel pad (Aquaflex® Ultrasound Gel Pad 4 х 27.5 х 27.5 cm, Parker Laboratories,
Farfield, NJ, USA). Degassed and deionized water was used to ensure acoustic coupling
between the acoustic membrane of the HIFU table and the gel pad. After positioning
of the animal in the scanner was completed, a muscle relaxant (initial bolus: 0.1 mg/kg,
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infusion: 36 mg/h/kg; Pancuroniumbromid Rotexmedica 2 mg/ml, Panpharma GmbH,
Trittau, Germany) was administered to prevent shivering and a custom GaAs temperature
sensor (Neoptix Inc, Quebec City, Quebec, Canada) encased in a carbon needle was
placed in the biceps femori of the right leg.
Up to three hyperthermia treatments with a target temperature of 42 °C were
performed in each session and were continued for up to 30 minutes, targeting a discshaped volume with a diameter of 18 mm and a thickness of 7 mm in the biceps femori.
After the end of each treatment, temperature mapping was continued for up to 15
minutes and a minimum waiting time of 30 minutes was maintained between individual
treatments to ensure the restoration of thermal equilibrium. To ensure the presence of
large blood vessels in the vicinity of the target volume, areas close to the femur were
targeted (Figure 1C). The animals were returned to the stable eight hours after the
beginning of anesthesia and were allowed to recover for 48h under observation. Finally,
the animals were euthanized using sodium-pentobarbital (150 mg/kg i.v., Euthadorm®,
CP-Pharma, Burgdorf, Germany).

Experimental setup
The hyperthermia treatments were performed on a clinical MR-HIFU system (3T Achieva®,
Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands, and Sonalleve® V2 HIFU, Profound Medical,
Mississauga, Canada). Treatment planning and feedback control of the temperature
during treatment was performed using a python-based software developed in-house
and a model predictive control algorithm. The python-based software provides a user
interface with tools for the planning and monitoring of treatments and communicates
with the hardware using the pyMRI and pyHIFU packages of Zaprozan et al. [55].

Figure 1: Experimental Setup. (A) The animal is positioned on the HIFU table such that the biceps
femori can be sonicated. (B) The rubber tube containing fish oil capsules is visible in MRI and is used to
document the target site. (C) MRI with temperature map overlay. Yellow contour: Drift correction ROI
with manually excluded areas. Red contour: Target ROI.
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Controller architecture
The controller follows the MPC paradigm and was described in detail in a previous article
[54], see chapter 2 of this thesis. The description here will therefore be brief.
State-space model
The state-space model that will be used in the MPC scheme is based on the Pennes
bioheat transfer equation (PBE) [56], incorporating heat loss via local perfusion, diffusion
of heat and heating by an external source:
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where ρt is the density of the tissue [kg/m³], K is the thermal conductivity [W/(K · m)], Ct
and Cb are the specific heat capacities of tissue and blood [J/(kg · K)], Wb is the perfusion
rate [kg/(m³ · s)], T is the tissue’s temperature [°C], Ta is the arterial temperature [°C],
and Q is the heating power density delivered to the tissue [W/m³]. The MPC controls
the temperature in the target volume using a thermometry slice bisecting its center in
perpendicular orientation to the HIFU beam axis. The temperature elevation above the
baseline temperature at timestep k + 1 in the voxel at the grid position (m, n), denoted by
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where A0 is the heat retention coefficient, which incorporates the loss due to perfusion
and the diffusion out of the voxel, A1 is the per-dynamic inter-voxel heat transfer
coefficient, and ∆t is the timestep length. The variable q represents the absorption
coefficient [K/W], pk,1 is the acoustic power applied targeting the sonication point with
index i at timepoint k, ʄi (m, n), is the spatial distribution of heating power among voxel
coordinates (m, n) when targeting the sonication point with index i, and Np is the number
of available sonication points. The input variables pk,i , i = 1, ..., Np, are constrained to be
greater than or equal to zero and to total no more than a specified maximum power pmax
at each timestep k:
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Each allowed sonication point is chosen to coincide with the middle of an MRI voxel and
is assumed to heat that particular voxel exclusively, i.e. ʄi (m, n) is assumed to be one at
the targeted voxel’s coordinates and zero everywhere else. The allowed sonication points
were all voxels belonging to the target ROI’s edge and were arranged in a checker-pattern
everywhere else inside the target ROI.

Cost function
The optimal distribution of heating power was determined via constrained optimization
of the cost function. For this controller, it has been given the form:
0 (1
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where H is the control horizon, R is the set of coordinates belonging to the voxels inside
the target ROI, NR is the number of voxels inside R, and T'obj is the target temperature
elevation. The control horizon determines how many future timesteps are considered in
the optimization. For this study, H was set to 5.

Focal spot calibration and model identification
The transducer’s alignment with the MRI’s coordinate system was verified using multiple
16 s long test sonications at 60 W of acoustic output power before each experiment.
During the test sonication, the HIFU focus was rapidly moved on a trajectory consisting
of the transducer’s natural focus and eight points equally distributed on an 8 mm circle
around the natural focus by electronic beam steering. Offsets from the intended centers
of heating were corrected by adjusting the transducer’s position inside the HIFU table.
After alignment was verified, the MRI thermometry maps gathered during three
additional test sonications were used to calibrate the state-space model’s parameters.
The estimation of the A0 and A1 parameters is performed via linear regression, for
which all voxels within a radius of 2 cm around the target area are included. The voxels’
temperatures at each timestep k + 1 after transducer shutoff were used as the dependent
variable. The respective voxel’s temperature at time k (parameter A0) as well as the sum of
the nearest neighbors’ temperatures at time k (parameter A1) were used as the regressors.
The model used therefore has the following form:
+
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The linear regression was performed using the Python package scikit-learn, version 0.18.1
[57].
After the calculation of A0 and A1 is complete, the absorption coefficient q is
calculated via linear regression. Here, the total temperature increase across all voxels in
a radius of 20 mm around the natural focus at each timestep k serves as the dependent
variable and the retained fraction of the power added to the target slice is used as the
regressor. This results in a linear model of the form
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where P is the acoustic output power selected for the sonication, M is the set of voxel
coordinates within a radius of 20 mm around the transducer’s natural focus and (A0 + 4A1)
is the fraction of power retained in the focus slice from one cycle to the next.
In the first two animals, q was calculated by dividing the accumulated thermal load
in the last temperature map of the test sonication by the total test sonication duration
at the time of acquisition. However, the resulting absorption coefficients were notably
higher than expected and exhibited large variability, prompting the development of the
method described above.

Magnetic Resonance Imaging
All images were acquired using the HIFU table’s window coil and the HIFU pelvis coil
(Model 905051-F, Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands) on a 3T MRI scanner (3T
Achieva®, Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands).
Pre-treatment imaging
The treatment planning was performed using a 3D T1-weighted fast field echo (FFE)
without fat suppression. The used parameters were TE = 2.3 ms, TR = 6.1 ms, FA = 20°,
acquisition matrix = 88 х 166, number of slices = 167, reconstructed (acquired) voxel
dimensions = 0.49 x 0.49 x 1.50 mm (1.52 x 1.53 x 3.00 mm), FOV = 140 x 261 x 250 mm,
fold-over direction = RL. Constant Level Appearance (CLEAR) was used to achieve higher
signal homogeneity and Sensitivity Encoding (SENSE, P reduction = 1.2, S reduction = 1)
was used to accelerate imaging. This resulted in an acquisition duration of 5.5 minutes.
MR thermometry
The imaging sequence used to monitor the treatment progress was an RF-spoiled
gradient echo sequence with TR = 30 ms, TE = 19.5 ms, FA = 19.5°, FOV = 288 x 288 mm,
6 slices, and voxel dimensions = 1.8 x 1.8 x 7 mm, resulting in an acquisition time of 3.7 s
for a full set of slices and a resolution of 160 x 160 voxels per slice. The temperature maps
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were acquired via the proton resonance frequency shift (PRFS) [43]. In particular, the
calculation included masking of low SNR voxels, masking of the expected heating area
and of areas exhibiting strong thermometry artifacts, baseline subtraction, and a second
order baseline drift correction. The MRI slices were positioned in four stacks, namely
the focus, sagittal, near field, and far field stacks. The focus stack contained three slices,
all other stacks contained one slice. The focus stack was oriented perpendicular to the
transducer axis, centered on the HIFU focus point and contained three slices to provide
a complete view of the volumetric temperature distribution in the target ROI, with the
center slice of the focus stack functioning as feedback for the MPC algorithm. The sagittal
stack was oriented in sagittal orientation and was centered on the focus spot. It provides
information on the vertical alignment of the focus. The near-field stack was positioned
at the pig’s skin to monitor excess heat generation in the hydrogel spacer, indicative of
excessive absorption. The far-field stack was positioned deep to the focal area.

Postinterventional imaging
The sonications were evaluated by contrast-enhanced (CE) MRI, using the 3D T1-weighted
FFE sequences described above for treatment planning. For this purpose, the images were
acquired twice, both before and one minute after intravenous contrast agent injection
(0.1 mmol/kg gadoteric acid, Dotagraf®, Jenapharm GmbH & Co. KG, Jena, Germany).
The parameters and field of view of the post-treatment scans were kept the same as
the planning scans. The presence of non-perfused volumes (NPVs) was determined by
subtracting pre- and post-injection CE MR images.
Data Analysis
Sonication metrics
The quality of the hyperthermic temperature control during the sonications was
evaluated using parameters that were calculated from the temperature voxel values
within the target ROI. The target ROI was placed in the center temperature mapping slice
of the focus stack. The steady-state performance of the MPC were calculated from PRFS
voxel temperature data acquired between 300s and the end of the sonication. The used
parameters were the mean temperature in the target ROI s , the 10th and 90th percentile
of the voxel temperature distribution T90s and T10s, the standard deviation of the voxel
temperatures in the target ROI σs and the mean squared tracking error of all voxels in the
target ROI δ2, which corresponds to the cost function for a control horizon H of 1.

MR thermometry validation
In all treatments, temperature mapping was maintained for 15 minutes after the
conclusion of the sonication to identify the presence of excessive phase drift. If the
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temperature in the target ROI converged back to baseline (± 1 K), the temperature maps
acquired during the sonication were judged valid.
One sonication was performed close to the temperature sensor instead of the femur
to validate the conversion from phase shift to temperature increase. The readings of the
temperature sensor were recorded every 10 s using a multichannel signal conditioner
(Neoptix Reflex, Neoptix Inc, Québec, Canada). For the thermometry validation, the PRFS
temperature measurements of all voxels in a radius of twice the voxel size around the
location of the temperature sensor’s tip were extracted using a custom Python application.
The extracted PRFS temperature values were averaged for each timestep to obtain the
PRFS temperature measurement at the sensor’s tip over time. The mean absolute error
between each sensor reading and the PRFS temperature closest in time was calculated to
evaluate the performance. The effect of viscous heating [58] on the temperature sensor’s
measurements was not subtracted from the sensor measurements as the applied HIFU
power decreased sharply after the initial warmup phase, necessarily diminishing viscous
heating.
Spatial power allocation and apparent perfusion
The ability of the controller to counteract localized heat loss was investigated by
superimposing the average power applied to each voxel on the contrast-enhanced
MRI scans that were acquired after the conclusion of the treatments. Additionally, the
combined effect of heat diffusion and perfusion on the temperature of each voxel during
cooldown was determined via linear regression. This apparent perfusion rate Wa was
superimposed on the same MRI slices to verify the colocalization of local heat sinks and
blood vessels. W'a (mass flow of blood per volume of tissue) was calculated according to
equation (8) and converted to the more commonly used Wa (volume flow of blood per
mass of tissue, equation (9)):
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Analysis of the model error over time
The temperature distribution predicted by equation (2) was calculated for each temperature
map from the temperature map and the applied heating pattern of the previous timestep.
The resulting prediction was subtracted from the measured temperature distribution to
obtain the prediction error in each voxel at each timestep. The arithmetic mean of the
prediction error in each voxel of the target ROI was calculated in each timestep to obtain
the mean target ROI prediction error ΩROI. Additionally, the prediction error in a sub89
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volume of each target ROI Ωsub was investigated. The sub-volumes consisted of the voxel
in the target ROI to which most energy had been allocated throughout the sonication
and those of its nearest neighbors which also contained an allowed sonication point. The
behavior of ΩROI and Ωsub was modeled as a linear combination of the prediction errors
arising from a time-dependent perfusion parameter mismatch ∆w and an absorption
parameter mismatch ∆q:
Ω( , ) = ∆ ( ) + ∆ ∙
∆ ( )=

+ Ω0

[10]

where p is the total power applied to the respective area and mw is the slope of the
temporal change. The intercept Ω0 incorporates the perfusion- and heat diffusion
parameter errors arising from the a-priori model identification and the equilibration
of diffusion losses. The diffusion losses were assumed to reach equilibrium by 300s.
Therefore, all timepoints between 300s and the end of the sonication were considered
for this analysis. Experiments that were terminated prematurely and experiments that
exhibited signs of phase drift were excluded.

RESULTS
A series of hyperthermia experiments (N = 10) were performed, targeting a disk-shaped
volume of 18 mm in diameter and 7 mm in height. This results in a diameter of the heated
volume of approximately 3.3 cm along the transducer axis. The target temperature was
set to 42 °C and heating was maintained for up to 30 minutes. The target volumes were
placed in the biceps femori of healthy landrace pigs (N = 5). Before each hyperthermia
experiment, three 16 s long test sonications at 60 W of acoustic power were performed
under continuous MR-thermometry. The acquired thermometry data served to spatially
align the coordinate systems of the MRI and the HIFU, and to derive the model parameters
to initialize the MPC controller for the subsequent hyperthermia experiments. In addition
to MR-thermometry, absolute temperature measurements were acquired using a
temperature sensor inserted into the thigh muscle of the animal.

Model identification
The model parameters calculated from the PRFS temperature maps acquired during
the test sonications and the derived thermal properties are listed in Table 2. The listed
parameters were used as model parameters in the hyperthermia experiments following
the respective model identification, see subsection Focal spot calibration and model
identification in the Materials and Methods section.
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Table 1: Identified model parameters and corresponding physiological quantities. Bracketed and
values were calculated using a previous algorithm utilizing only the final temperature map of the test
sonication and are not included in the calculation of the respective averages.
Animal
Number/
Experiment
Number

A0

A1

q

K1

Wb

α

[ml/s/kg]

[mm³K/J]

1/1

0.520

0.120

[0.827]

0.39

0

[43.62]

2/1

0.500

2/2

0.510

0.110

[0.558]

0.35

14.51

[28.23]

0.110

[0.478]

0.35

12.09

[26.29]

3/1

0.513

0.117

0.397

0.38

4.37

21.27

3/2

0.500

0.117

0.330

0.38

7.64

17.43

4/1

0.540

0.110

0.403

0.35

4.84

20.46

4/2

0.570

0.100

0.356

0.32

7.25

17.76

4/3

0.503

0.117

0.374

0.38

7.01

19.53

5/1

0.507

0.107

0.295

0.35

15.70

16.34

5/2

0.533

0.110

0.335

0.35

6.53

16.87

0.112 (0.006)

0.356 (0.036)

0.36 (0.02)

7.99 (4.58)

18.51 (1.76)

Average (SD) 0.520 (0.021)

[K/J]

[W/m/K]

Abbreviations: A0: Heat retention parameter; A1: Heat exchange parameter; q: voxel absorption coefficient; K: thermal
conductivity; Wb: Perfusion rate; α: absorption coefficient

4
Hyperthermia Experiments
The controller performance for all hyperthermia experiments is detailed in Table 2. A
representative PRFS temperature curve and corresponding PRFS temperature maps for
different phases of the hyperthermia sonication are shown in Figure 2. The controller first
reached a mean temperature of 42 °C in the target area at 53.7 ± 9.0 s after the start of
the sonication. The average absolute tracking error of the average temperature during
steady-state was 0.2 K. Treatment 4/3 was cancelled prematurely due to time constraints
in the animal protocol. NPVs were not observed in post-treatment CE MRI. Animals 2
and 3 exhibited localized erythema and swelling on the treated leg. The erythema was
colocalized with air bubbles visible on MRI and resolved within 24 hours in both animals.
Limping or other behaviors indicating discomfort in the treated leg were not observed
in any animal.
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Table 2: Overview of sonication metrics. The target temperature was always 42 °C. All values are
averages over the timespan from 300s from initiation to the end of the sonication.
Animal number/ Animal T̶
s
experiment
weight [°C]
number
[kg]

T10s

T90s

T10s – T9s σs

δ2

[°C]

[°C]

(x 103)

1/1

42.1

41.0

1.02

0.42

23

2/1
2/2
3/1

37
39
39

41.6

[°C]

[°C]

42.1

42.7

41.4

1.30

0.51

22

41.9

42.6

41.1

1.57

0.70

30

42.1

42.7

41.4

1.34

0.52

32

3/2

42.4

43.1

41.6

1.55

0.60

32

4/1

42.3

43.3

41.3

1.98

0.82

42

42.1

42.6

41.4

1.21

0.48

24

4/2

37

4/3

41.8

42.5

41.0

1.46

0.61

65

5/1

42.0

42.5

41.6

0.90

0.41

15

5/2
Average (SD)

35
37.4

42.1

42.7

41.6

1.13

0.45

17

42.04 (0.22)

42.68 (0.33)

41.34 (0.21)

1.35 (0.30)

0.55 (0.12)

30 (14)

Abbreviations: s : Mean temperature in target ROI; T90s , T10s: 90th and 10th percentile of voxel temperatures in the
target ROI; σs: standard deviation of the voxel temperatures in the target ROI; δ2: Mean squared tracking error.

Spatial power allocation and apparent perfusion
Figure 4 shows the average spatial heating power allocation per PRFS thermometry voxel
during all sonications superimposed on the CE MRI scans of the respective area. Heating
power was allocated to the edges of the target ROI and was increased in areas which
showed elevated perfusion in the CE MRI scans. This effect was especially prominent in
cases where blood vessels adjoined or penetrated the target ROI. Accordingly, Figure 5
shows that the apparent voxel perfusion value exhibited clear regions of elevation in
highly perfused areas, see subsection Spatial power allocation and apparent perfusion in
the Materials and Methods section.
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Figure 2: Example of temperature evolution and spatial temperature/power distribution during
different control phases during a sonication, treatment 5/1. The black outline shows target ROI and the
points inside the target ROI indicate power allocation. (A) Warmup phase, power is allocated primarily
to the ROI’s center. (B) Beginning of steady-state phase; power is allocated primarily to the edges of
the target ROI. (C) Late steady-state phase, immediately before the end of the sonication. Power is
allocated to the edge and heterogeneously throughout the target ROI.
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Figure 3: Average spatial heating power allocation per PRFS thermometry voxel for all experiments
superimposed on contrast-enhanced MRI images. White arrowheads mark regions with elevated
heating power allocation.

Figure 4: Apparent voxel perfusion per PRFS thermometry voxel for all experiments superimposed on
contrast-enhanced MRI images. White arrowheads match arrowheads in Figure 4.
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Figure 5: (A) The time-dependent model error in the sub-volumes around the voxel that had received
the highest amount of heating energy minus the time-dependent model error in the entire ROI. (B)
Total applied HIFU power normalized by the output power at 300 s. (C) Mean absolute tracking error in
the target ROI. A one-minute moving average was applied to all data points in (A-C) to enhance clarity.
(D-J) Contrast-enhanced MRI with superimposed outlines of the investigated sub-volumes in order
from smallest to largest slope in (A). White arrowheads indicate the sub-volumes’ locations.

Analysis of dynamic processes
The difference between time-dependent prediction errors ∆w of the sub-volumes and of
target ROIs between the equilibration at 300 s and the end of the sonication show a clear
negative correlation with time (Figure 5A). Over the course of the 25 minutes between
equilibration and the end of the sonication, five of nine power levels rose by a factor
between 1.54 and 2.03. One power level rose by a factor of 2.81 (treatment 4/2) and one
power level rose by a factor of 1.07 (treatment 3/2). On average, the power level required
to maintain hyperthermia rose by a factor of 1.86 (Figure 5B). Changes in the mean
absolute tracking error in the target ROI δ were small in five of the seven treatments with
changes in the range of 0.1 K. Two treatments (1/1, 2/2) showed an increase in δ of more
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than 0.2 K (Figure 5C). All sub-volumes were at least in proximity to a blood vessel and the
presence of a large blood vessel inside the target ROI appears to result in a steeper slope
of ∆w(t) (Figure 5D-J).

Figure 6: Thermometry validation during experiment 3/2. (A) High-resolution T1-weighted slice
showing the location of the temperature sensor needle’s tip. (B) Magnitude image with PRFS
thermometry overlay, showing the location of the PRFS temperature readout. (C) Readings of the
temperature sensor and the PRFS thermometry at the sensor tip’s location.
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Thermometry
Except for experiments 4/1 and 5/1, the average PRFS thermometry readings in the target
ROI returned to baseline in all experiments, indicating the absence of excessive phase
drift. The results from the thermometry validation are shown in Figure 3. Viscous heating
introduced a sudden temperature increase by + 0.4 °C at the temperature sensor at the
beginning of the sonication, which diminished over time. The temporal arithmetic mean
(SD) of the absolute thermometry error was 0.12 (0.02) °C.

DISCUSSION
We have investigated the performance of a model-predictive controller for MR-HIFUmediated local hyperthermia at 42 °C for up to 30 minutes in a series of in-vivo studies.
The controller quickly stabilized the temperature in the target area with small steadystate tracking errors and narrow temperature distributions. While the heating power was
uniformly distributed across the target area at the start of each experiment, the controller
gradually allocated additional heating power to areas with local heat sinks caused by
blood vessels. Analysis of the modelling error at these localized heat sinks revealed
a time-dependent component to the modelling error with a negative slope, which
accumulated considerable magnitude in some cases. Validation of the MR-thermometry
via the insertion of a fiber-optic temperature probe into the vicinity of one target volume
exhibited good agreement between thermometry- and probe readings.
In a previous article, we have shown that the MPC outperforms the state-of-theart binary hyperthermia controller in a tissue-mimicking phantom both in terms of
tracking error and uniformity of the temperature distribution [45,54]. The in-vivo results
presented here also indicate a smaller average absolute tracking error and a narrower
temperature distribution in comparison to the values reported for the binary controller.
The main advantage of the MPC is the more tightly controlled temperature distribution
(T10 – T90) 1.35 ± 0.30 K vs. 2.15 ± 0.40 K for the MPC and the binary controller, respectively).
The binary scheme only permits the application of one power level per feedback cycle
throughout the target ROI, while the MPC allows more flexible allocation of heating
power. Consequently, the MPC algorithm can compensate perfusion-induced differences
in local heat loss more effectively and can react to the increase of perfusion that occurs
during hyperthermia [27,59] by adapting the used sonication pattern. The targeted
compensation of local heat sinks should allow to adequately heat heterogeneously
perfused tumors without causing vascular shutdown due to overheating, which is still a
challenge today [19,60].This is also made possible in part by the rapid feedback provided
by PRFS thermometry, which allowed the controller to maintain high performance
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despite the pronounced local enhancement of perfusion over time that was observed in
this study.
Any results regarding perfusion obtained in this study must be considered qualitative
due to the lack of a gold standard measurement like radioactive microspheres, and the
mismatch of the calculated perfusion and diffusion parameters with values reported in
the literature [61–63]. Nonetheless, a thermoregulation response can clearly be seen via
the increase in heat drain close to blood vessels compared to the rest of the heated region.
Working under the assumption that diffusion heat loss remains constant after 300s, we
can establish a lower bound for the thermoregulation response in the target area. If the
heat loss at 300s is attributed to perfusion exclusively, the increase in heating power by a
factor of 1.86 translates into an increase in perfusion by the same factor, which is close to
the responses reported by Lokshina et al. for the leg muscles of male Sprague-Dawley rats
[64]. To our knowledge, comparable results have not yet been published for large animals
or human subjects. The visualization and real-time estimation of perfusion changes as
a response to hyperthermia presents an opportunity for future research. Most studies
concerning the physiological response of tumor vasculature to elevated temperatures
was conducted in the 1980s and only quantified averages across the whole tumor [60].
Using a high-performance controller for MR-HIFU hyperthermia and thermal modelling, it
may be possible to gather new insight on the optimal conditions for the reperfusion and
reoxygenation of tumor entities that are highly refractory to chemo- and radiotherapy.
A suitable thermal model for this purpose may be the discrete vasculature (DIVA) model
originally developed by Kotte et al. [65,66]. In thermal simulations, the results obtained
with models featuring discrete vasculature differ substantially from results obtained
with models based on Pennes bioheat equation [67] and the former show much better
agreement with noninvasive thermometry data [68]. In the DIVA model, the vasculature
is represented by a series of buckets which exchange heat with the surrounding tissue
via a set of voxels containing at least a part of the vessel. Temporally varying blood flow
rates can be modelled via the adjustment of the blood velocity and/or the vessel radius,
allowing the representation of stimulated vasodilation in healthy and tumor tissue [65].
The comparison of the PRFS thermometry readings and the temperature sensor
measurements showed good agreement, indicating correct translation from phase shifts
to temperature shifts. The viscous heating caused by the interaction of the peripheral
ultrasound with the temperature sensor was not discernible in the PRFS thermometry
readings. The likely reasons for this include the small size of the affected volume in
comparison to the overall PRFS measurement volume, the small associated temperature
elevation and the partial volume effect [69]. The second-order drift correction worked
well in all but two cases where the temperature did not return to an equilibrium in the
range of one Kelvin around the baseline within 15 minutes after the end of the sonication.
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These failures resulted from a problem with the phase unwrapping step that was used in
the drift correction algorithm.
Future avenues for improvement therefore clearly include a more robust
thermometry feedback algorithm. This will become especially important for applications
in abdominal organs, where both periodic and aperiodic motion will be encountered
[70]. We therefore deem thermometry that is robust against both motion and field drift
the most urgent concern. Furthermore, this control algorithm currently does not include
transducer movement for the enlargement of the targetable area and a strategy for
near-field temperature management that would be necessary to safely treat very large
or highly perfused volumes [45]. An integration of these features will be indispensable to
the clinical translation of the controller. Finally, we have shown that the thermoregulation
response to hyperthermia can locally lead to considerable deviations from the expected
thermal behavior of the heated region. While this does not necessarily lead to a
substantial decline in controller performance thanks to the rapid thermometry feedback
available with MR-HIFU, it warrants the investigation of offset-free control strategies [71].
These may be of special interest for drug delivery applications with temperature sensitive
liposomes, where the rate of release depends on the temperature of the blood [72].
The main limitation of this study is the lack of a tumor in the target area. The
perfusion of tumors is heterogeneous [60], generally reacts less strongly to heating
than muscle tissue [73,74] and considerable variability among preclinical tumor entities
has been observed [75,76]. Tumors may also have acoustic characteristics distinct from
healthy surrounding tissue [77]. The controller performance reported here may therefore
not be representative of the performance that would be observed in the clinical case.
Nonetheless, the developed MPC exhibits high performance in the presence of spatially
heterogeneous and time-dependent perfusion. We therefore believe that this control
algorithm will maintain a high degree of temperature control in tumor tissue as well.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the use of an MPC algorithm for MR-HIFUmediated hyperthermia in a large animal model. The MPC algorithm provides uniform
temperature distributions in the presence of heterogeneous perfusion by allocating
additional heating power to localized heat sinks. MR-HIFU-mediated highly uniform
hyperthermia holds the promise of detailed insight into the interplay between
spatiotemporally heterogeneous perfusion and heating, and the thermal enhancement
effect. Clinically, it may become a tool for the treatment of deep-seated tumors that
cannot be heated uniformly with other modalities.
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ABSTRACT
Purpose: Encapsulation of cytostatic drugs for a localized release is an effective way to
increase the therapeutic width of such agents. In this article we present the localized
release of doxorubicin (DOX) from a novel formulation of thermosensitive liposomes
using MR-HIFU mediated hyperthermia in a large animal model.
Materials and Methods: German landrace pigs of weights between 37.5 and
53.5 kg received an infusion of DOX containing temperature sensitive Liposomes
(100 mg/m²/h, 30 min). The pigs’ biceps femori was treated locally in two target areas with
mild hyperthermia using magnetic resonance guided high intensity focused ultrasound,
starting 10 minutes and 60 minutes after initiation of the infusion, respectively. The
pharmacokinetics and biodistribution of the drug were determined and an analysis of
the treatment parameters’ influence was performed.
Results: Compared to untreated tissue, we found a 15-fold and a 7-fold increase in DOX
concentration in the muscle volumes that had undergone hyperthermia starting 10
min and 60 min after the beginning of the infusion, respectively. The pharmacokinetic
analysis showed a slow clearance of the liposomal carrier and a drug leakage half-life of
approximately 25 minutes. A linear relationship was found between the AUC of the free
drug in the target volume and the resulting drug concentration in the tissue.
Conclusions: HIFU-Hyperthermia is a suitable method for local drug release of DOX
using thermosensitive liposomes in non-moving targets in large animals. This study is an
important milestone towards clinical translation.
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INTRODUCTION
Mild local heating of tumor tissue to hyperthermic temperature in the range of 41–43 °C
has been shown to have strong synergistic effects on radio- and chemotherapy, acting
on cellular and tissue level [1-6]. Besides a plethora of preclinical evidence, several
clinical trials demonstrated the synergistic effects of hyperthermia on radio-, chemo-,
and chemoradiotherapy leading to improved outcome such as local control, disease
free-, and long-term survival [7-16]. Another important application of hyperthermia
is its use as a trigger for local drug delivery in combination with temperature sensitive
drug carrier systems such as liposomes. This concept was first proposed by Yatvin and
Weinstein et al. in the late seventies using temperature sensitive liposomes (TSLs) for
delivery of neomycin and methotrexate [17,18]. The hydrophilic drug is first loaded into
the interior aqueous lumen and remains stably encapsulated at body temperature as it
cannot pass the lipophilic lipid bilayer. When exposed to hyperthermic temperatures,
the lipid bilayer goes through a sol-gel to liquid-crystalline melting transition (Tm)
inducing a destabilization and transient porosity of the liposomal membrane that
mediates a rapid release of the drug [19-21]. For local drug delivery, the malignant
tissue is heated to hyperthermic temperatures while the drug-loaded TSLs are infused.
As long as the TSLs keep circulating, local and continuous release of the drug from its
liposomal carrier is triggered within the vessels of the heated target tissue which is
followed by subsequent drug uptake into the tumor tissue. Preclinical studies performed
with different doxorubicin (DOX)-loaded TSLs (DOX -TSLs) demonstrated an increase of
intratumoral DOX concentration by a factor of approx. 5–25 depending on the exact
experimental parameters, such as TSL formulation, employed hyperthermia device
as well as tumor models [20-25]. Several factors and parameters play a decisive role in
the concept of temperature induced drug delivery, which are related to the properties
of the TSLs, the drug itself, and, most importantly, to the in-vivo situation. Ideally, drug
leakage from the TSLs at body temperature should be minimal while the liposomal
carrier itself should be cleared as slowly as possible. Furthermore, release of the drug
from TSLs should be rapid and complete at hyperthermic temperatures. Together, these
parameters determine the amount of “free drug” that is available during hyperthermia
[26]. The drug itself should have molecular properties which allow a rapid extravasation
and subsequent uptake into the tumor tissue, without suffering from excessive washout.
The complex interplay of TSL clearance, drug leakage at body temperature, release
kinetics, rates of uptake, and clearance of the free drug together with tissue perfusion
during hyperthermia-mediated drug delivery with TSLs has been studied in-silico [27].
Importantly, recent experimental data obtained in a rat sarcoma for hyperthermiainduced drug delivery followed by thermal ablation using MR-HIFU as a heating device
are well in agreement with the simulations [28]. Much experimental work was devoted
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to the development of improved TSL formulations and their preclinical testing, mainly
using doxorubicin as active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) [20]. Meanwhile, first TSL
formulation of DOX (Thermodox®, Celsion coorp., New Jersey, United States) comprising
a mixture of the lyso-lipid 1-monostearoyl-2-hydroxy-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine
(MSPC) with 1.2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DPPC) and a pegylated lipid
1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-[amino(polyethylene glycol)-2000]
(DSPE-PEG) has been used in clinical studies in combination with radiofrequency ablation
(RFA) of liver lesions and local regionally recurrent breast cancer [19,29-32]. An alternative
formulation was introduced by Lindner et al., using the novel glycerol-based phospholipid
1.2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoglyceroglycerol (DPPG2) in combination with DPPC
and 1.2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DSPC) omitting lyso-lipids as well
as pegylated lipids [33]. The release-temperature of DPPG2 based TSLs can be adjusted
within the hyperthermic temperature range by varying the molar fractions of the lipid
constituents. Importantly, DPPG2-TSLs loaded with carboxyfluorescin as a model drug
showed a substantially prolonged circulation time in rats although no pegylated lipids
are incorporated in the lipid bilayer [33]. A doxorubicin-loaded DPGG2-TSL formulation
(DPPG2-TSL-DOX) has been developed and preclinically tested in rat sarcoma model
and in privately owned cats suffering from spontaneous feline soft tissue sarcoma [34].
The dose-escalation study in cats showed a positive correlation between the infused
dose and the plasma concentration as well as the half-life of DOX. More importantly, an
objective tumor response was already observed even at a low dose of 0.6 mg DOX/kg
bodyweight [34]. The studies in a sarcoma rat model also demonstrated a long plasma
half-life of DOX, pointing at slow clearance of the DPPG2-TSL carrier as well as a slow
leakage of DOX from the TSL. DOX quantification revealed an approximately 10–17 fold
increase in tumor DOX concentration depending on the hyperthermia devices used
[34-36]. Higher intratumoral DOX concentrations were found when a laser device was
used to establish local hyperthermia confined to the tumor tissue compared to regional
hyperthermia employing a water bath. While the clinical use of laser-based hyperthermia
is limited to superficial targets, magnetic resonance guided high intensity focused
ultrasound (MR-HIFU) can be used as a hyperthermia device to locally heat deep seated
tissue noninvasively. The use of MR-HIFU for local drug delivery in combination with TSLs
has been demonstrated in several preclinical studies in mice, rats and rabbits [28,37-50].
The distinguishing feature and strength of MR-HIFU is the tight temperature control
which can be achieved thanks to near-real time MR-thermometry together with a closed
feedback loop to the HIFU controller [51-55]. A recently introduced control algorithm
further improved the attainable uniformity of the temperature distribution using a
model-predictive control implementation [55], see chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis. Notably,
the MPC algorithm in combination with MR-HIFU allowed to compensate for perfusion
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induced heat loss occurring at blood vessels, which may be of special importance to TSLbased drug delivery as blood temperature and perfusion are key parameters.
The central aim of this study is a step towards clinical translation of temperaturetriggered drug delivery using the promising formulation DPPG2-TSL-DOX in combination
with MR-HIFU as a device to induce conformal and uniform hyperthermia. The study was
performed in healthy pigs as a large animal model to establish a suitable clinical workflow
such as TSL infusion, management of possible adverse immune reactions, and prolonged
hyperthermia. Our special interest was to investigate the timing of hyperthermia with
respect to the infusion of TSLs as the drug uptake in the heated target tissue is expected
to scale with the plasma level of free DOX.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Liposomes and Chemicals
DOX containing liposomes (DPPG2-TSL-DOX) were provided by Thermosome GmbH
(Munich, Germany). The lipid bilayer consisted of the lipids 1,2-Dipalmitoyl-sn-Glycero3-Phosphocholine (DPPC), 1,2-Distearoyl-sn-Glycero-3-Phosphocholine (DSPC) and
1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphodiglycerol (DPPG2). The molar ratios of these
lipids in the formulation was 50:20:30 (DPPC:DSPC:DPPG2). The DOX concentration was
1.6 mg/ml and the lipid to drug molar ratio was 0.082 (mmol/mmol). The diameter of
the liposomes was determined by dynamic light scattering (DLS using non-invasive
backscattering with a scattering angle of 173° and a wavelength of 633 nm) to be
115 nm and the calculated PDI was 0.088. The external buffer used was PBF (pH 7.4). All
other substances were purchased from commercial vendors and used without further
purification unless otherwise stated.
MR-HIFU Hyperthermia Setup
The hyperthermia treatments were performed on a clinical MR-HIFU system (3T Achieva®,
Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands) and Sonalleve® V2 HIFU, (Profound Medical,
Mississauga, Canada). Treatment planning and feedback control of the temperature
during treatment was performed using a custom MPC algorithm and software presented
in a previous article [55]. The controller uses a model of the tissue’s dynamic thermal
behavior to predict the temperature at future timepoints in response to the available
control inputs. The objective of the controller is defined using a cost function that assumes
its minimum when all voxels in the target volume are at the target temperature. The best
sonication pattern at a given timepoint is found via the variation of the control inputs,
i.e., the heating power distribution, such that the cost function assumes its minimum.
Simultaneously, the behavior of the voxel temperature variables is constrained to behave
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according to the thermal model of the tissue and the heating power is limited to a given
maximum. The resulting power distribution is translated to a sonication pattern which is
then applied by the HIFU transducer. In combination with the rapid temperature feedback
enabled by MR-thermometry, this control scheme generates highly uniform temperature
distributions in phantom material and in-vivo [55], see chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis.

Animal model
In this study, the release of DOX from temperature sensitive liposomes using MR-HIFU
hyperthermia was investigated in four healthy, female German landrace pigs between 37.5
and 53.5 kg in weight. The experimental protocol was approved by the State Agency for
Nature, Environment and Consumer Protection of North Rhine Westphalia (‘Landesamtes
für Natur, Umwelt- und Verbraucherschutz des Landes Nordrhein-Westfalen’, LANUV). An
overview of the experimental timeline is presented in Figure 1.
Potential anaphylactic reactions to the liposomes were prevented by administration
of methylprednisolone acetate (3 mg/kg i.m.; Depo-Medrol® ad us vet., Zoetis Schweiz
GmbH, 2800 Delémont, Switzerland) 24h prior to the start of the liposome infusion as
well as methylprednisolone (3 mg/kg i.v.; Medrate® Solubile ad us. vet., Zoetis Schweiz
GmbH, Delémont, Switzerland), diphenhydramine (1 mg/kg i.v.; DiphenhydraminHevert®, Hevert-Arzneimittel GmbH & Co. KG, Nußbaum, Germany), and ranitidine
(1 mg/kg i.v., Ranitidin-ratiopharm® 50 mg/5 ml, Ratiopharm GmbH, Ulm, Germany) 1h
prior to the start of the liposome infusion. Starting 12 hours prior to the experiment,
the pigs were fasted with free access to water. At the beginning of the experiment, the
animals received an intramuscular injection of Atropine (0.02 mg/kg; WDT, Germany)
and Tiletamin/Zolazepam (10 mg/kg; Zoletil, Virbac, Germany). Anesthesia was induced
and maintained intravenously using Propofol (induction: 1.66 mg/kg i.v., maintenance:
4.0–9.5 mg/kg/h as required; Fresenius, Bad Homburg, Germany). Analgesia was achieved
by intravenous administration of buprenorphine (0.02 mg/kg; Buprenovet Multidose,
Bayer, Germany). The pigs were intubated and ventilated under pressure-control
(Hamilton C1, Heinen + Löwenstein, Switzerland) at 30% oxygen, 14 breaths/min, and a
positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) of 5–8 mmHg. The tidal volume was adjusted as
needed to maintain normocapnia (PaCO2 35–45 mmHg). A catheter with three lumens
(18G; Arrow International, Reading, USA) for the continuous administration of propofol
and Ringer’s solution (5 ml/kg/h; Fresenius Kabi, Germany) and for the administration of
the liposomes, was placed in the right external jugular vein using the Seldinger technique.
The animals were placed inside the MRI scanner in left lateral recumbency with the
biceps femori above the acoustic window of the HIFU table (Figure 2A). Acoustic contact
and sufficient distance of the biceps femori from the ultrasound window was achieved
by shaving, applying degassed ultrasound gel and the interposition of an acoustic
coupling gel pad (Aquaflex® Ultrasound Gel Pad 4 x 27.5 x 27.5 cm, Parker Laboratories,
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Farfield, NJ, USA). After positioning the animal in the scanner, a muscle relaxant (initial
bolus: 0.1 mg/kg, infusion: 36 mg/h/kg; Pancuroniumbromid Rotexmedica 2 mg/ml,
Panpharma GmbH, Trittau, Germany) was administered to prevent shivering. After MRHIFU treatment planning was finished, DPPG2-TSL-DOX (Thermosome GmbH, Planegg,
Germany) was infused for 30 minutes at 100 mg/m²/h (for a total dose of 50 mg/m2).
Two local hyperthermia treatments with target temperatures of 42 °C were initiated at 10
minutes and 60 minutes after beginning of the DPPG2-TSL-DOX infusion. The targets for
the hyperthermia treatment were disc-shaped volumes with a diameter of 18 mm and a
thickness of 7 mm in the left biceps femori. After the end of the second HT treatment, i.e,
approx. 110 minutes after the start of the infusion, the centers of both treated volumes
and a separate piece of muscle that did undergo hyperthermia were marked via ablation.
This resulted in coagulated volumes of ellipsoid shape with axis lengths of about
4 x 4 x 15 mm³. The ablated tissue in the hyperthermia-treated muscle was used as visual
markers to localize the hyperthermia-treated volumes during dissection. The ablated
tissue in the untreated muscle was used as a control to study any possible additional
effects of the ablation on the DOX concentration. The animals were euthanized using
sodium-pentobarbital (150 mg/kg i.v., Euthadorm®, CP-Pharma, Burgdorf, Germany)
three hours after the start of the DPPG2-TSL-DOX infusion.

5

Figure 1: Experimental Timeline. Blood was sampled at 0, 2, 8, 15, 20, 28, 32, 38, 45, 50, 60, 80, 100, 140
and 180 minutes after start of infusion. A: Start of infusion, B: Start of first hyperthermia treatment,
C: End of infusion, D: End of first hyperthermia treatment, E: Start of second hyperthermia treatment,
F: End of second hyperthermia treatment, G: Euthanasia.
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Figure 2: Experimental setup. (A) Positioning of the pig in lateral recumbency. The hind

limb is positioned above the HIFU transducer and an acoustically transparent gel pad is
interposed to facilitate acoustic coupling. (B) Example for the localization of the treated
areas via MR-visible markers. The intersection of the line connecting the markers 6 and 15
as well as the line connecting markers 2 and 10 marks the point on the pig’s skin directly
lateral to the targeted area. (C) Localization of the targeted areas using marks on the skin.
(D) Cutting guide used for slicing excised muscle samples into 5 mm thick slices.

Sampling for Pharmacokinetics and Biodistribution analysis
Blood samples of approx. 4 ml were drawn using monovettes containing K3 EDTA
(S-Monovette® 9 ml, Sarstedt AG & Co. KG, Nümbrecht, Germany) at 0, 2, 8, 15, 20, 28, 32,
38, 45, 50, 60, 80, 100, 140 and 180 minutes after start of the infusion which were split
into three samples, one of which was centrifuged at 1500 g for 15 minutes to isolate the
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serum. All fractions were kept on ice until the end of the experiment and afterwards were
frozen at -20 °C until analysis. The blood samples were drawn from the most proximal
lumen of the catheter while the DPPG2-TSL-DOX infusion was administered via the most
distal lumen to prevent contamination of the samples by the infusion.
After euthanization of the animal, the lungs, heart, liver, spleen, kidneys, pancreas
were excised and collected in pre-weighted boxes. Bone marrow samples were obtained
from the humerus. Samples of untreated muscle where obtained from the muscle tissue
surrounding the humerus. Rough localization of the treated muscle volumes and the
ablated area in the biceps femori was achieved using a tube with seventeen equidistant
markers visible on T1-weighted MRI images which was affixed to the left leg before
positioning of the animals (Figure 2B). Before excision of the sonicated volumes, their
location was determined using the markers on the pig’s skin and needles were pierced
into the biceps femori perpendicular to the skin through the marked location (Figure 2C).
The volume around the target area was excised along the full thickness of the biceps
femori which was then cut into slices of 5 mm thickness along the former HIFU beam axis
to find the target area marked with a visible ablation. The slicing was done using a band
saw (EXAKT 300 CL, EXAKT Advanced Technologies GmbH, Norderstedt, Germany) and a
3D printed cutting guide with notches marking slice thickness in 5 mm steps (Figure 2D).
Upon finding the ablated area marking the treated volume, the more medial slice was
frozen in 2-Methylbutane (Product Code 427730025, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham,
Massachusetts, USA) cooled by liquid nitrogen and preserved at -80 °C until processing.
The tissue around the ablated area in the more lateral slice was excised in a radius of 5
mm to be used in determination of the drug level. All obtained organs and tissue samples
were kept frozen at -20 °C until analysis.

Determination of Doxorubicin concentration
For the determination of the DOX concentration the pre-weighted organs were blended.
Samples of 500 µg were taken out of the blended organs and further homogenized at
30 Hz for 30 min using a TissueLyzer II® (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) after spiking with a
daunorubicin (DAUN) solution (product number D8809, Sigma-Aldrich, 5 mg/l, 1.5 ml in
water) as an internal standard. Each homogenized mixture was then treated with a silver
nitrate solution (Merck, Product number 1.01512.0250, 33 % w/v, 0.7 ml) for 10 min. The
formed precipitate was centrifugated off (3000 rpm, 4 °C, 30 min) and the solution was
passed through a preconditioned Strata-X SPE column (Phenomenex, Aschaffenburg,
Germany). The column was then washed first with 1.2 ml of water and subsequently with
1.2 ml of 10 % methanol in water and the 1.2 ml of 30 % methanol in water. After drying
the columns shortly under air flow, the desired compounds were eluted out of the column
with 2 times 600 µl of formic acid solution (2 % in methanol). The eluate was collected
separately and evaporated to dryness under nitrogen flow. The resulting residue was
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then redissolved in 300 µl of a 0.1 % TFA solution in water and analyzed via HPLC. The
blood, muscle, and bone marrow samples were treated according to the same procedure,
except that the tissue was homogenized directly without pre-blending.
HPLC Chromatograms were measured using an Agilent 1200 System consisting of
a degasser (G1322A), a binary pump (G1312A), a WPS autosampler (G1367B), and a FLD
fluorescence detector (G1321A). A Kinetex® C8 100 Å LC column (00B-4497-AN) was used
for separation of the compounds. The running solvents were 0.1 % TFA in Water, and 0.1 %
TFA in acetronitrile. The used gradient was optimized to achieve an optimal separation of
the compounds. The excitation and emission wavelengths for the fluorescence detector
were 485 nm and 590 nm respectively.
Quantification was performed by comparison of the fluorescence peak intensities of
DOX and DAUN to a previously performed calibration curve with spiked blood and tissue
samples.

Determination of DPPG2 concentration
The DPPG2 concentration in serum samples was determined by Nano-Electrospray
Ionization Tandem Mass Spectrometry (Nano-ESI-MS/MS) with direct infusion of the lipid
extract (Shotgun Lipidomics). Samples were thawed on ice, and an aliquot of 50 µl was
used for analysis. 5 µl of 12.43 µM 1-heptadecanoyl-2-(5Z,8Z,11Z,14Z-eicosatetraenoyl)sn-glycero-3-phospho-(1’-rac-glycerol) (PG 37:4) (Avanti Polar Lipids, Product number
LM1202, Alabama, USA) were added to each sample as internal standard. Lipids were
extracted using a modified one step MTBE extraction [56]. Extracts were dried under a
stream of nitrogen, redisolved in 300 µl of methanol and stored at -20 °C.
For MS analysis, 20 µl of the lipid extract in methanol were loaded into 96-well plates
and diluted with 40 µl of 10 mM ammonium acetate in methanol. Lipid infusion and
ionization was conducted using Nano-ESI chips with the TriVersa NanoMate operated
by the ChipSoft Software (Advion, Ithaca, NY, USA) under the following settings: sample
infusion volume: 14 µL, volume of air to aspirate after sample: 1 µL, air gap before chip:
enabled, aspiration delay: 0 sec, pre-piercing: with mandrel, spray sensing: enabled,
cooling temperature: 14 °C, gas pressure: 0.5 psi, ionization voltage: 1.4 kV, vent headspace:
enabled. Pre-wetting was done once. Mass spectrometric analysis was performed using
a QTRAP 6500 mass spectrometer (SCIEX, Framingham, MA, USA) operated by Analyst
1.6.3. The following instrument-dependent settings were used: curtain gas: 40 psi, CAD
gas: medium, interface heater temperature: 100 °C. DPPG2 was monitored in the positive
ion mode using its specific Multiple Reaction Monitoring (MRM) transitions m/z 814.6 to
551.4 (quantifier) and 814.6 to 313.2 (qualifier). For the detection of the internal standard
PG 37:4 the MRM transitions m/z 802.5 to 613.5 was used. For all MRM transitions the
values for declustering potential, entrance potential, collision energy, and cell exit
potential were 28 V, 10 V, 35 V, and 8 V, respectively. The quantifier MRM transition of
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DPPG2 and the one of PG 37:4 were integrated using the MultiQuant 3.0.2 software (AB
SCIEX). DPPG2 was quantified on the basis of an external calibration curve which was
calculated from MS/MS measurements of serum samples obtained after spiking pure
blood samples with 6 different concentrations of the same liposomal formulation used
for the animal experiments.

Magnetic Resonance Imaging
All images were acquired using the HIFU table’s window coil and the HIFU pelvis coil
(Model 905051-F, Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands) on a 3T MRI scanner (3T
Achieva®, Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands).
Pre-treatment imaging
The treatment planning was performed using a 3D T1-weighted fast field echo (FFE)
without fat suppression. The used parameters were TE = 2.3 ms, TR = 6.1 ms, FA = 20°,
acquisition matrix = 88 x 166, number of slices = 167, reconstructed (acquired) voxel
dimensions = 0.49 x 0.49 x 1.50 mm (1.52 x 1.53 x 3.00 mm), FOV = 140 x 261 x 250 mm,
fold-over direction = RL. Constant Level Appearance (CLEAR) was used to achieve higher
signal homogeneity and Sensitivity Encoding (SENSE, P reduction = 1.2, S reduction = 1)
was used to accelerate imaging. This resulted in an acquisition duration of 331.3 s.
MR thermometry
The imaging sequence used to monitor the treatment progress was an RF-spoiled
gradient echo sequence with TR = 30 ms, TE = 19.5 ms, FA = 19.5°, FOV = 288 x 288 mm,
6 slices, and voxel dimensions=1.8 x 1.8 x 7 mm, resulting in an acquisition time of 3.7 s
for a full set of slices and a resolution of 160 x 160 voxels per slice. The temperature maps
were acquired via the proton resonance frequency shift (PRFS) [42]. In particular, the
calculation included masking of low SNR voxels, masking of the expected heating area
and of areas exhibiting strong thermometry artifacts, baseline subtraction, and a second
order baseline drift correction. The MRI slices were positioned in four stacks, namely
the focus, sagittal, near field, and far field stacks. The focus stack contained three slices,
all other stacks contained one slice. The focus stack was oriented perpendicular to the
transducer axis, centered on the HIFU focus point and contained three slices to provide
a complete view of the volumetric temperature distribution in the target ROI, with the
center slice of the focus stack functioning as feedback for the MPC algorithm. The sagittal
stack was oriented in sagittal orientation and was centered on the focus spot. It provides
information on the vertical alignment of the focus. The near-field stack was positioned
at the pig’s skin to monitor excess heat generation in the hydrogel spacer, indicative of
excessive absorption. The far-field stack was positioned deep to the focal area.
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Postinterventional imaging
The sonications were evaluated using the same 3D T1-weighted FFE sequences described
above for treatment planning, both before and one minute after intravenous contrast
agent injection (0.1 mmol/kg gadoteric acid, Dotagraf®, Jenapharm GmbH & Co. KG, Jena,
Germany). The parameters and field of view of the post-treatment scans were kept the
same as the planning scans. For evaluation, the images acquired after contrast agent
injection were subtracted from their pre-injection counterpart to reveal non-perfused
volumes (NPVs).
Fluorescence Microscopy
The samples preserved for fluorescence microscopy were cut in 10 µm thick slices
using a cryotome (CM 1950, Leica Biosystems Nussloch GmbH, Nussloch, Germany) and
transferred to microscope slides (Paul Marienfeld GmbH & Co. KG, Lauda-Königshofen,
Germany). The slices were left untreated apart from applying fluorescence-compatible
mountant and were covered with a coverslip which was secured using a clear nail enamel.
The finished slides were kept dark at -20 °C until examination. Examination of the slides
was done using a fluorescence microscope (DM6000B microscope equipped with a
DFC310FX camera, Leica Microsystems GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany) and a custom DOX
fluorescence filter set (excitation, 480/40 nm; emission, 600/60 nm; dichroic, 505 lp). A
muscle sample from an animal which underwent the same treatment described above
with liposomes not containing DOX was used as control.
Models and statistics
Pharmacokinetics
The concentrations of total DOX and DPPG2 in the blood after the end of the infusion
cdecay and during the infusion cInf were modeled using a two-compartment model cdecay
follows Equation 1 with the macro-parameters A and B and the corresponding decay
times τα and τβ [57]. The half-life t1/2 of each component of the biexponential function is
calculated according to Equation 2.
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cInf (t) is described by Equation 3 with the steady-state serum concentration Css and the
balancing factors X1 and X2 [58]:
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The fitting was performed with the minimize function of the lmfit python 3.8 package
(version 1.0.0) applying a cauchy optimization model (reduce_fcn argument:
‘neglogcauchy’), which minimizes the effect of outliers [59]. All parameters were
constrained to be greater or equal to zero Css was constrained such that cInf (t = 30 min) = cdecay
(t = 30 min) and X1 + X2 were constrained such that X1 + X2 = 1. The equation to calculate
the sum of the error to be minimized using this model (fcau) can be found in equation (4):
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Here c is either cinf or edecay and creal is the actual measured concentration at the
experimental timepoint t.
Calculation of leaked DOX concentration
Currently, there is no method for measuring the fraction of total DOX that has already left
the liposomes and is therefore free to extravasate. It must consequently be estimated. The
total concentration of DOX in the blood stream cD,tot comprises both DOX encapsulated in
liposomes and free DOX, with the respective concentrations cD,lip and cD,free:
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The concentration cD,lip is connected to the concentration of liposomes in the blood via
the fraction of total DOX present in the liposomes F(t). We assume that F(t) decays over
the leakage time τleak [26] after the end of the infusion at timepoint tinf:
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CD,lip is influenced by the infusion of liposomes, the elimination of DOX-carrying liposomes
and the leakage of DOX from the liposomes. As a simplification, the infusion, clearance
and leakage of liposomal DOX during infusion are assumed to result in an effective
constant infusion rate m until the end of the infusion is reached at tinf . This leads to the
following differential equation (equation 7) and solution (equation 8):
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where θ(t) denotes the Heaviside step function. cD,free is influenced by the leakage of
DOX from the liposomes and the elimination with elimination time τfree, leading to the
following differential equation (equation 10) and solution (equation 11):
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The sum of cD,lip and cD,free was fitted to the total concentration of DOX via the variation
of m, τleak and τfree using the minimize function of the lmfit python 3.8 package (version
1.0.0) [59]. All parameters were constrained to be greater or equal to zero.
AUC of bioavailable (“free”) DOX
The amount of drug delivered to a target volume depends on multiple factors, including
the plasma concentration of free DOX cD,free, the plasma concentration of liposomal
doxorubicin cD,lip, the retention factor r, describing the diffusion of the drug into and out
of the tissue, the release fraction f, which describes the fraction of drug released from the
liposome while it passes through the target zone, and the ratio between the plasma flow
wtarget and the volume of plasma υtarget in the target volume [60]. It can be approximated
using an integral over the timespan between the start of the infusion at tstart and the
timepoint of euthanasia tstop.
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As these parameters are generally unknown, equation (11) was simplified under the
following assumptions: 1; The retention factor r is constant. 2; The release fraction is a
step-function which assumes the value 1 as long as the average temperature in the target
area exceeds 40 °C and is 0 otherwise:

( ) = ( ),
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This leads to the following proportionality between the concentration of DOX in the
target area and the area under the time-curve of the concentration of free DOX in the
target area, AUCfreeDox:
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This proportionality was tested using linear regression via the linear_model.
LinearRegression function of the sklearn python 2.7 package (version 0.20.1) [61]. cD,free
and cD,lip were modeled according to equations 8 and 10 and the parameters were
assumed to be equal among all animals.

Statistics of Biodistribution
The difference in concentration of DOX between the untreated muscle and the treated
muscle areas was tested for statistical significance using the stats.ttest_rel module of the
scipy python 2.7 package (version 1.1.0) [62] to perform a paired t-test.

RESULTS
Vital parameters and body temperature
One animal showed a transient increase in arterial blood pressure by 10 mmHg following
the initiation of the liposome infusion. Other signs of anaphylactic reactions were not
observed and were well managed with given premedication. Body temperatures were
maintained with heating blankets around 37.5 °C (range: 37.0–38.2 °C) as measured with
a temperature probe (Expression MR400, Invivo Corp., Orlando, FL, USA) in the esophagus,
see Table 1.
Table 1: Esophageal temperatures measured at the beginning and the end of each hyperthermia
treatment.

tstart = 10 min

tstart = 60 min

Pig number t
(10 min)
start

tstart (40 min)

tstart (60 min)

tstart (90 min)

1

37.8

37.7

38.0

38.0

2

36.8

37.0

37.2

37.4

3

37.0

37.1

37.1

37.4

4

38.2

38.2

38.0

38.1

mean

37.5

37.5

37.6

37.7
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Pharmacokinetics
The pharmacokinetic parameters of the two-compartment model for DOX and DPPG2
are shown in Table 2 and the resulting fits are shown in Figure 3A. The curves were fitted
using the negative logarithmic cauchy likelihood, as described in equation (4), to reduce
the effect of outliers. The peak plasma concentrations of DOX and DPPG2 were 57.5 %ID
and 61.8 %ID, respectively. After the small initial decay of the alpha phase, the liposomes
exhibited a beta phase with very long τβ, maintaining a high plasma concentration of the
TSL carrier. The DPPG2 concentration at the end of the experiment was approx. 40 %ID,
which is only 65% of the maximum concentration reached. The projected experimental
half life t1/2,exp according to the used fitting model is 637 min (10.6 h).
DOX exhibited shorter decay times and a more substantial decay during the initial
alpha phase, leading to a halving of the blood concentration from the maximum value
concentration after an experimental half-life t1/2,exp of 16.4 min only. The modelling of the
DOX pharmacokinetic using equations (9) and (11) yielded an effective infusion rate m of
2.61 %ID/min, a leakage time τleak of 24.91 min and an elimination time τfree of 4.89 min
(Figure 3B).
Table 2: Pharmacokinetic parameters of DPPG2-TSL-DOX obtained using a two-compartment model.
Substance

A

τα
[min]

t1/2,α
[min]

B

tβ
[min]

t1/2,β
[min]

t1/2,exp
[min]

AUC
[%ID·min]

DOX

52.0

20.7

14.36

5.6

221.4

153.5

16.4

2568.0

DPPG2

20.0

49.3

34.2

41.8

2107.9

1461.1

637.0

7929.6

Abbreviations: A,B: Macro parameters; τα , τβ: decay times of the alpha and beta phases; t1/2,α, t1/2,β: Half-lifes of the
alpha and beta-phases; t1/2,exp: Experimental half-life; Balancing parameters were X1 = 0 and X2 = 1

Biodistribution
The results of the biodistribution analysis are shown in Figure 4. In the muscle samples
treated during the first and the second hyperthermia periods, DOX concentrations
were higher than in the untreated muscle samples by factors of 15 (p = 0.0048) and 7
(p = 0.049), respectively. No significant difference was observed between the untreated
muscle samples and the ablated control samples that had not undergone hyperthermia.
The organs with the highest concentration of the API at the end of the experiments
were the kidneys (0.051 ± 0.033 %ID/g) and the spleen (0.0253 ± 0.0069 %ID/g). The
concentrations in all other relevant measured organs (heart pancreas, liver, lung) were
between 0.01 and 0.025 %ID/g. The lowest concentrations were found in the bone
marrow (0.0066 ± 0.0043 %ID/g) and the untreated and ablated muscle samples (both at
ca. 0.025 %ID/g).
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5

Figure 3: Pharmacokinetics of DPPG2 and DOX (DOX dose: 50 mg/m2; DOX n = 5, DPPG2 n = 3).
The grey areas mark the times during which hyperthermia was applied. (A) DPPG2 and DOX blood
concentrations with fits according to a two-compartment model using a cauchy optimization. (B) DOX
blood concentration fitted with a model incorporating only the infusion and the leakage of DOX from
the liposomes and subsequent elimination pf the API from the blood stream.
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Figure 4: Biodistribution of DOX 3 h after start of infusion of DPPG2-TSL-DOX in pigs. Dose: 50 mg/m2.
n = 4 for muscle samples (black), n = 5 organ samples (white). BM: Bone Marrow. Musc.U: Muscle
untreated; Musc.T1: muscle volume sonicated during hyperthermia treatment starting 10 min after
DPPG2-TSL-DOX infusion start; Musc.T2: muscle volume sonicated during hyperthermia treatment
starting 60 min after DPPG2-TSL-DOX infusion start; Musc.A: ablated muscle samples that had not
undergone hyperthermia.
Table 3: Hyperthermia treatment metrics. Hyperthermia duration denotes the amount of time over
which hyperthermic temperatures of at least 40 °C were sustained in the target ROI.
Hyperthermia parameters
Pig Nr.

Weight
[kg]

Hyperthermia
duration [min]

Tmean
[°C]

T10

[°C]

T10

[°C]

tStart = 10 min
1

39.5

24.1

42.07

41.33

42.72

2

37.5

19.6

41.72

40.91

42.44

3

46

33.1

42.08

41.36

42.80

4

53.5

30.3

42.01

41.36

42.59

tStart = 60 min
1

39.5

30.4

41.73

41.25

42.16

2

37.5

29.3

41.36

40.58

42.11

3

46

26.7

41.25

40.41

41.04

4

53.5

25.3

41.83

41.06

42.52

Abbreviations: Tmean, T10, T90: arithmetic mean, 10 percentile and 90 percentile of voxel temperatures inside the
target ROI during sonication.
th
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Influence of Hyperthermia treatment parameters on drug accumulation
A summary of the hyperthermia treatment parameters is shown in Table 3. The average
hyperthermia duration was 27.3 minutes. Across all experiments, the arithmetic mean,
the 90th percentile and 10th percentile of voxel temperatures in the target ROI while the
HIFU was active were 41.76 °C, 41.03 °C and 42.42 °C, respectively.
An example of the AUC of available DOX for a treatment starting at 10 minutes is
shown in Figure 5A. The linear regression analysis of the influence of the AUC on the
accumulated sample dose yielded a coefficient of correlation R2 of 0.74, a proportionality
factor of 3.46∙10-5 and an intercept of -7.32∙ 10-3 %ID⁄g (Figure 5B).

5

Figure 5: (A) Visualization of one example AUC of available (free) DOX used for the %ID versus AUC
analysis of a treatment starting 10 minutes after the start of infusion. (B) DOX concentration in muscle
samples versus their respective AUC of available DOX.
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Fluorescence microscopy
In the cells which underwent ablation (Figure 6A), fluorescence was enhanced in the
cytoplasm compared to other nearby cells (Figure 6B). Fluorescence of the cell nuclei
was observed throughout all samples (Figure 6C). No fluorescence was observed in the
control sample.

4

Figure 6: Representative fluorescence microscopy image. Cells in the treatment focus exhibit
pronounced fluorescence of both the nucleus and the plasma (A). Fluorescence of the nuclei is present
throughout all samples (B, C).

DISCUSSION
Here, we present a large animal drug delivery study performed in a healthy swine model
demonstrating hyperthermia-triggered DOX release from DPPG2-TSLs using MR-HIFU
as a hyperthermia device. Hyperthermia over a time span of thirty minutes with tight
spatial and temporal temperature control was achieved using MR-HIFU together with
a model predictive control (MPC) algorithm [55]. The MPC algorithm employs a tissue
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model comprising local diffusion and perfusion values and utilizes near-real time MRthermometry data to spatially direct MR-HIFU heating at locations with the highest
thermal washout, see chapter 3 of this thesis. In contrast to small animal studies, the
DPPG2-TSL-DOX was administered in our study as an infusion over a time period of thirty
minutes, mimicking a clinically useable protocol. One treatment session comprised two
hyperthermia time spans of thirty minutes each with a target temperature of 42.0 °C that
started 10 min and 50 min after begin of infusion. The hyperthermia targets were placed
in the porcine thigh muscle. Pharmacokinetic data of DPPG2 and DOX in blood as well as
biodistribution data of DOX in all organs and the heated volume were measured for the
first time in a pig model.
The synthetic lipid DPPG2 has been extensively studied as a constituent for TSLs
in-vitro and in-vivo [33-36,63,64]. Measurements carboxyfluorescein-loaded DPPG2-TSLs
demonstrated a long circulation time of this carrier system, which was superior to other
TSL formulations relying on lyso-lipids [33]. The half-life of carboxy fluorescein loaded
into DPPG2-TSLs as a model drug was t1/2 = 9.6 h in hamsters and t1/2 = 5.0 h in rats [33].
A study performed with DPPG2-TSL-DOX in domestic cats suffering from a spontaneous
feline sarcoma, found a DOX half-life of approx. 40 minutes after infusion for a dose of
0.4 mg/kg DOX [34]. Plasma concentrations of DOX comprise TSL-encapsulated-DOX
together with free DOX that leaked from its carrier but is still present in circulation.
Importantly, the blood concentration and circulation time of the DPPG2-TSL carrier itself
was so far not assessed. We measured the blood concentration of DPPG2 directly using
mass spectrometry as well as that of DOX, which allowed to determine the circulation
time of the TSLs. Using a simplified pharmacokinetic model, we calculated the leakage
rate of DOX from the carrier and the plasma concentration of free DOX as well as DOX still
encapsulated within the DPPG2-TSL carrier.

Pharmacokinetics
The blood concentration of the liposomal carrier DPPG2-TSL showed a slow double
exponential clearance leveling off at approx. 60% ID after 3 hours. As soon as DPPG2TSL-DOX is infused, leakage of DOX from the carrier occurs with a leakage time of
τleak = 24.91 min, while free DOX is cleared from blood with an elimination time
τleak = 4.89 min, from simultaneous fitting of a set of differential equations described
above.
Our model simplifies the clearance of free DOX by assuming a simple monoexponential elimination, though pharmacokinetic studies of free DOX in pigs demonstrated a triphasic elimination [65]. However, as the elimination is strongly dominated
by the first rapid alpha phase, we chose to approximate DOX clearance with a simple
mono-exponential model. The elimination time of free DOX obtained from modelling
is similar to the experimental half-life found by Andreson et al. A second simplification
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of our model is the assumption that the concentration of DPPG2-TSL remains constant
after end of infusion, while the experimental data show a noticeable double exponential
clearance of DPPG2-TSL of approx. 37% by the timepoint of euthanasia referred to peak
concentration. Consequently, our model underestimates the value of total DOX especially
at later times after end of infusion and most likely overestimates the leakage accordingly.
While our measurements demonstrate a long circulation of DPPG2-TSL in pigs, the
DOX blood concentrations is considerably lower compared to data obtained cats due
to a significant leakage of DOX at body temperature. These results point to a possible
destabilization of the DPPG2-TSLs in pigs by blood components leading to a stronger
leakage of DOX without leading to a rapid clearance of the carrier. The exact nature of
this interaction and identification of the responsible blood constituents was not further
pursued in this study. Another explanation may be the higher body temperature of pigs
with a normal range between 38–39 °C [66]. Though esophageal temperature probes
showed an average body temperature of 37.5 °C, it can’t be ruled out that core organs
were still at higher temperatures leading to an increased leakage. Whatever the exact
cause may be, current PK data indicate that circulation times of DPPG2-TSL and the leakage
of DOX from the carrier are strongly species dependent, which also applies to other TSL
formulations. For example, a TSL formulations comprising lyso-lipids showed a higher
leakage in small animals compared to DPPG2-TSLs but seem to be more stable in swine
with a DOX plasma half-life of t = 4.8h [33,67]. Unfortunately, information on animal body
temperatures are not given. Interestingly, a clinical hyperthermia study with Thermodox®
reported a dose independent average9plasma half-life of only t1/2,exp = 35.15 min (N = 18)
[32].

Hyperthermia
The on average, the hyperthermia sonications resulted in a mean temperature of
41.76 °C, which is 0.24 K below the target temperature of 42 °C. A possible cause for these
tracking errors is the stimulation of perfusion over time, which has been observed in a
previous study, see chapter 3 of this thesis. However, temperature variations between 40
to 42 °C are not expected to significantly affect release rate of TSLs as the temperature
range where paid release occurs is fairly broad [63]. The implementation of an offsetfree MPC may become important when treating malignant tissue in close proximity
to large vessels, where even lower temperatures could be expected due to thermal
washout. Thanks to the spatially resolved allocation of heating power to blood vessels
provided by the MPC, the lowest average that was observed in this study was 40.41 °C,
which is above the presumed release temperature of these liposomes. Consequently, we
believe that drug release occurred with comparable rate across the entire heated tissue
and above-mentioned minor tracking errors don’t lead to variations in deposited drug
concentrations.
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Biodistribution
The DOX concentration in the target muscle volume heated at the earlier time span was
on average 15 times higher (p = 0.0048, student t-test) compared to untreated muscle.
For the later hyperthermia treatment, an averaged 7-fold increase was found (p = 0.049).
Uptake of DOX was also visible on fluorescence imaging showing homogeneous uptake
of DOX in cell nuclei across the heated tissue.
The hyperthermia exposed muscle tissues were marked about 110 minutes
after the beginning of the DPPG2-TSL-DOX infusion with small ablation spots to serve
as a visual marker during tissue extraction. A third additional ablation spot within the
muscle that did not undergo hyperthermia served as control to measure if an ablation
performed at t = 110 minutes adds extra DOX to the measured tissue concentration. As
the DOX concentration measured for this third spot was comparable to untreated muscle
(0.0025 ± 0.016 %ID/g vs. 0.00255 ± 0.00097 %ID/g), we conclude that DOX concentrations
measured in HT treated muscle were not affected by the small additional ablation spot
but solely related to the DOX delivered during HT. The DOX concentration within the first
HT treated tissue may have been more affected by washout due to perfusion compared
to the second HT treated volume as the time from the HT treatment to euthanasia was
longer.
Using our pharmacokinetic model, the AUC of free DOX (AUCfreeDox,) could be
calculated for treated and untreated muscle tissue. For treated muscle tissue, the AUCfreeDox
is composed of free DOX released from the DPPG2-TSL carrier during hyperthermia plus
the AUC of the free DOX that originated from leaking of the DPPG2-TSL-DOX at body
temperature over the entire time span of the experiment. The AUCfreeDox for untreated
tissue only comprises the leaked, free DOX. Importantly, we found a linear correlation
of the DOX uptake in the untreated muscle as well as the two HT treated muscles with
respective AUCfreeDox, which is in agreement with the computer model proposed by
Gasselhuber et. al. [60]. Any clinical application therefore benefits from an optimal timing
of DPPG2-TSL-DOX infusion and hyperthermia application, which can be predicted using
pharmacokinetic modeling.
Uptake of DOX in the spleen and liver is most likely a result of DPPG2-TSL-DOX
clearance by phagocytic cells present in these organs. The latter also contribute to the
DOX concentration found in the kidney in addition to a contribution from clearance of
free DOX. Similar biodistribution was reported for different DOX-TSLs in small animal
studies [28,45,68,69].
Infusion of DPPG2-TSL-DOX was well tolerated in all animal experiments, as adverse
or allergic reactions such as an anaphylactic shock due to possible liposome-induced
compliment activation was managed using suitable premedication [70].
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CONCLUSIONS
We have shown in a large animal study that MR-HIFU is a suitable technology for well
controlled, focal hyperthermia, which can be used for temperature-triggered drug
delivery in deep seated tissue. In our study, we used as a temperature sensitive drug
carrier a formulation based on the synthetic lipid DPPG2, i.e. DPPG2-TSL-DOX. DPPG2-TSLDOX was infused over 30 minutes, and 30-minute long HT treatments were started at 10
and 60 minutes after the start of the infusion. Uptake of DOX scaled with the AUCfreeDOX
and reached 15- and 7-times higher concentrations compared to untreated tissue, for
the treatments starting at 10 and 60 minutes, respectively. No serious adverse effects
were observed during the experiments. The present study is of high importance for
clinical translation, as the protocol could directly be applied for treatment of sarcomas,
where DOX is used in an adjuvant or neoadjuvant setting. In addition, MR-HIFU offers the
additional possibility of combined treatment protocols comprising a hyperthermia drug
delivery step followed by focal thermal ablation of the tissue.
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INTRODUCTION
Radio- and chemotherapy are the main tools that are used today to treat inoperable
tumors and these modalities have drastically improved the prognosis for cancer patients.
However, the power of radio- and chemotherapy is self-limiting due to their toxic
effect on healthy tissue. Adjuvant treatment options are therefore investigated to both
enhance their effectiveness and limit their side-effects. Besides the more recent addition
of immune therapy to cancer treatment options, thermal therapy has already proven
itself to be a valuable addition to radio- and chemotherapy [1-3]. Many clinical trials have
shown the benefits of adding hyperthermia to radio-, chemo- and chemoradiotherapy
over corresponding monotherapies while adding only limited additional toxicity [4-9].
However, there have also been studies that did not find statistically significant benefits
due to poor temperature control [10,11], and even with the most modern clinical devices
for hyperthermia, the accuracy and reproducibility of temperature elevations is lacking
[12]. It therefore stands to reason that an advancement in temperature control would
greatly improve upon the already impressive results seen with hyperthermia today [13,14].
Magnetic resonance-guided high-intensity focused ultrasound (MR-HIFU) has great
potential to enable this advancement as a hyperthermia device that provides conformal
and uniform hyperthermia. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is not only valuable as
a tool for treatment planning due to the high soft-tissue contrast it provides, but it can
also be used to noninvasively gather accurate temperature information on a sub-second
interval that is spatially resolved on the millimeter scale [15,16]. This synergizes extremely
well with high intensity focused ultrasound, as HIFU generates an extremely tight energy
deposition field. This leads to a local temperature increase in a small volume of only a
few millimeters in diameter that can be steered with high accuracy. MR-HIFU therefore
has all components necessary for tight temperature control and first steps are already
being taken in bringing MR-HIFU-mediated hyperthermia to the clinic [17,18]. This
would not only enable uniform and conformal hyperthermia but also the subsequent
noninvasive ablation of the tumor, which has been the mainstay of MR-HIFU for more
than a decade. This would presumably yield even greater returns, as a preclinical study
recently demonstrated the superiority of the three-pronged approach of local delivery
of chemotherapy, hyperthermia and ablation over the two-pronged approaches using
either hyperthermia or ablation [19]. This development has tremendous implications
for patients with tumors that are highly resistant to chemotherapy and radiotherapy.
Therefore, the aim of this thesis is to advance the clinical translation of MR-HIFU
hyperthermia and ablation for malignant tumors such as pancreatic cancer.
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IN-VIVO ABLATION OF THE PORCINE PANCREAS VIA MR-HIFU
Pancreatic cancer has a five-year survival rate of nine percent, which is the lowest of any
cancer [20]. This stems from a confluence of unfavorable characteristics, including the
late onset of symptoms, the rapid formation of metastases and the rapid involvement of
nearby arteries. Consequently, five out of six patients are ineligible for surgery at the time
of diagnosis, which is currently the only available curative treatment [21]. If the tumor
mass cannot be resected, it exerts growing pressure on the surrounding structures,
leading to severe pain in the abdomen and in the back as well as digestive problems
and nausea [21]. The available options for pain management are often ineffective [22].
It has already been shown that ultrasound-guided HIFU ablation relieves pain, reduces
the tumor volume in pancreatic cancer patients and may even offer a survival benefit
[23]. However, the lack of real-time temperature feedback at the relevant temperatures
during ultrasound-guided HIFU compromises the technique’s safety and potential
effectiveness as the thermal buildup in the target volume and surrounding structures
cannot be tracked effectively [24]. We therefore performed a feasibility study of magneticresonance guided HIFU ablation of the pancreas in a healthy swine model and presented
it in chapter 2. The pig was chosen as a model as the anatomical dimensions encountered
in these animals closely resemble the human situation and the porcine pancreas is
structured in a similar way as the human pancreas [25]. However, the arrangement of the
bowels poses an additional obstacle in the pig, as most of the colon is arranged in a spiral
that obstructs the acoustic access to the pancreas [26]. This is problematic, as solid bowel
contents and gas pockets would strongly absorb ultrasound, leading to rapid prefocal
heating. We addressed this problem via a bowel preparation protocol involving a laxative
and by using an acoustically transparent hydrogel pad with an added dome shape during
the experiments. This gel pad compressed the bowels and shortened the length of the
intraabdominal beam path without a significant impact on the overall distance of the
pancreas from the HIFU window. Eight of ten attempts at sonication of the pancreas were
successful after the addition of the compression device, five of which induced clearly visible
thermal lesions in the pancreas. The lesion sizes that were predicted by thermometry and
contrast enhanced MRI for these lesions matched the lesion sizes that were measured in
gross examination on the scale of the thermometry protocol’s voxel size. The factors that
were found to prohibit a successful ablation of the pancreas were the obstruction of the
beam path, the application of too little acoustic power, spontaneous respiratory motion,
the displacement of the pancreas between the acquisition of the planning image and the
sonication, and the rapid cooling of the target volume by the adjacent portal vein. In one
case, severe bowel damage was observed in gross examination.
The obstacles that were encountered in the preclinical study provide us with useful
guidelines for upcoming clinical trials. The treatment planning must be swift to avoid
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the displacement of the bowels between the acquisition of the planning scan and the
treatment. This demands that the operator is experienced in the use of the clinical
HIFU software, knows which acoustic power is going to be required and is aware of the
tremendous cooling effect of the adjacent blood vessels. It is furthermore of the utmost
importance for the safety of the patient and the success of the treatment that no solid
bowel content or air pockets intersect the beam path. Bowel preparation will presumably
be easier to accomplish in humans than in pigs due to the well-established bowel
preparation methods for colonoscopy. Additionally, a hydrogel compression device
should be used and to shorten the intraabdominal beam path and to displace bowels
and stomach tissue. This is vital because most pancreatic cancer tumors arise in the head
of the pancreas [21], which is situated behind the transverse mesocolon in humans [27].
Finally, the treatment will require active participation of the anesthesiologist to ensure
that the patient’s respiration remains suspended for the duration of the treatment. These
guidelines will first be implemented and practiced in an upcoming preclinical study. The
study will also investigate the precision with which HIFU ablation can be performed in the
pancreas using online control of the thermal dose applied to the target area [28].
In summary, the ablation of the porcine pancreas is feasible, and the size of the
induced thermal lesion can be tracked accurately using noninvasive MR-thermometry.
By implementing the discussed improvements in the next preclinical experiments, the
workflow could be further optimized for clinical translation.

DEVELOPMENT AND VALIDATION OF A MODEL-BASED CONTROLLER
FOR MR-HIFU HYPERTHERMIA
Even with the improved control MRI provides over diagnostic ultrasound for the guidance
of HIFU treatments, not all areas of a tumor will be safe to ablate. This is especially true
for pancreatic cancer, which rapidly infiltrates adjacent organs and encases major
blood vessels [21]. Pancreatic cancer is furthermore highly resistant to radiation and
chemotherapy. Such tumors might be receptive to sensitization by hyperthermia, but
current clinical hyperthermia devices lack the control and precision necessary to induce
therapeutic temperature levels in proximity to blood vessels [29].
MR-HIFU has the potential to enable hyperthermia treatments in pancreatic cancer
as MR-guidance provides both near real-time temperature feedback, with which local
heat sinks can be identified, and HIFU provides the precision and high focal energy
deposition rates necessary to heat tissue close to such heat sinks. With Sonalleve®, there
is a clinical MR-HIFU system available at hospitals today that is capable of inducing
hyperthermia. The hyperthermia routines implemented in the control software already
include a mechanism for the management of nearfield heating, which is necessary for
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applications that require high acoustic powers over long timespans, and the capability
to heat clinically relevant volumes by switching the transducer position among multiple
sub-volumes [30]. However, the high precision that HIFU affords over the heating
pattern is not fully utilized by the binary feedback algorithm which is used to regulate
the temperature within the sub-volumes. We have therefore developed a novel modelpredictive control (MPC) algorithm which uses a thermal model of the target tissue to
calculate the optimal heating pattern to achieve a uniform temperature distribution. In
chapter 3, we described the architecture of the controller and measured its performance
under various conditions in-silico and in-vitro. We found that even at large mismatches
in the used model parameters, the controller maintains high performance and provides
both smaller tracking errors and more controlled temperature distributions than the
binary controller of the Sonalleve® software. Our experiments demonstrated that the
controller automatically allocates additional heating power to regions of elevated heat
loss in experiments with target volumes close to an artificial blood vessel that was
integrated in the tissue mimicking phantom used for the study. This behavior was also
observed in-vivo. In chapter 4, we investigated the controller’s performance in a series of
experiments performed with target volumes in the biceps femori of five German landrace
pigs. We found that the power applied to the target area is allocated in heterogenous
patterns and passes a minimum after an initial warmup period of approximately three
hundred seconds. When the heating pattern was overlaid on the contrast enhanced MRI
images acquired after the treatments, a clear colocalization of elevated power allocation
with the presence of blood vessels was observed. The heat sink effect of the blood vessels
was verified by superimposing the contrast enhanced MRI images with perfusion maps
that were calculated from the thermometry data acquired after the end of the sonication.
We also found that during the sonication, the evolution of the prediction error over time
exhibited a negative slope, indicating an increase in heat loss over time. This effect was
stronger in the voxels close to blood vessels, indicating that the increase in heat loss was
indeed caused by an increase in perfusion. Using the applied power that was required to
maintain hyperthermia as a measure for the enhancement of perfusion, an increase by a
factor of approximately 1.86 was found, which is in accordance with the values previously
reported by Lokshina et al. [31]. Despite the increase in perfusion, the MPC maintained
high performance throughout the treatments.
To our knowledge, this is the first time the heat sink effect of individual blood vessels
was visualized and the thermoregulation response was demonstrated in a large animal
model. The visualization and real-time estimation of perfusion-induced heat loss during
MPC-MR-HIFU hyperthermia presents an opportunity for future research investigating the
stimulation of perfusion in poorly perfused and hypoxic tumor regions, as most research
concerning the physiological response of tumor vasculature to heat was conducted
in the 1980s and only quantified averages across the whole tumor [32]. As the MPC
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performs well in highly perfused muscle tissue even while perfusion is increasing due to
hyperthermia, we consider MPC development as successfully concluded. However, there
are still a few issues to address before the controller can be used in a clinical setting.
In two of the ten experiments that were performed, the thermometry failed due to the
occurrence of situations that the drift correction algorithm was not designed to handle.
As the performance of any feedback controller will critically depend on the quality of
the feedback it receives, the pairing with a robust thermometry algorithm will be vital
for uniform and safe hyperthermia in the clinic. The controller is also only designed to
regulate the temperature in the volume that is accessible via electronic beam steering. An
integration with a second control layer which can dynamically reposition the transducer
during treatment will therefore be necessary to treat clinically relevant tissue volumes.
Finally, an extension of the controller with a mechanism that can adapt the controller’s
model to the perfusion changes triggered by hyperthermia may further improve the
uniformity of the created temperature distribution. This would be of special interest for
drug delivery applications, where the temperature of the blood vessels will determine
the rate of release [33].

LOCAL DRUG DELIVERY VIA MR-HIFU-HYPERTHERMIA IN A LARGE
ANIMAL MODEL
The benefit of adding hyperthermia to chemotherapy (thermochemotherapy) with freely
circulating drug has already been shown in the clinical setting [34]. However, the use
of freely circulating drug fundamentally limits the potential of thermochemotherapy.
The rapid clearance of freely circulating drugs from the blood pool leads to low plasma
concentrations and thereby low availability of the drug in the tumor while being taken
up in healthy, off-target tissues such as the heart. Temperature sensitive liposomes (TSLs),
which were first proposed in the late seventies by Yatvin and Weinstein et al. [35,36], solve
this problem by encapsulating the drug in long-circulating nanoparticles that protect the
drug from being cleared and releasing the drug locally when hyperthermia is applied.
Consequently, preclinical studies investigating thermochemotherapy with doxorubicinloaded TSLs showed an enhancement of the drug uptake into the tumor by a factor of 5
to 25 times compared to freely circulating drug [37], vastly increasing the cytotoxic effect.
For the clinical translation of MR-HIFU hyperthermia-mediated drug delivery, it is essential
that clinical workflows are developed, and promising drugs are evaluated in large animal
models. In chapter 5, we therefore presented a study in a healthy swine model concerning
the delivery of doxorubicin (DOX) from temperature sensitive liposomes (TSLs) using the
newly developed MPC algorithm for hyperthermia control. The used drug was DPPG2TSL-DOX, a novel liposomal DOX formulation by Thermosome (Munich, Germany). Four
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animals were anesthetized and positioned on the patient table of the MR-HIFU. Once
the treatment planning was complete and the two selected treatment sites in the thigh
muscle of the pig had been co-registered with MR-visible markings on the pig’s skin,
DPPG2-TSL-DOX was infused for half an hour. Starting at 10 minutes and at 60 minutes after
the beginning of the infusion, two hyperthermia treatments with target temperatures
of 42 °C were initiated and were each maintained for half an hour. Blood samples were
drawn regularly from the initiation of the DPPG2-TSL-DOX until the animal was euthanized
3 hours after the initiation. Analysis of the blood samples via mass spectroscopy and
HPLC showed that the liposomal drug carrier is cleared very slowly, following a doubleexponential clearance behavior, and levelling off at approximately 60 % of the injected
dose by the 3-hour timepoint. Using a pharmacodynamic model for the leaking of DOX
from the liposomes and its subsequent clearance, we found that DOX leaks from the
carrier with an exponential decay time of approximately 25 minutes, though this number
is likely to be too small due to simplifications that were made in the model. Compared to
an earlier study in cats [38], the measured DOX plasma half life was considerably shorter.
As body temperature has an influence on drug leakage , the pigs’ body temperature was
stabilized around 37.5 °C as measured with an esophageal temperature probe. However, it
cannot be ruled out that the intrinsically higher physiological body temperature in pigs of
up to 39 °C [39] may have an influence on leakage, as thermoregulation tends to maintain
the physiological temperature in major organs even if the rest of the animal’s body cools
down during anesthesia. Furthermore, differences in the chemical environment of the
blood may cause additional destabilization of the TSL lipid bilayer, leading to a more rapid
release of the payload. The temperature during the hyperthermia treatments was slightly
below the target temperature on average, which may have been caused by the additional
heat loss due to stimulated perfusion that was observed in chapter 4. However, due to
the high uniformity of the temperature distribution enabled by the MPC algorithm, the
temperature necessary for effective drug delivery was still maintained throughout the
target ROI. The analysis of the biodistribution showed that in comparison to untreated
muscle, the concentration of DOX was 15 and 7 times higher in the muscle volumes that
had undergone hyperthermia starting at 10 and 60 minutes after the start of the infusion,
respectively. Using the pharmacodynamic model to estimate the AUC of the bioavailable
“free” DOX for each target volume, we found a linear relationship between the AUC of
bioavailable DOX and the concentration in the respective muscle sample. This finding is in
accordance with in-silico studies by Gasselhuber et al. [40] and will help to plan treatment
schedules to maximize the beneficial effect of hyperthermia-mediated drug delivery.
This study shows that MR-HIFU is a suitable technology for hyperthermia-mediated drug
delivery from temperature-sensitive liposomes. As the workflow used in this study was
developed for a large animal model, it may serve as a starting point and accelerator for
the development of clinical workflows.
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OUTLOOK: THE PATH TO CLINICAL TRANSLATION
The studies in this thesis were deliberately performed in a large animal model to
bridge the gap between preclinical research and clinical application. The purpose of
the feasibility study presented in chapter 2 was designed with the aim to develop a
workflow that could be implemented in an upcoming clinical trial on the MR-guided
HIFU ablation of pancreatic cancer. There are still some questions that still need to be
addressed beforehand, especially concerning the precision that can be achieved with
feedback-controlled ablation protocols in the pancreas and whether the whole target
area is reliably ablated. These questions will be addressed in a follow-up study in the
second half of 2020 before the clinical trial will commence in Q1 of 2021 at the University
Hospital of Cologne (UHC).
In a review article of 2014, Hijnen et al. [37] outlined five requirements that needed
to be met for MR-HIFU hyperthermia-mediated drug delivery to become a clinical reality.
These requirements are (1) the availability of uniform and conformal hyperthermia, (2) the
development of clinical protocols, (3) the availability of liposome formulations for clinical
use, (4) the identification of suitable applications and (5) funding. The studies presented
in this thesis are steppingstones towards the first two requirements. The model-based
controller developed in the scope of this thesis is in the progress of being integrated
into a dedicated hyperthermia release of the Sonalleve® software in close collaboration
with Profound Medical (Mississauga, Canada). As soon as the integration is completed,
a preclinical study will be performed at the UHC to develop a clinical protocol for the
application of MR-HIFU hyperthermia and drug delivery in abdominal targets. This will
fulfill the second requirement and lay the technological foundation for a first clinical of MRHIFU hyperthermia-mediated drug delivery. The target application may be the pancreas,
but as the temperature sensitive liposomal doxorubicin formulation of Thermosome
(Munich, Germany) will likely reach a stage within three years at which clinical trials in
combination with MR-HIFU hyperthermia may be considered, other tumor entities that
respond to doxorubicin, like soft-tissue sarcoma, are also likely candidates. This will leave
funding as the final hurdle for the clinical translation of MR-HIFU hyperthermia-mediated
drug delivery. If this step succeeds will depend in large parts on the availability of public
grants for joint projects of public and private partners due to the high financial risks
involved [19]. In close partnerships between hospitals and companies, such as Profound
Medical, the manufacturer of Sonalleve®, and Thermosome, a manufacturer of drugloaded temperature-sensitive liposomes, strategies can be developed to secure funding
for clinical pilot trials.
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CONCLUSION
MR-HIFU has great potential in oncology as an enabler for potent combination therapies
with minimal toxicity. In this thesis we have explored two applications of MR-HIFU in a
large animal model, with the aim to show their feasibility and to develop workflows that
can swiftly be adapted into clinical practice. The magnetic resonance-guided ablation
of pancreatic cancer and the local release of cytostatic drugs have both reached a stage
at which they could soon yield benefits for patients who only have limited treatment
options left. With continued research effort, a combination therapy of hyperthermia, local
drug delivery, and ablation that allows to noninvasively treat unresectable chemo- and
radioresistant tumors with reduced side effects may soon be a clinical reality. We hope
and believe that the work presented in this thesis will help to accelerate this process.
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Ethical Paragraph
Pancreatic cancer has the lowest five-year survival rate of any cancer and the mortality
of this condition is rising steadily. There is a strong body of evidence that supports
the beneficial effect of high-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) for pancreatic cancer
patients. Likewise, there is strong evidence that hyperthermia enhances the effectiveness
of radio- and chemotherapy in tumors that are otherwise highly refractory to these
therapies, one of which is pancreatic cancer. Magnetic resonance guidance of HIFU
enables a combination of chemotherapy, hyperthermia and ablation that has been
shown to be highly effective in the preclinical setting. The animal experiments performed
within the scope of this thesis were aimed at the clinical translation of this combination
therapy, which may improve the prognosis of pancreatic cancer patients. The studies
were planned according to the 3R principle to minimize the animal suffering caused by
the experiments. Where possible, animal experiments were replaced using in-silico and
in-vitro methods. The number of animal experiments was furthermore reduced to the
absolute minimum necessary to obtain meaningful results. The experimental protocols
were also refined via the implementation of adequate acclimatization periods, housing
arrangements, and analgesia to minimize the distress experienced by the animals.
All preclinical studies performed in this thesis were approved by the State Agency
for Nature, Environment and Consumer Protection of North Rhine Westphalia, Germany.
For each experiment, the number of animals used and the discomfort they experienced
were weighted against the importance of the obtained information. The maintenance
and care of the experimental animals was in compliance with the EU guideline 2010/63/
EU and the TierSchVersV accredited by the German Federal ministry of Food, Agriculture
and Consumer protection.
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The aim of this dissertation is the clinical translation of magnetic resonance-guided highintensity focused ultrasound (MR-HIFU) for the treatment of pancreatic cancer and other
malignant tumors that are highly refractory to chemo- and radiotherapy. The envisioned
treatment scheme comprises the application of conformal and highly uniform MR-HIFUmediated hyperthermia, the local release of a cytostatic drug from temperature sensitive
liposomes, and the subsequent ablation of the tumor.
An overview of the background of this thesis is given in chapter 1. It includes an
introduction to the principles of thermal therapy and the medical heating technologies
that are available today. This is followed by a historical account of the development of
the MR-HIFU technology and a discussion of the value of MR-HIFU for two established
applications, uterine fibroids and painful bone metastases, and one upcoming application,
pancreatic cancer. The chapter is concluded with an introduction to feedback control in
MR-HIFU.
In chapter 2, the feasibility of ablating the porcine pancreas using a clinical MR-HIFU
system is investigated. The prognosis of pancreatic cancer is exceptionally poor as the
disease is often discovered only at a late stage. At the time of diagnosis, the tumor has
often already encased the adjacent arteries or even metastasized. In addition, pancreatic
tumors are highly resistant to chemo- and radiotherapy, which only leaves palliative
treatment for most patients. Pharmaceutical pain palliation is often insufficient. The
analgesic effect of sonography-guided HIFU ablation on inoperable pancreatic tumors
has already been demonstrated in multiple clinical studies over the last two decades and
recent studies have found a possible survival benefit in comparison to historical data.
However, sonography guidance lacks the soft-tissue contrast and real-time temperature
feedback that is available under MR-guidance. Consequently, MR-HIFU might allow a safer
and more complete ablation of pancreatic cancer tumors. We have therefore conducted
a translational study concerning MR-HIFU ablation of the porcine pancreas to develop
a workflow that can be adapted to clinical practice. Five healthy German landrace pigs
were anesthetized and positioned in prone position on the HIFU table of a clinical MRHIFU system. Acoustic access to the pancreas was supported by a preceding bowel
preparation and the addition of a newly developed acoustically transparent hydrogel
spacer for the compression of the abdomen. During short periods of apnea, two volumes
with diameters of 4 mm in the pancreas of each animal were sonicated using a sonication
protocol that is already in use for the treatment of uterine fibroids. This resulted in clearly
visible changes in eight of ten sonications, five of which resulted in a thermal lesion of
coagulated tissue. The five sonications that did not lead to a thermal lesion were analyzed
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to discern the modes of failure. It was found that in three of the attempts, insufficient
acoustic energy had been delivered due to premature cancellation of the sonications.
These treatments were aborted early due to strong prefocal heating observed in MRthermometry, spontaneous breathing of the animal, and an error in judgement by
the operator, respectively. In one treatment that did not show a thermal lesion in the
pancreas, severe damage in an adjacent bowel loop was observed instead, suggesting a
displacement of the pancreas out of the HIFU focus. The final sonication was attempted
in a volume adjacent to the portal vein, which prevented sufficient thermal buildup due
to the rapid cooling by the blood vessel. In the sonications that did produce a thermal
lesion, the size of the lesion found in gross examination was in close agreement with the
measurements using MR-thermometry derived dose profiles and contrast enhanced MRI.
We conclude that, if the points of failure that were identified in this study are avoided,
it is feasible to ablate the porcine pancreas under magnetic resonance-guidance using
equipment and software that is already available in the clinic today.
In pancreatic cancer patients, the adjacency of sensitive structures like the stomach,
the bowels, and blood vessels will often prevent a complete ablation of the tumor due to
safety concerns. It may be possible to sensitize these areas to chemo- and radiotherapy
via the application of local hyperthermia. However, the proximity of large blood vessels
like the celiac artery and the mesenteric artery create heat sink effects that current
clinical hyperthermia equipment may not be able to compensate. MR-HIFU may provide
a solution to this problem, as heat sink effects can be identified during treatment using
MR-thermometry feedback and compensated via the focused heating HIFU provides. We
have therefore developed a novel model predictive control (MPC) algorithm for MR-HIFU
hyperthermia. In chapter 3 we describe the controller’s architecture as well as a study of
its robustness. The robustness of the controller against model errors was assessed both
in simulations and in a tissue-mimicking phantom. The MPC algorithm was set to heat
nine different simulated tissues with diffusion and absorption values that deviated from
the controller’s predictive model by large factors. A similar experiment was performed in
the tissue mimicking phantom, where the controller’s predictive model was intentionally
mismatched to the phantom’s thermal properties. Both experiments showed that
the controller creates highly uniform temperature distributions even at large model
mismatches but performs best if an accurate model is provided. Finally, the controller’s
performance was compared to the performance of the binary hyperthermia control
algorithm of the Sonalleve® platform (Profound Medical, Mississauga, Canada) both in
a homogenous phantom and in a volume directly adjacent to a perfused water channel,
which acted as a localized heat sink. We found that the MPC algorithm generates much
more uniform temperature distributions and smaller tracking errors than the binary
controller in both cases. The main reason for this was that the MPC algorithm primarily
allocated acoustic power to the edge of the target region after the warmup was complete
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and relied on diffusion to warm the center of the target, leading to an even temperature
distribution. The binary controller on the other hand formed a bell-shaped temperature
distribution. We also showed that the MPC algorithm automatically allocated additional
power to the edge of the target region that was adjacent to the perfused water channel
in the second experiment, which allowed the controller to maintain high performance.
The artificial blood vessel used in the phantom study is limited in its transferability
to the clinical setting as it only provides a single localized heat sink effect that remains
constant over time. It can therefore not properly mimic the perfusion in-vivo, which is
both heterogeneous in space and reacts to elevated temperatures. We have therefore
performed a large animal study investigating the interplay between hyperthermia and
spatiotemporally heterogenous perfusion, and the effect of the latter on the performance
of the MPC algorithm. This study is presented in chapter 4. Five healthy female German
landrace pigs were anesthetized and placed on the HIFU table in lateral recumbency
with the biceps femori centered above the HIFU transducer. In each animal, up to three
hyperthermia experiments were performed targeting the biceps femori, resulting in a
total of 8 hyperthermia treatments of 30 minutes and two shorter treatments of 10 and
15 minutes. As in chapter 3, the observed controller performance was better than values
reported for binary controller in an analogous experiment. The heterogenous heating
patterns generated by the controller were superimposed in contrast enhanced MRI
images to investigate the interplay between perfusion and heating power allocation. This
revealed that areas of increased power allocation were colocalized with blood vessels
inside or next to the target volume. Using a spatially resolved model of perfusion that was
fitted to the temperature maps acquired after the end of the hyperthermia treatments, we
showed that the blood vessels do indeed act as local heatsinks in the areas to which the
MPC algorithm had allocated elevated heating power. Analysis of the dynamic behavior
of the controller over the timespan of the treatments furthermore revealed a linear
increase in heat loss over time that was localized at the blood vessels. Using the increase
in power that was required to maintain hyperthermia as an indicator for the increase in
perfusion, we estimated that, on average, the perfusion in the target areas had increased
at least by a factor 1.86 over 25 minutes, which is close to values reported in the literature
for similar hyperthermia regimes in rats. We also found that the increase in perfusion does
not necessarily negatively impact controller performance due to the rapid temperature
feedback that is enabled by MR-thermometry.
The requirements for the clinical translation of MR-HIFU hyperthermia-mediated
drug delivery include high performance temperature control, suitable drug formulations,
and the development of clinical workflows. In chapter 5, we therefore present a drug
delivery study in a large animal model in which a promising novel drug formulation was
used and the MPC was applied for hyperthermia control. The drug used in the study was
DPPG2-TSL-DOX, a temperature-sensitive liposomal formulation of doxorubicin (DOX)
developed by Thermosome (Munich, Germany). For the study, four female German
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landrace pigs were prepared several days beforehand with premedication to prevent
anaphylactic reactions to the drug. On the day of the experiment, the pigs anesthetized
and placed on the MR-HIFU table in lateral recumbency with the hind limb centered
above the transducer. Two target volumes were selected in the thigh muscle of each
pig. Once the treatment planning was completed and the target volumes had been
coregistered with MR-visible markers on the skin of the pig, DPPG2-TSL-DOX was infused
over a timespan of 30 minutes. Starting at 10 minutes and 60 minutes after the initiation
of the infusion, two separate hyperthermia treatments with target temperatures of 42 °C
were initiated and continued for 30 minutes each. After the end of the second treatment,
small volumes inside the hyperthermia-treated muscle were ablated to provide a visual
reference during excision. Blood samples were drawn regularly until the euthanization
at 3 hours after the initiation of the DPPG2-TSL-DOX infusion. The concentrations of the
liposomal carrier and DOX in the blood samples were analyzed via high precision liquid
chromatography and mass spectrometry. The analysis of the pharmacokinetic revealed
a long circulation time of the drug carrier but a shorter than expected circulation of the
drug. Reasons for this may include the specific chemical environment in the blood of pigs
and elevated temperatures in core organs. The analysis of the biodistribution showed that
the muscle samples that had undergone hyperthermia at 10 minutes and 60 minutes after
initiation of the DPPG2-TSL-DOX infusion had on average accumulated 15- and 7 times
more DOX than muscle samples that had not undergone hyperthermia, respectively. The
analysis of the temperature maps acquired during the hyperthermia treatments showed
that the temperatures in the target area were slightly below the target temperature
on average, which may have been caused by the stimulation of perfusion that was
already observed in chapter 4. However, due to the high uniformity of the temperature
distribution enabled by the MPC algorithm and the rapid thermometry feedback enabled
by noninvasive MR-thermometry, the minimum temperature required for effective drug
delivery was still maintained throughout the target area in all treatments. Using the MRthermometry data and a pharmacodynamic model of the drug, the AUC of bioavailable
DOX in the hyperthermia-treated muscle volumes and untreated muscle volumes was
calculated. The comparison with the DOX concentrations found in the corresponding
muscle samples revealed a linear correlation between the AUC of bioavailable DOX and
the resulting DOX accumulation, which is in agreement with theoretical predictions.
This study may therefore serve as a resource for the optimization of clinical treatment
schedules. As the workflow used in this study was furthermore developed for a large
animal model, it may serve as a starting point and accelerator for the development of
clinical workflows.
In chapter 6, the results obtained over the course of this thesis are summarized and
discussed. Finally, an outlook on the clinical translation of MR-HIFU for the treatment of
malignant tumors is given and the final conclusions are drawn.
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